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VOL. XI — No. 30
IMRE NTEIVIT
Tri-State Defender.,
"The South's Independent Weekly"
digests Dark Shadows
NAACP Fires Volley
At Nat D's Column
On City 'Sickness'
hasten to add though, that 'my
reasons for this observation are
altogether different from those
given by Nat D. Williams in his
"Dark Shadows" column in
your May 2 edition.
Two weeks ago, in his article
on the police brutality of Ev-
erett Johnson, Williams strongly
criticized the Negro leaders in
(lik
e civil rights field for fight-
se on safe grounds while urg-
ing the masses of Negroes to
(Editor's note: The New
Tri-State Defender has said
several times that although
it may not agree with the
opinions expressed by its
columnists, it will, as it
should, defend the right of
its columnists to express
that opinion. Freedom of ex-
pression is that right which
makes a democracy such as
ours grow and flourish. But,
on the other hand, material
Fekeppearing under the name of
The Defender's columnists
does not necessarily express
the opinions of the paper, its
editors or its publisher. The
Defender always strives to
g I • e its readers both
sides where possibile, and
would welcome comments to
the contrary of any article
that appears in the paper
as long as such comment re-
mains in good taste.)
trooper and regimental chap-
Dear Editor: lain for 505th Airborne In..
Memphis is indeed sick! I inability of a few Negroes and fan.ryt in Ft. Bragg, N. C.
from 1952-54. Prior he served
overseas during World War U.
He will be the second full-
time Negro Army Chaplain to
serve in a northern state. The
first one was Chaplain (Mt-
jor) Douglas Robinson, whit
was transferred to Hines Vet-
erans hospital in Chicago,
from a southern installation,,
earlier this year.
Chaplain Thigpen. a native
of Texas, received his bache-
lor of art degree at Wiley col-
lege in Texas. His bachelor
of divinity degree was re-
ceived at Gammon Theological
Seminary in Atlanta, Ga.
The chaplain and his wife,
Mrs. Arvon Thigpen, who is a
city manager for Avon Cos-
metic company, are the pa-
rents of a daughter, Regina, a
graduating senior of Melrose
high school; and two sons, Lee
Allen, jr., an eighth grader
and Wilford, a third grader.
They live at 4839 Horn Lake
rd., in Lakeview Gardens.
Chaplain Thigpen is the son
of Rev. Lee Allen, sr., who is





suffering from indigestion re-
sulting from years of consum-
ing racial segregation, racial
discrimination, racial hate, ra-
cial superiority, racial inferi-
ority, "Uncle Tomism," "Uncle
Tom," brainwashing of the Ne-
gro by the Negro and white
community and fear by many
Negroes of everything white.
Yes. Memphis is indeed sick!
Prescribed medicine—May 17,
1954, U. S. Supreme Court De-
cision. the 76,000 Negroes reg-
istered to vote, the jailing of
our students and adults for sit-
ins and the boycott and picket-
ing of Main Street stores—have
not been strong enough to com-
pletely rid Memphis of its di-
sease.
Memphis indeed is sick! Un-
fortunately, however, its condi-
tion will probably get worse be-
fore it gets better. This will not
be due to the spreading of the
disease but will result from the
whites to change from the
"southern way of life" to the
"American way of life."
Although Memphis is sick, it
will not die. The NAACP, re-
gardless of the howls and cries
by segregationists from both
races, will continue to seek
new drugs and new medical
procedures which will carry
Memphis safely through this
painful period which is essential
to the birth of a good healthy
new born babe.fight where dangers lurk.
In his last column, however,
Williams, for some strange rea-
son, has completely reversed
his stand. He now criticizes the
Negro businessmen for leaving
the safe confines of their busi-
nesses to tight racial discrimi-
nation in the alleys, in the
chnrches, at the radio stations
and on the picket lines. Memorial Day
CIIIRLLENGED MINISTERS
some months ago,
lams challenged the Ne-
gr ministers to cease preaching
thqigospel of "you can have all
this world but give me Jesus,"
ye et today, those same ministers
are being castigated (by Wil-
lianas) for using their pulpits to
gight racial segregation.
Apparently, Williams has no
regard whatever for the Ne-
gree intelligence or memory.










American Legion Post No.
27 has made plans to hold Me-
morial Day Service, Tuesday,
May 30, at 11 a.m. at National
cemetery. The keynote address
will be delivered by Elder
Blair T. Hunt.
Veterans of all wars, active
service and all branches of the
National Defense are asked to
attend in uniforms, said Grover




The Rev. W. L. Varnado. pas-
tor of the Cummings Street Bap-
tist church and vice chairman
of the Owen College Board of
Trustees, will be the speaker
at the annual commencement
Vesper to be held at 4 p.m.,
Sunday, May 28, in the Roger
William Hall auditorium of the
college.
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Presi-
dent of Fisk University of Nash-
ville, Tennessee, will be the
speaker for the Sixth Annual
Cotnmencement, Thursday,
Ikurie 1, at 6 p.m. in the collegeauditorium.
Rev. Varnado, a native of
Mississippi, did college work at
Aleorn College and Theological
stUdies at Jackson college, both
inlis home state. He has spent
55 years as a pastor and has
served pastorates in Tennessee,
Mississippi and Alabama.
Dr. Wright holds a B. S. de-
gree from Hampton Institute,
an, M. A. Degree from Howard
University and a doctorate
from New York University. He
hag done graduate study at the
College of the City of New
York and Columbia University.
ilia educational experience be-
gan as a teacher and progressed
1 to principal, professor of Educa-
tion at North Caroiina College
and Hampton Institute and
glecresident of Bluefield State
MP'allege before assuming similar
duties at Fisk University in
1957,
His professional activties in-
clude: member, Executive Com-
mittee of Association for High-
er Education; member, Con-
sultant Panel, National Defense
Loan Program; and former na-
tional president of Alpha Kappa
Mu Honor Society. He has writ-
ten ter many educational journ-
als and is a member of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
The college choir, under the
direction of Mrs. Dorothy T.
Graham, will provide music for
both occasions.
The Owen College Alumni As-
sociation will sponsor a tea for
the graduates and their guests
following the Commencement
Vesper in the Presidential Suite
of Howe Hall.
DR. R. I. WRIGHT
Chaplain (Major) Lee Allen
Thigpen, jr., (USAR), who has
been assigned to Kennedy
Veterans hospital since June:
20, 1954, is scheduled to be
transferred to an U.S. Army
installation in Lyons, N. J.
sometime in June, according'
to a report received by the
Tri-State Defender this week.
The tentative date for Chap-
lain Thigpen to leave Memphis
has been set for June IL He
is scheduled to go to a 2,000-
bed Veterans hospital in Ly-
ons for neuro-psychosis pa-
tients. About his new position,
he said "Not only is it a pro-
motion but I will be working,
as a counselor to psychopathic:
patients, for which I was:
trained at Boston university,"
where he received the Inn-
ter's degree. Kennedy Vet-
erans hospital is considered as
a Veterans Administration
medical teaching group hos-
pital (VAMTG).
Before coming to Memphis
Major Thigpen was a pare.
MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, MAY 27, 1961
DRAGGED
TOT SURVIVES Mississippi
atrocity — Little Gloria La.
Verne Floyd was walking
down her Jackson. Miss., at.
last week when white youths
in convertible rode by and
lassoed her. Nine-year-old was
dragged by moving car. NA-
ACP reported a deep gash in
her head, cheek bruises, a cut
on the right shoulder and burn
marks on her neck from the
wire lasso. NAACP is coun-
tering with "Operation Mis-
sissippi"--an drive to
end such abuae. The drive in-
cludes voter registration, use
of public accommodations,
school integration and in-
creased state government em-
ployment of Negroes.
Hinds Means Business!
Sheriff M. A. Hinds, never
one to quibble over right and
wrong and how it is applied to
the Sheriff's Department, die-
missed another deputy in the
now infamous-Negro frame
case aired in court recently.
After having dismissed three
deputies who were allegedly
directly involved with the at-
tempt to frame a Negro (one
acquired, three fined $1 each),
Sheriff Hinds lowered the boom
on a "character witness," Depu-
ty Floyd Rails, a veteran of 11
years on the force.
After a hassle with the ex-
deputies' defense attorneys over
whether Hinds could see Rail's
testimony as to the treatment
of witnesses, the dismissal was
made. Reports said Rails testi-
fied that it was proper to in-,
timidate a witness if he (officer)
was "sure in his heart that he
had the right man." Rails
claimed he was misquoted.
Defense attorneys had re-
fused to allow Hinds to see the
recorded testimony since the
secretary was hired by the de-
fense.
Later developments in the
case centers around the reported
investigation of the case by the
Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion.
3 Priests Officiate
Gloom Heavy At Father Bertrand
As Popular Student Is Buried
Father Theodore Wieser said
of Kenneth M. Hayes last Fri-
day at the youngster's funeral
at St. Augustine Catholic
church: "If anyone was pre-
pared for death, surely it was
Kenneth Hayes."
Hayes, popular senior class
and student council president at
Father Bertrand high school,
was drowned in Kentucky
Lake on a senior class outing
last week. He WBS a staunch
church goer. High mass for the
17-year-old saw three priests
bid him farewell, Frs. Wieser,
Gebharet Schmid and Miro
Wiese.
The drowning occurred just
two weeks before the May 28
Commencement and the gloom
weighed heavily over the Bacca-
laureate services at St. Augus-
tine last Sunday, as the gradu-
ating students were presented
in church.
SWAM AFTER EATING
Witnesses on the outing at
the lake said that Hayes, who
was also captain of the school's
football team, had gone for a
swim about 15 minutes after
-eating. Four of his classmates,
L. C. Ford, Calvin Cunningham,
Fred Coffey and Malcolm Weed,
failed in their attempt to res-
cue him. They said he made no
outcry before he went under.
The theory was that he had
developed cramps,
Hayes had lived with an
aunt and grandmother, Mrs.
Thelma Thomas and Mrs. Julia
McDonald, respectively, 1277
Englewood. His father, Samuel a seventh grader at St. Augus-
L. Hayes lives in Louisville,
Ky. The boy's mother, Mrs. Ed-
na McDonald Hayes, died four
years ago.
Mrs. Hayes died two weeks
before Kenneth was graduated
from the eighth grade at St.
Augustine. The paradox, he
died two weeks before he was
to be graduated from high
school.
Other survivors include a
brother. Samuel L. Hayes, Jr.,
tine; another aunt, Mrs. Mar-
garet O'Neal, a teacher at Lin-
club are making plans to help
mother, Mrs. Essie Fisher of
Arlington, Tenn.; another aunt,
Mrs. Mamie Gordon of Chica-
go, Ill.; an uncle, Fred Hayes of
Memphis and other uncles,
cousins and relatives
Kenneth was purled lii Cal.
vary cemetery, directly behind
the school. S. W. Qualls funeral
home in charge.
600 Pounds Of Clothes
Sent To Fayette County
Some 600 pounds of clothing
was sent to the depressed farm-
ers of Fayette and Haywood
Counties by the Alpha Phi
Omega fraternity in Baton
Rouge. La. The clothing was
sent to Rev. A. E. Campbell,
2500 Carnes ave., for distribu-
tions to the farmers.
Rev. Campbell, a trustee of
the Baptist farm recently pur-
chased in Fayette county by the
National Baptist Convention,
USA, Inc.. to house some of the
farmers evicted from tenant
farms after they sought to be-
come registered voters. Rev.
Campbell is also a vice presi-
dent of the -Baptist convention.
The first farmer to move cas
the Baptist farm, Earl Ander-
son, his wife. and Robert W.
Watkins, came to Memphis
earlier this week to haul some
of the clothing to Fayette Coun-
ty for distribution.
Other persons who have tak-
en an interest in the plight of
the farmers are Rev. W. E. Scott
who lives at 1589 Castalia at.,
but pastor to a congregation at
Williamson Chapel in Maso n,
Tenn., Rev. J. W. Williams, an-
other trustee of the Baptist
Farm; Rev. Charles Epps, pas-
tor of Gospel Temple and presi-
dent of the recently established
J. L. Campbell School of Re-
ligion. 40 S. Parkway East:
Rev. Williams. pastor of Lane
Avenue Baptist church is also













President of the Original Fay-
ette County Civic and Welfare
League, Inc., John McFerren,
stated in a news release earlier
this week, that "There has been
much concern over the selec-
tion of John W. Kohlheim,
principal of Fayette County
Training school, as king of the
Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubi-
lee, a segregated affair."
The news release explained
"The basis of this concern is the
fact that the NAACP and other
liberal organizations have boy-
cotted the Jubilee. These orga-
nizations have donated and are
still donating to the Fayett
County farmers who have suf-
fered a crisis of being black-
The Memphis chapter of "full fledged" delinquents.
Frontiers of America service
clube are making plans to help
curb juvenile delinquency
among boys between the ages
of 8 and 12 through a national
project of the club called "Lit-
tle Buddies" club. The local
chapter's president, Rev. H.
Clarke Nabrit, appoined four
club members to devise plans
to activate a "Little Buddies"
club in Memphis.
Appointed during a luncheon-
meeting last week were Thad-
deus T. Stokes, editor of the
Tri-State Defender, Rev. James
A. McDaniel, executive secre-
tary of the local Urban League;
co-chairmen; Dr. E. Frank
White, local dentist; and Herm-
an E. Caldwell, an administra-
tor of Universal Life Insurance
company.
The Frontiers members plan
to start with what they term
"borderline-boys," youngsters
who need guidance in an effort
to prevent them from becoming
During the same meeting
plans for the Frontiers club
annual charity football game
were discussed. Appointed to
determine the date of the fall
game was L. H. Boyce, an ex-




Many thanks to the hundreds
of persons responsible for mak-
ing the New Tri-State Defender
edition (May 20) such a rous-
ing success. We take this space
to thank you for it would be
impossible to thank all per-
sonally. Remember, the Tri-
Sette Defender gives you com-
prehensive 'news in a lively
and interesting mood. Remem-
ber, what you missed elsewhere,
you get here! Inside this week
READ the new and interesting
column making its debut by the
NAACP on the Freedom Move-
ment.
listed, evicted as farm tenants' Taliaferro Maps Strategyand subjected to other econom-
ic squeezes."
Speaking the sentiment of
the League members, MeFerren
said, "In light of these facts, it
has been expressed by many
that it is believed to be a vio-
lation of human decency for a
'king' to come from Fayette
County."
Everybody knows that the
crisis in Fayette County origi-
nated when Negro Citizens here
attempted to register and vote,
said the report.
The news release continued,
"Let it be known to all con-
cerned that the Original Fay-
ette County Civic and Welfare
League had no official part in
the selection of Mr. Kohlheim
as King of the Jubilee, neither
do the actions of the Jubilee
represent the thinking of League
members," said the report.
When Kohlheim was reached
by telephone at his home on
the Old Macon road out from
Somerville on Route 4, he said,
"I have no comments for the
newspaper. They (League mem-






in the line of march during
commencement weekend at Le-
Moyne College. Seventy-six will
receive degrees M,,nri v May
29, and 21 will ee I heir
work for de-
grees during
t h e summer
session.
C o m mence-
ment speaker
will be t h e
Rev. Dr. Fred
Hoskins. m i n-
ister and sec- e„,,sths
retary of t h e
General Council of Congrega-
tional Christian Churches and
co-president of the United
Church of Christ. His office is
in New York City.
The alumni's annual recep-
tion for members of the grad-
uating class will be held in the
New Commons immediately fol-
lowing commencement.
The baccalaureate sermon will
be preached Sunday, May 28, by
the Rev. Lionel A. Arnold, pro-
fessor of plutosophy and relig-
ion at LeMoyne. He is on leave
this year and next year study-
ing for the doctorate at Drew
University.
The president's reception for
members of the graduating class




reate will be held on the cam-
pus in front of Brownlee Hall,
both starting at 5:30 p.m.
To Snatch Congress Seat
State Senator J. Lewis Tali- Taliaferro, as a freshman on
aferro is currently mapping: Capi ti o I Hill in Nashville,
strategy to gain a seat in the established an enviable rec-
U.S. Congress. The seat is now aid for himself. As vice chair-
being held by Rep. Cliff Davis, man of the senate labor corn-
who will be, from all Indica-
tions, an incumbent in 1962.
While Taliaferro is busy lin-
ing-up political force, he has
not announced formally his in-,
tentions of opposing the ag-
ing Davis, who himself, has'
not been idle at attempting to .
attract stronger political Ppow_{
er by some new political ma-
neuvers here in Memphis.
Senator Taliaferro is not ex-
pected to make a formal an-
nouncement of his intentions
to unseat Rep. Davis until aft-
ter Jan. 1, 1962. When asked
about the rumor of him enter-
ing the political arena against
Cliff Davis, Taliaferro told the
Tri-State Defender "I've been
thinking about it very serious-
ly." However, he added, "This
is not a formal announcement."
Taliaferro piled up an im-
pressive vote last November
when he ran for the state sen-
ate. He polled 113,003 votes,
the largest number ever given
to a candidate for state sena-
tor in a general election. It is
felt that he will be able to at-
tract most of the same voters
to unseat the veteran Davis
who has served more than 20 St. Stephenyears in Congress.
A third man, Ross Pritchard.,
brother-in-law of Mayor Hen- Women's Day
ry Loeb, has also been figured
as a "possible" candidate for
the post. Pritchard, about five
years Taliaferro's junior, is
professor of international stud-
mittee, he won praises from
labor by introducing the Bar-
ber Bill, which was requested
by the Memphis Barber's Un-
ion. It was signed into law.
He also co-authored the rail-
road crossing safety bill which
was sought by the operating
unions of the railroads.
J. LEWIS TALIAFERRO
When St. Stephen Baptist
church, 508 N. 3rd at., cele-
brates annual "Women's Day"
les at Southwestern college. Sunday, May 28, Dr. Clara 
A.
,for 
He was a campaign manageriBrawner is expected to make
Senator Estes Kefauver in the keynote address. 
his successful bid for re-elec- Dr. 13rawner, a well known
tion to the U.S. Senate last physician here, is expected to
-
pimehMairsianEffoief
as been mentioned as a like- the celebration said "the wo
poeuankg, a t 
general
 3summer.
A fourth man whose name Y8
ly candidate for the seat is men of St. Stephen are plan-
now a member of the County Rev. 0. C. Crivens is pastor
Court.
former State Senator Tom P. ning to make this a great






•••••••..•.............Sorry, but no one came up Title?"
with the correct anstvers to last 3. What event marked the be-
week's quiz. S0000, this week's ginning of Bible history? .
jackpot rises to a tasty $30. 4. Name the most northernly
Read the following questions state of the United States.
carefully and submit yeti,' 5. Easter is always celebrated
answers. Who knows, they may by all religious groups on the
be right! same day.
I. What state is nicknamed True or false?
"Beehive?". Now look on page two and 611
2. What is meant by the real out the coupon with the corpe46
estate term, "Cloud on the answers iii the questions sboe01.4,
1
 ........... .............^... a., . ̂ .........,. ••





'grease and dirt, and check Arts college on Vance ave. have
blade before each use to be been scheduled for 8 p.m. Mon. 
sureall nuts are tight. A sharp day, May 20 at Mt. Nebo Bap-1
blede does a better job of cut- tist church, 555 Vance ave., an-;
tine and requires less speed. nounces the president Rev •
4. Make sure your mower is J. Gaston.
equipped with the necessary Baccalaureate services ha,
safety shields and never 0P- been set for SultdaY, May MI at
crate it unless thus shield" Metropolitan Baena chtarehijare in place. 767 Walker ave. The keynotel
eridress is expected by the Dag.'
tor, Rev. S. A. Owen, chairman
of the trustee board cif Owen ,
college.
The editor of the Tri State;
Defender, Thaddeus T. Stokes,1
has been engaged to deliver the
commencement address. ActiVe
in many phase of Memphis
Community life, Stokes is a
former editor of the Memphis
World. He is a member of
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA's
7. Do not refill tank when Committee on Management.
the engine is hot or running. Frontiers of America serv.
8. Use care in starting your club and others.
lawn mower engine. The graduating class cons.
(a) Make sure self-pro- of 20.
pelted mower start4 out 
of gear.
(b) Stand firmly and Tennis Clubvolved in operation of power; keep hands and feet sway
lawn mowers Here are some from cutting blades and
safety rules to consider. Scheduledmoving parts.
I. Be familiar with your 9. Use slowest possible
mower, read the operatoete speed.
manual and follow the menu- 10. Remove all toys, stones,
lecturer', instructions, sticks, wire, cans, glass and The Memphis Tennis associ-
2. Always disconnect the other trash from lawn before ation hee scheduled its first
spark plug wire and be sure mowing. meeting of the season for 8 p.m.
ay
working on the mower.
the blades hove stopped before 11. Keep children and pets Thursd---
away from mowers. Bystand- ave.. announces the president was separated from the mother keeping
Frontiers Security Building, 19343 Chelsea children, sic e lielloilmmrlalhuniitnyg MOM
ofb American service
I club, the only national Negro
May 25 at the Home
3. Keep mower clean and ers are frequently hurt 'ay service u America.of the association, Dr. John E, of the children. But each man Plied with unwanted herds ef'blade sharp. Wipe off excess flying objects. 
Jordan. is the avowed father of the chit. illegitimate or neglected chii.
•Main items on the agenda will dren. Each man had been di. dren.
Include. recommending to the rected and ordered to provide PROPER PLACE
city's department of recreation for the children's support. Each So jail, or time in the work-
nicipally owned courts. Tenta- place 'r'Sodality Hears
a tennis instructor for the mu. man had failed, house is the proper
OUTSTANDING work per
tormance by three automo-
tive equipment operators at
the Memphis Cleneral Depot
was rewarded recently by
presented certificates of $100 Those cited are, from left,
cash by Col. William D. John Riddick, 1937 Stater
Buchanan (right) Command- Frank Cox, 2833 Harvard;
ing officer of the Depot. Even Campbell, 2840 Hale at.
*••1- acaclat
By CARLOTTA WATSON
Musing: Look 1s this der;
Yesterday is but a dream; to-
morrow is gniy a vision, but
today well lived makes every
yesterday a drum of happiness,
end ever/ TOITIOrrow a vision of
hope.
Dear Carlotta:
I have been going out with a
man for some time. He is a wid-
ower with two small children.
I have considered marriage, but
because of the children I am
afraid. I am also not sure that
the children would like a stop
12. Don't let small children
operate mowers.
13, Mew *ernes end never
up and down steep elopes.
14. Don't permit the power
tiovaeaedtennaais winaelltchaeas 
other 
beetRECORD SHOP zonwet.ii.t:10:,1t. Irt3w rrift a i:et:rierrt• c
WORDS FOR IVtRYONI





By James G. Gregory
SUMMER MONTHS ARE
ACCIDENT MONTHS
May, June, and July are
hileerclous months. More trac-
tor and farm accidents occur
in these three months than all
the rest of the year.
Most drowning' also Imp-
pen in the summer months,
and both drowiungs and trac-
tor accidents involve a high
percentage of children.
Death due to tractor and
machinery accidents can be
reduced. Mechanical failure
causes less than 5 per cent of
these accidents - HUMAN
FAILURE causes all the rest.
About 20 per cent of the
drownings last year in Ten-
nessee occurred on farms. Ask
yourself — Ask your friend/
who fails when a teenager 1111
killed or injured on a tractor?
Who fails when a child drowns
in a farm pond.
PLAY SAFE WITH
POWER LAWN MOWERS
Now is the time to be re-




Stoker; To Np. 2 ...
CefintenCentent eisinises at
Griggs Business and Practical
5 Before mowing a rough
terrain, set the blade high to
prevent it from striking the
ground, keep the blade high
enough te prevent damage to
the turf. Usually a minimum
blade height of 21/4 inches is
required.
6. Store gasoline in an ap-
proved metal container away
from furnaces, fires, or 'parks.
Po not store in glass contain-
er..
le. Never leave engine run-
ning when mower is unattend-
ed.
16. Avoid using en electric
mower when the grass is wet.
Make sure the mower and
cord are in perfect condition.
Re Is










at HOME in one quick,
EASY APPLICATION
You can have natural-looking
straight hair the safe, easy
SILKY STRATE way. Do it
yourself at home and save time
and money. The easy-to-follow
directions assure professional-
like results. Your hair stays
straight and easy-to-manage for
menthe will not go back
even while wet.
SOS MIN: Reguief Sassnoth so, thanksaisrs•
reit women wed Children: tootlesie.aara Sae beg. Dn. has.
Si 2 i.omPtar
*ITN NEUIRALILLR
iftlpft P.1 $1 AP Pr TAY
FOREST BILL MIVIEY-BACK GUARANTIIKIC even' PerkDOO
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROSES AVAILABLE
Place Tour Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Mansphue, Tennessee
"YOUR Cautuats Makes Whet You Ash For Ann
Crees5011 What you Think of.
OFFICES FOR RENT





* First Floor or Second Floor
Call
E. C. WILLIAMS REALTY CO.
WH 1-1016 979 EAST MclEMORE
T.oltiks,a.,,not.l en offer to sell 0
ill. it CY „ 
 in 









The mu to it.,, attest a only blIk.ins offered to pros fld4 ste
the State truwww• Sr Ind tilk
150041 4•WI‘111. Co,poretun, swimsl
is s dealer in lila C. Hell •
For free now of orosoectus
N AT1ON AL BOWLING
CORPORATION
tal nu porn 'Tx 1.144, It 5 Sensed
Address
1.1 
= by NAT Co WILLIAMS
AS SHOULD BE
It was news that was at once
distressing, timely, forninaki,
end unfortunate.
Reference is made to the SA-
mouncement last week that a
Memphis judge had sent two
men to the workhouse for fall-
um to provide support to their
dependent children. Each Man
Recently the Tennessee Leg-
islature passed a law empower-
ing judges to fine and sentence
such errant fathers. And that is
as it should be.
It's pretty hard to argue with
the stark facts of the matter
where neglected and illegitimate
Children are concerned relative
to the Negro community. Far
too many Negro children are
thing. Other folk, in moat in-
stances, hive to share the Wet
of paying for their misdeeds and
lack of a sense of responsibility.
The money spent for Aid Ur De-
pendent Children comes out of
the pockets of the rest of the
Community. Meanwhile, the er-
rant so-called fathers of such
such characters. Maybe they'll
have time to do some deep rnedt-
Wein . . and figure out ways
and means of controlling
wayward gleam that makes
them hurt the community.
Of course, something must be
said about the women who melte
the mistake of getting hooked
up with men like that. Altar all
most of those girls' mamas must
growing up in the community have told them that there would
without the benefit of a father's be some men like that coming
support and attention. Far too across their lives. Of course, it
many Negro children, as corn- has to be born in mind that a lot
pared with other elements in of girls are taken in by wolves
the community, don't have fa-, in sheep's clothing. But that's
ther's they can legally identify why Little Red Riding Hood was
as their own—or may depend given eyes . . In order to see
on for the basic things, the real grandma.
Not only does this have dig- men, don't really see whet,
So many times women. likeDISASTROUS RESULTS
estrous results for the chocy, they're look at . . . the result it/
physical well-being . . . it also the creation of situations like
wrecks hiM QV does serious darn- that now under consideratioll.






taken.  First 
need
 oft 0 allb,ecormaimseduM.,,,ti
step forward and • be associated some societies ' " even arn—rwith the child is a child whose animals . . males who wont
Inside has a couple of strikes
against them from the start. For offspring
take care of and defend their
are banished from the
that child is not like an orphan group . . . looked upon with:
whose father can't step up and
be counted. He is like a cast-
away when his father won't step
up. And when a kid grows up
contempt . . . and treated like
outcasts. And thet's as it should
be. It's time the Negro comuni-
ty joins in developing an active
under a cloud like that he's sense of disapproval of the crirn-
bound to have a lot of anti-so. inally immoral in their ranks.
cad emotions and attitudes . . . Further, it is to be rernem-
all things being equal. bared that one of the most tell-
RC Cola To Present
Prep Player Awards
The annual Royal Crown
Cola basketball awards and
banquet for the all-Memphis
Prep-Champions has been set
for 7:30 p.m., Saturday, May
27, at the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA, 254 S. Lauderdale at.,
announces the Arnold di Asso-
ciates public relations counse-
lors.
Participating in the R. C. Cole
awarda to the prep-league
"greats" will be representatives
of the Memphis Chapter al the
St. Augustine
Mrs. J. Turner
The St. Monica Sodality, of
St. Augustine Catholic church,
under the direction of Father
Miro Wiese, 0.F.M., sponsored
a breakfast at the gym of Father
Bertram high school on Kerr
ave. on Mother's Day.
Many members and their
gusts attended the breakfast
Prepared by Mrs. Samuels, Mrs.
Lamar and Mrs. Atkins, Mem-
bers of The Christian Mother's
Sodality, an older organization
of the parish.
Guest speaker for the occa-i
sion was Mrs. JOSS H. Turner,1
teacher at Porter Junior high
school, and also a member of St.
Augustine church., Mrs. Turner
spoke on "'Today's Challenge
to Mothers." She pointed out
that a mother faces many chal-
lenges, some old and some new.
Some of the few she mentioned
and explained were Religion,
Communism, Automation, Space
Age. Mothers and Potential
I mothers and Sex.
The summation of Mrs. Turn-
er's speech left a thought on the
minds of mothers present, when
she asked the mothers to ask
themselves "Am I a Good
Mother?"
Then, too a neglected child'Inl and painful blows struck - 
. . . one which a "hold-out" fa- against the Negro's efforts to-
ther running loose hither and ward first-class citizenship, is
Yon . • . has almost a compuelthe loudly proclaimed charge
sive tendency to develop a !Mit/let Negro men are not fit fa-
of bad thinking in the back orthers of children . . . that Ne-
his or her head. Boys like that, ern men don't show a sense of
grow up with disrespect for responsibility and backbone,
the values and standards that when it comes down to protect-
normal men live by. He joins the
ranks of others Ilk* their bl-
ither. A girl brought up with a
'loose-running pa. usually ends
lp with it set in her head that
all men are no good; loose like
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Negligent fathers are a men-
ace to the community in more
ways than just the damage to
their children, too. They cost
everybody else in town some-
Words of the Wise
God will not leek you over
f o r medals, degrees Or
diplomu, but for scars.
—(Elbert Hubbard)
log and helping their women. • •
that Negro risen are immoral,.
lust-crazed animals, in more or
less human form . . who live
only between their necks' and
their knees. That's a tough
, 
"im
or treated with fairness and minds
r e to;:f the preoh-spe in the
public.
Rut that's the image that ir-
responsible Negro fathers give,
the whole race. True, one of thei
two men sentenced to the work:
house was a white man But hel
was the exception .. the white
man who violated the rule that
attaches to white men In gener-
al Whereas, the Negro man was
not an exception ... only his ar-
rest served to help establish a 1r
rule that should be more wide-
ly applied.
:AwardswTu be presented to,- 
l the 'most valuable player' in the
Ileague; players selected to the
first team of All-Memphis, sec-
ond and third team inflections.
Tokens of recognition will
also be awarded coaches and
principals of high schools.
Principal' who are to receive
the tokens are: Robert Morris
of Lester; Malin Conley of
Douglas; Floyd Campbell of
Melrose; Harry Cash of Hamil-
ton; Louis Hobson of Manassas;
Father Theodore of Father Ber-
trand; Richard B. Thompson of
Carver arid Jesse D. Springer
of Booker T. Washington and
ilio president of the Memphis
Negro Prep League.
Parents of players selected for
the first and second trams are
also invited to attend the
Awards Banquet.
Awards will be Presented by
Henry C. "Rank" Raymond,
basketball coach at Christian
Brothers college and Jerry
Johnson, beckatball coach at Le-
Moyne college.




first, I would relax. _Al-
though stepping into a motner's
role is a difficult task, keen
be moat rewarding if one ,does
not Prole to seaconsciously.
All atep•mothers are not
bears, but unfortunately chil-
dren have been influenced, by
the story book traditions- of
steP-Methers in the Cinderella
vein. You and the father should
Prepare the children for the
new parent before marriage.
This can be done with tact alp
patience.
Now that you are interest,
in one another, when you g'
out why not take the children.
Take them to the basketball
, games, to dinner. Children are
sensitive and you must win
'their confidence or they will
think you are taking their father
away from them.
Win their affection, and sini
they are small they may aufflest
10 their dad to get you for their
Mother. Get to know them and
they will make advances. Small
children are hungry for scene-
one to be a mother for them
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Here are the answers to last
week's quiz which stumped
all and sundry.
1- Who said "I would
rather be right than
president? A. Henry
Clay.
2. Of what was Mars, the
God of Roman Mythe-
logy? A. Of War,
3. Did Joseph Stalin speak
English? A. No.
4. Do drone bees have
(grandfathers, b u t no
fathers? A. Yes.
A. Yes,
E. Slue-eye devils is name




Now fill in the coupon below
lwith the answers to this week's
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- Bus TALK reveals many cal is the Daiquiri, it was
things. During the week of the named by American mining en-
gineers working near the Dai-cotton Carnival, a white mother
quiri mines in Santiago, Cubaand her small son boarded a about 50 years ago. The miners
;tabus, headed downtown to seeitrequented a nearby bar and
the parade. While en mute the told the bartender to fix the
concoction which they named
after the mines. It became
world-wide known, and still
is today. This bit was passed
on to you because we find it
interesting.
• to her "You didn't pay a fare
for your daughter." She retort-
ed, "What daughter?" The bus
driver replied, "Well, isn't this
o
llur daughter." The Negro
an replied indignantly,.
aleed not" The white woman
of the very dark little
ell, "This is my daughter."
the bus driver's face red?
KTAIL WITH A HIS-
TORY is the Bacardi Cocktail
which was defended in a New
York State court. The court WHERE ARE THE SMILES
ruled, some years ago, that if that a recent bride wore so
p. customer ordered a Bacardi noblely. Glum has replaced the
iocktail and if Bacardi rum smiles she wore. Is love 
of
rasn't used in making the cock- such short 
moment?
ail then the bar subjected it- COULD THIS HAVE poli-.
self to suit. Since we are talk- tical implications . . . Atty.
ing about rum mixtures . . . a Russell B. Sugarmon's and
paiquiri is made from the same Ross Pritchard's reported fish-
Ingredients as a Bacardi cock- ing trip in Arkansas. After all
rum, lime juice and Pritchard is talking like a
$u ar — only in a Bacardi politician. He indicates that he
all, a bit of grenadine is is going to attempt to unseat
ailed to color it pink. Paradoxi- Rep. Cliff Davis.
A NEW MARCH OF DIMES
CERTIFICATE was awarded to
Dr. John E. Jordan "for assist-
ance in furthering the fight
against birth defects, polio and
for help in bringing dignity and
usefulness to lives impaired by
these crippling diseases and for
setting an admirable example
of compassion and understand-
ing toward those less fortun-
ate." The certificate was signed
by Basil O'Conner, president
of the National Foundation.
Gee! Keep up the good work
Doc.
A NICE GESTURE of the
Memphis Musicians Association
was the changing of its name to
the Florence McCleave Music
Club in honor of the late Ma-
FREE - FREE; FREE - FREE
o
ALL 1961 GRADUATES
1 Natural Color Photo
ERNEST WITHERS
PHOTO STUDIO
Call or Come To Studio Daily
9 a.m. to 6 P.m.
Offer Good For Only 2 Weeks
May 24 to June 6
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H•re's fast, effective 'relief from
that itching misery. P•Inter's
"Skin Success" Ointment, tested
hy, a famous skin specialist has
Indped millions get relief from
ugly skin irritation. You don't
have to suffer another day. Ilea
/1):4 famous skin medicine thatks in a special way to help
tmiibled skin feel battier fast.
T4•r•'s nothing like "Skin
lireves" to relieve the itching of
islet skin.
Oily "Skin Success" contains
If important ingredients coin-
Pimples, Rashes, Eczema, Tatter
Making Your Life Miserable?
pounded in an exclusive way,
So, if your trouble is itching due
to *creme, rashes, pimples or let-
ter. use "Skin Success" Ointment.
Relief at once or your money
back. Only 3Se. Economical MC .
sise contain. four time* as much.
Insist on Palmer's "Skin Success"
Ointment.
And Gwent Tour Complexion ..
With Mc lese-artirm teem,
Inc.:Metter ,AL.SIIIME "'SKIN
$1.1OCIESS' SOAP It tient. tern,
Ulm offer sturrscatc eel. Si.,,'





-14ad inquired of his mother if
6.1tokored people had a carnival.
Phe mother replied "No, they
"atitin't have a carnival . . . they
lifist have a little-old-something
—down on Beale st." The lad re-
plied "But mama they must
have a carnival because they
"-get out of school just like I do
--ftir the carnival." The mother
.•:said "Hush, I'll explain that to
you later."
MRS. ADDIE JONES had a
tfficult time in presenting an
award at the Delta Sorority's
7annual breakfast for "Me-Lady"
last Saturday morning. For a
While we thought that the
award would not be presented.
The award was "for the oldest
women attending the affair."
American women simply don't
grow old anymore. Some just
live longer than others.
WHO'S WHO? A very fair
'complexioned Negro woman
"SW a very fair complexioned
'white woman and a not-so-fair dame Florence Tolbert Mc-
little girl boarded a City bus Cleave who died earlier this
fast week. The Negro woman Spring. We congratulate the
"said her fare and started to her association for its thoughtful-
teat when the bus driver said ness:
A LOCAL MINISTER SAID
last Sunday that he was afraid
to ask some of his parishioners
to say a prayer during various
meetings because he was afraid
it would cause a heart attack.
THE VANGUARD CLUB is
making-ready for its Spring
Formal on Monday, May 29.
This is most refreshing because
most formals here are held
either Friday or Saturday.
This change is good.
SENIORS TAKE OVER -
Top seniors at Ginter high
school took over the admin-
istrative positions and
cl  for a day recently at
the school, From left, front
row are. T. J. Toney, prin-
cipal: William Mays, stu-
dent principal: Helen John-
son. Mary Eason, Barbara
Cash. Bettye Davis, Jo y c•
Davis. Lois Gibson, Brussel)
Curry. Pauline Jeffries, Es'
tie Mae Smit Is, Jefferson
King, student assistant prin-
cipal: and Frank L. Phillips,
assistant principal. Second
row. Eddie Stevens. Willie
INV To Stress More
Building Programs
Memphis delegates to the work with women around the
22nd National Convention of world: Literacy training, Health
the Young Women's Christian and Nutrition, Vocational train-
Association held in Denver, ing and retraining, and the
Colorado, May 8-13, on return-status of women.
ing home reported that the
YWCA of the U.S.A. for the
next three years will place em-
phasis on strengthening pro-
gram for girls and young wom-
en. In addition, the YWCA
will work toward continued
progress in the fields of In-
ternational. Peace and Goodwill
economic and social justice, AS
well as basic rights and liber-
ties.
The nearly 3,000 women at.
the week-long parley went on
record confirming the NationaLl
Board's action that the YWCA.;
can best serve today's girls and
women as a separate autono-
mous Women's Movement with
a Christian purpose, Mrs. Ad. 
dieG. Owen, branch executive
director and one of the dele-
gates, said.
Other participants from Mem-
phis who attended the meet-
ing included: Miss Mary F. Lac-
ey, executive director of the
Memphis, YWCA, Mrs. D. J.
Thomas, member of the com-
mittee on administration a.
the branch and recently elect-j
ed to the board of directors,
Mrs. M. 0. Bennett, member of
the Memphis board of director
and the National Board, Miss
Virginia Powell, young adult
director, Mrs. Ruth Osionach,
member of the Memphis board,
and Miss Ella Turner, director
of the Memphis U.S.O.
During the convention, the
delegates learned also that for
the next triennium the YWCA




NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM I
14 MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.a
In the field of race relations,
the entire convention made a
personal commitment to dedi-
cate efforts of the YWCA to
become "in spirit an d in
truth an inclusive fellowship of
women and girls deeply unit-
ed by our Christian purpose."
In some communities patterns
of segregation have created an a vast new program of educe-
image of two YWCA's. In such tion in human relations. Dr.
situations the members and the Allan Nevins, DeWitt Clinton
larger community often see the professor emeritus of Columbia
YWCA as widely separated on university, said Americans
the basis or race. Earlier nmust move with swifter intelh-
YWCA history, through thelgence, with greater self-sacri-
establishment of branches, the lice and more painful labor" if
Association pioneered in offer-,we are to improve our place in
ing services to racial and cul-Ithe world.
tural groups otherwise deniedi 
them. In this new day the
is challenged to determine Women's Day
where and how the YWCA
will continue to fulfill its rol
as an agent for social changc 
At New Saleme
by bringing together women
and girls of many different
backgrounds into a creative
fellowship, Mrs. Owen explain-
ed. She further asserted that
the National Board of the
YWCA believes that the lead-
ers of the Association are call-
ed upon to reaffirm their de-
sire to be one association with
one membership and one pur-
pose, to move beyond desegre-
gation to the achievement of
a quality of group experience
that is true integration.
The convention also confirm-
ed the National Board's action
to support medical benefits for
the aged under Social Security.
P • • r I Simmons. Fredrick
Robinson, Laura Bradley,
Cornelius Slaughter. Sam-
elle Coleman. Robert Cald-
well, D•Ila Toles. Enos
Lewis, Mary Hymon, James
Holliday. Third row, Adolp-
hus Brookins. Eva Gill,
Charlie Newson, Hattie Dug-
Delegates heard their outgo-
ing National President, Miss Li-
'lace Reid Barnes, Lake Forest,
'Illinois, call on women "to help
tear down the walls that im-
prison the human spirit and
keep peoples apart."
Miss Edith M. Lerrigo, Gen-
eral Secretary of the YWCA of
the U.S.A., told the convention
"Therefore let us walk into
, these days, as our foremothers
in this movement did, with
• faith and courage aware of
•the hand of the Lord- upon us."
Two major historians also ad-
dressed the convention. Dr.
Charles H. Wesley, president
of Central State college, Wil-
berforce, Ohio, urged funds for
When New Salem Baptist
church, 882 Tillman st., ob-
served its annual "Women's
Day" last Sunday, Mrs. Mil-1 .
dred Polk, a member of go-
lumbus Baptist church, gave
the keynote address, 11 a.m.
Mrs. Harry Mae Simons, prin-
cipal of M4nolia school was.
the featured speaker at 3 p.m.
Music was suppfied by the
Women's chorus of First Bap-
' tist church.
During the regular 8 p.m.
musical program, participating
were the Wilson Singers, Kel-
ly Singers, Pleasant Hill choir
'and Mrs. Annie P. Milan and
others.
ger. Edward Williams. Nedia
Bradley, Ehrman Eldridge.
Johnnie Slaughter, William
Shane, Bettye Hodge, James
Jeffries. Fourth row. Myrtle
Valentine, Melva Kerr, Bob-
bie Denton. Minor Spencer.
Robbie Holt and L or i.II •
Brooks.
MAYOR Henry Loeb, though
a little late, had this to say
about the Tri-State Defend-
er's 10th anniversary: "Cer-
tainly it is a privilege to con-
gratulate you on your Tenth
anniversary. We are proud
that here in America the news
is uncensored and available to
all. In Memphis we are con-
stantly on the alertjor ways
and means to keep our citi-
zens informed on matters in
which they have a vital in.
West. Your newspaper helps
perform that function. Again,
cutong aroitsaln iiAi • 'Bun
congratulations."
VYING FOR the title of
"Miss Oates Manor" are
these charming young ladies.
From left are Phyllis Till-
man, Easter Moore, Velma
Cannon, Louistin• Jackson,
Lavon Erwin, Betty Wesson,
Carol Wilson and Doris
Gammon. Th• contest is
sponsored by the Family
Night Committee of the Ma-
nassas YWCA Center. The
purpose is to send a teenage
girl from the area to the
Y -Teen educational tour.
The crowning of one of the
girls will take place June S.
8 p.m. in the Henry E. Oates
Manor auditorium. (Photo
by M. B. Ford)
Summer Classes!
SIX-WEEK
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Enlightening Series
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asked "How long will the
Freedom Movement I a s t?",
"When are you going to let
its go back to town?" and
many others, we, the NAACP
members in direct contact
with the movement, feel that
a series of articles should be
started to answer such queries.
We thank the Tri-State De-
fender for allowing us the
space to help clarify the for-
mer epofienetis
that many of our
citizens are unaware of. or
fail to understand the basic
principles of this movement.
For this reason. in weekly ar-
ticles, efforts will be made to
clarify the purposes of the
Freedom Movement and to
point out the necessity of com-
plete cooperation by all citi-
zens who are aware of the
evils of segregation and dis
crimination.
Question: How long will
the Freedom Movement last?
Answer: This is a question
. to which no one is able to
give a specific answer as far
as a definite date is concerned.
In a general sense the best
answer that can be given is,
"The Freedom Movement is
here to stay until the battle
for human dignity and free-
dom is won for all." We, the
Negro citizens of Memphis and
surrounding areas, are the
ones who will determine how
soon this day will come.
The length of time the move-
ment will last can only be de-
termined by the support we
all give the movement When
I am asked, "When are you
going to let us go back to
town?" the only answer that
I feel can be given is that no
individual can keep another
from going anywhere. But a
ieal and deep desire for free-
dom from within is the factor
that controls our actions in
this movement.
It is my belief that most
Negroes in Memphis. having
suffered the humiliations of
discrimination, feel that the
goal we will ultimately accom-
plish in this movement far opt-
weighs the s in a II sscrifice
made when we refrain from
doing business with Main
street merchants. The move-
ment will last as long as dis-
courtesies, separate facilities,
and inequality based on race
prevail.' Won't you become a
part of the Movement and
hasten its end?
Next week: What can I do
to help the Freedom Move-
ment?
INSTALLATION
The Blue Flame Social club
has planned to hold its instal-
lation Tea Sunday, May 28. at
the home of its president, Mrs.
Tarleada Cox.
Other officers of the club are:
Mrs. Lucy Murray. secretary;
Mrs. Erma Sease. treasurer and
Mrs. Dorthea Holmes. club re-
porter.
Other members include: Mrs








taste? Luckies still do
'PAUL KEENE, noted artist and teacher, has switched to Luckies.
Here's why: -I've smoked other brands of cigarettes," he says.
"but I never knew how great a smoke could taste until I changed
to Luckies." Mr. Keene added, ' Let me tell
you. there's a big difference. Luckies have
more taste. It's a fresh taste that makes
every smoke a pleasure. No doubt
about it. Luckies are my cigarette
from now on."
Change to Luckies and
get some taste for a change
tv.hutof SZ
One of the most dynamic ac-
counts of human determination
found in the Bible is revealed
in the story of the three He-
brew boys being placed in the
firey furnace in the basence
of their willingness to bow be-
fore the king. The king had al-
ready given the command-
"Bow or Burn!" Today we live
on the same plane as these
young men found themselves.
Everywhere we find ourselves
facing extermination if we do
hot yield to certain pressure.
WEDDING OF Clarence E.
Sweereneen and Miss Cathe-
rine Avery was held May 14.
at the bride's parents' horn(
1406 Austin it. Both are grad•
about us. It is a matter of con-
formity or extinction. We must
make up our minds that either
we are going to conform to ex-
isting.
These three Hebrew boys
chose rather to die for that
which they deemed important
than to live in the midst of all
this world could afford. This is
the attitude all of LLB MUST
take. There must be something
in each of our lives for which
we are willing to die. A man
should be willing to die for his
utiles of Douglass high school.
Parents of the bride and
groom are Mr. and Mrs. Bu.
ford Avery, and Rev and Mrs.
John H. Swearingen of 1635
wife, a wife should be willing
to die for her hubsand, each
should be willing to die for
their children. On down the
line this should be true with all
of us. Life for each of us Should
have some (triune purpose.
Years ago I played football-
for us it was a matter of victory
or die. The coach would tell us
to go out there and win or die
trying. Sprained ankles, stom-
ach aches, headaches, and the
like that keep ito many young
people in our day from partici-
pating never dawned upon us.
For us the game was the thing
that counted. For these three
Hebrew boys. Their lives meant
little or nothing. So must this
be to each of us. There must
come a time in our lives when
we will refuse to bend. What-
ever the price might be we must
hold on to that which is noblest
and with faith hope for the best.
These three Hebrew boys dared
to stand up to the king and tell
Sunset at. The newlyweds are
planning to make their home
in Chicago, Ill. where Mr.
Swearengen is an employe* of
the postal department.
King Calls For More
Action In Bias Fight
Greensboro. N. C. - in a
speech before a capacity audi-
ence in the Greensboro War
Memorial auditorium, Dr Mar-
tin Luther King. Jr.. condemn-
ed the facist brutality and open
defiance of law and order in
Anniston and Birmingham,
Alabama lie called for direct
mass action by thousands to
converge on Alabama and Mis-
sissippi at this moment when
the right to safety of the indi-
vidual in our democracy is be-
ing severely tested.
He warned that the failure of
Negroes to move against this
tryanny will encourage the
segregationists to greater con-
tempt for decency. He urged Ne-
groes to go into the states and
stand an strong spiritual anvils
that will wear out the physical
hammers on the segregation-
ist. While the racially mixed
audience repeatedly applauded
he warmly praised the students
of Greensboro. "for laying a
monument that is destined to be
recorded as one of the most sig-
nificant epics of our heritage."
The Greensboro Branch of
NAACP which sponsored
King's appearance welcon.,
him to this city which is well
known as the birthplace of the
sit-in protest movement. On
February 1st. 1960, four college
students sat in at Woolworth's
and touched off the nationwide
student movement against seg-
regation.
Dr. King stated 'You did not
allow yourselves to sink into
the quicksands of violence: you
chose rather to stand on the
firm ground of love, non-in-
jury and courageous action.
Through your actions In this
community you have brought
248 Vance—JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
the whole of our nation closer
to the realization of the Ameri-
can dreams."
He made it clear that although
the students were breaking the
law they had a moral right to
do so. ". . . . an unjust law is,
one that is out of harmony with
the law of God, out of harmony
with the moral law of the uni-
veree. An unjust law is one
which compels the minority to
observe a code which is not
binding on the majority.
"An unjust law is one in which,
people are required to obey al,
code they had no part in mak-
ing because they were denied
the right to vote. In the face of
such obvious inequality the non-
violent resistor has no alterna-
tive but to disobey the unjust
law. Most important, he will-,
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him we will npt bow. This must
be a motivating force in our
Lives.
Life itself is a challenge! Our
very existence is based on the
fact that we nobly accept this
challenge and do all within our
power to live life on its high-
est plant. If the time comae
when In defense of our most
cherished beliefs we must
choose between bowing and
burning we should choose to
burn. This is the noblest goal
for which this life was designed.
We live in a day of bowing.
All about us we see people who
have chosen to bow with the
slightest pressure. Anything that
,threatens to disturb their pres-
ent security meets with a gentle
surrender on the part of far
too many people. The whole
plan of life bolls down to the
fact that life is not a matter of
bowing. We must not bqshaken
by every wind that bldsvg-we
must somewhere in the pano-
rama of life find the strength to
stand up and fight.
As, much as the king de-
manded of these Hebrew boys
that they bow or burn there is
another side to the whole pic-
ture. Jemus admonished those
who listen to Him to bow and
burn. Failure to live up to the
standards as laid down by the
Christian church will mean that
all of us will burn. It there-
fore, behooves all of us to do
that which is within our power
to face up to life at its most
critical moments and thereby
win the favor of God. This is
the greatest reward we can ex-
pect out of noble living on this
errth.
Yet as one looks at life we
must not look at it in terms of
fears of burning but rather as
a matter of a spiritual challenge
to do the noblest of which we
are capable. We are all stew-
ards here. We must think in
terms of making some worthy
,•ontributions here. We must feel
free to go into firey furnaces
if need be and there place our
all on the altar. We must never
allow ourselves to bow to the
pressures of this world that our
security might be spared but
we must stand up and face the
burning charges of our day and
time and come out of each cir-
cumstance with a greater polish
that we might attract the falter-
ing host that has chosen to
bow. Life is not a matter of
bowing or burning but rather
a matter of standing up for
the best in us.
Greater New Salem Baptist
church, 1189 Mississippi blvd„
has made plans to celebrate
"annual Men's Day." Sunday,
May 28. Guest speaker at the
3 p.m. program will be Rev.
J. L. Linter, pastor of Pilgrim
Rest Baptist church.
Guest churches are Zion Hill,
and Pentecostal Baptist
churches and Oakaville En-
semble. George A. Mitchell Is
general chairman of the cele-
bration.
Rev. G. B. Brown is pastor
of the church.
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19 Domitery Poems: - Clean, Cemierfaille, Modern Furniture,
Privets lath Clean Wash Rooms - Show•rs .
Wsolor Rees! $6 - $10
Modern Solonnn;n1 Pool - year Round Swimming!, 11630 h.
- Sisern:ne Sections. Underwater Lighting -
01mutiful Sun Nisi. Holds AA Rein..
Eiguletior Gym Equipped eith Stage: Specteters Section with
1200 seating capacity For Leagues Tournsm•nts, Competitive
Matches, Cl  Iming Community Programs
3.1.414* Club See", CIUMestingi. Classes Forums
Calif *  T$61 Socials
& ir Conditicn1ng Inc.
The Finest For Home
Business and Church
BABY CONTEST - Above
are the participants in the re-
cent "Most Popular Baby"
contest held by Si. Matthew
Baptist church school. The
event, in conjunction with the
Band Concert climaxed last
Thursday evening in the
church auditorium. From left,
fentedir-...4
standing ate Mrs. M.
Bridgeforth, superintendent:
superintendent; Mrs.Mary
Collins and baby fickle Col-
lins, Mrs. Ethel Jeffries and
baby Mary E. Harding, Miss
Carolyn Thompson and little
cousin Earl D. Parker, and
Mrs. Dorothy Sanders Pullen'
and eon Reginald. Seated are
Denis* Reddick, James Stalls-
worth, jr., Vickie Lynn Gar-
rett, Melinda Mitchell, Peggie
Harper and Tony Ray Strong.
First place went to Reginal
Pollens. Second place winner,
Mary E. Harding and third
place went to baby Melinda
ARE YOU BLIND!
To The Wonderful Values
That Are Yours Through
QUALITY STAMPS?
Yes Madame,
Bright with the April 'hewers and
sunshine, gardens are popping up on
every vacant lot - radishes, onions,
and greens are first to make their way
to the supper table. For something dif-
ferent but odd as the times, try using
the most wonderful meal - Jack
Sprat's cream style corn meal and
make corn dumplings to serve with
that vegetable dinner tonight. They are
lust RS good when cooked in lamb stew.
Try them and you will say "so sim-
ple but oh, how go.d!"
ANOTHER FINE group, the
above, appeared on the Big
Star Talent Show recently
heard *Very Saturday over
radio station WDIA. Big Star
Food Stores of Memphis and
the Mid.South have brought
these shows to the listeners
and shoppers of the stores for
• number of years and
have been thoroughly amused
at the crop of young tat -
ant that continues toshow
up week afer week. The group
above is no exception. Above
are Belinda Blackman, Angela
Owens, Vivian Evans, Davis
Wilkins, Patricia Johnson.
Matthew Eubanks, Norma
Slater, Denise Guydoii, Peggy
Barber, Sandra Elaine Gentry.
Millie McGhee, Shearlean
Gaddy, Everett Johnson, Wil-
mitch.n. cuiughtee of Mn. 14.
L. Campbell Mitchell. Thir-
teen babies were entered.
Other guests from various
schools were on program. A
large crowd attended. be r s.
Bridgeforth, general superin-
tendent; Mrs. 0. Thompson,
assistant and the Rev. H. H.
Harper, pastor.
One cup Jack Sprat Cream Style
corn meal.
Scalding water
One-half tsp. baking powder
Orit.half tsp. salt.
One tsp. cbopped cbivea
Sift together dry Ingredients, add
chives, then enough scalding water to
make a thick gravy mixture. Spoon
into boiling turnip green liquid; cover
and cook for 15 minutes. Serve with
vegetables, at bread of the day. Let
me know how yeti like them.
liarn Wilkins, Earlean Dean,
Pearlaan Hampton, Alphonse
Green, DoLois Pettis, Jerre'
Lee Ford, Miss Doris Grier,
Mrs, Muriel Wilkins, Miss Ne-
vis Williamson, Mrs. Mel-
mond Roberts, Velma Price,
Mrs. Lots Anderson, Mrs.
Mabel Saunders. Gettheon












































































































Jsraers Negev, Natural Land Of
ir.Beauty And Immense Variations
The visitor to Israel, land of
so- the Bible, will come to a land
— of immense variety, in its peo-
ple and its geography .This va-
riety is evident in all parts of
the country but it is most Pro-
, flounced in the Negev, the
et' southern part of Israel. An area
of rugged natural beauty, which
is in marked contrast to the
IV lush, fertile land of northern
. Israel, the Negev is. but a few
- hours away from Jerusalem or
Tel-Aviv.
The tourist who makes a visit
to the rapidly developing Ne-
gev a part of his Israeli itinera-
ry will enjoy an experience
that he will cherish for a long
time. Although it occupies more
than half of Israel, the Negev
has until recently been similar
' to the Virgin areas of the
American west in the nine.
• teenth century. The grandeur of
y certain sections reminds t h e
• visitor of our Grand Canyon
• and of the American desert. In To some, camping means the opportunity to be close to
4 the past few years, hardy pi- nature and relax. It is the chance to enjoy the beauty and
oneers have started reclaiming solitude of the forests and the lakes, the company of the wild-
s, the agricultural and mineral lac To other, camping means a vacation of fun in attractive
spots with lots to do: swimming, boating, hiking, fishing and
games with other campers. To still others camping means an
opportunity to travel and to visit our National Parks and
Forests, our greet cities and historical monuments. Whatever
the reason for our camping vacation, it can be a trip which
fthe entire family will take together. This can be a sourm o
g treasures of the Negev. In .0
a doing, these pioneers have used
as their guide the latest scien-
tific knowledge and a. their
source the Bible and ancient hie-
tory.
I REGULAR TOURS TO NEGEV
s There are regular tours of
great joy to all members of the f am i 1 y, for tasks and
1 the Negev from Tel-Aviv or pleasures are shared alike. The family finds new unity
. Jerusalem rievertil times a Week through working and playing together. By organizing to-
$ organized by licensed tour gether as a club, campers can greatly increase their enjoy-
• operators. A fleet of air-condi-s • tioned busts are at the service
▪ of the traveler and give him
the maximum of luxurious coin-
• fort as he rides over the newly
constructed highways Expert,
English-apeaking guides accomt
party the tours and point out• •
sites to the tourist which date
back to Biblical, Greek, Roman,
Islamic Ind Byzantine Times. A
LET'S TAKE A TRIP
• Travel Talk
by Frod W. Avondorph
11AM EDITOR
(Editor's Note: As the participation in family camping
has greatly increased in recent years. there is a demon-
strated need to serve the great numbers of campers
through the organisation of family camping clubs. A camp-
lisg club can further the enjoyment of families. Moreover
• club may also be valuable in disseminating information,
in furnishing off-season activities and in encouraging the
expansion and improvement of camping and campsites
throughout the United States. In a series of five articles,
we will offer many valuable suggestions prepared by the
Camping Council of New York City.)
What Is Family Camping?
Camping most often is not an end in itself, but through
camping one is able to enjoy many other forms of recreation.
Camping means different things to different people. 
ment out of camping, and they may also have fun throughout
the year by participating in other club activities.
PRELIMINARY STEPS
If you have a small group of enthusiastic campers and
desire to form a club, your first task is to find all the others
In your area who would also be interested in organizing. You
may discover other camping enthusiasts by contacting or-
ganizations as well as by publicity which will reach indivi-
duals.. With other organisations, personal contact is the best
method. Telephone the executive director or the professional
bird's-eye-view of the Negev heed of each organization you wish to contact and tell him
Panorama can be had by those your story. Most likely he will welcome a visit from you
who prefer to fly. Airplane end will be glad to cooperate in any way possible. Many
service to Eilat, the southermost groups are interested in camping and outdoor recreation and
point of Israel at very fillsOny
able rates is regularly ached.
• uled from Lod, conveniently
G situated between Tel-Aviv andJerusalem.
, One of the high points of a
Negev trip is the City of seer.
sheba, thriving "capital" of
Israel's *Out& At the flotel TM-
Gedi, a double room can be ob-
Wiled for $3 with a small extra
charge for breakfast and light
meals. Single rooms are avail.
able for $2.00. The Mutest who
rectal studying in Sundey
school that Beersheba was the
residence of the Patriarchs will
still find there remains dating
• bark to the era of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. He will see'
one of the wells dug by shep-
herds of Abraham to quench
the thirst of Abraham's huge
flock of cattle and sheep. How-
ever, the tourist Will not retail
having learned that Beersheba
was a town of (.IVer. 20,000 peel-
% pie, with its own museum,
or movie houses and industries.
The sturdy "ship of the des-
ert," the camel, and its modern
• counterpart, the Jeep, moving
side by side in the streets of
; 'Beersheba symbolize the unique
Combinatien of the old and the
• new in Beersheba.






In the dynamic enthusiasm
of its new settler*, Beeritheta is
similar to many American
towns. Market day in Beershe-
ba is Thursday. On that day,
thousands of persons from the
'surrounding villages come to
town to stock up on supplies
and to meet old friends. Among
the most colorful visitors to the
town on Thursday are members
of the Bedouin Tribes, w h o
make their home In the south
of Israel. From his bus, t is
tourist riding through the NO.
gay sometimes sees the Bedouin
moving swiftly on their camels
or steeds. Many of the Bedouin
are shepherds and it is not un-
common to peas a Redoubt tend.
trig his flock. An imposing
presaion is made by these
tribesmen, many of them tall
anti swarthy, AS theystroil
through the streets garbed in
their best Abayehs—long Arab
cloaks, their heads adorned
with whit* or red patterned
Kaffeyehs.
The picturesque Bedouin,
whose internal life is still gov-
terned by a Sheikh, are by na-
ture a nomadic people. (Re-
douin in Arabic means "dwell.
:,er Of the prairies"). Tor Den.
ituries they have wandered the
.desert in search of sufficient
,water. The building of a pipe.
line several years ago near
Beersheba, assuring a steady
supply of water, his caused Deep In southern Israel on
many of the Bedouin to give the Mediterranean is AscalOn,
sip their nomadic way of life famous biblical town and the
nd become settled on the land. birthplace of King Herod. Sam-
There is a direct relation be-son and Delilah are known to
May be willing to help you with your plans. Here Is a partial
list of organizations to approach.
You may know of others which should be added to your
list. Boy Scouts, Local Community or Service Club, Girl
Scouts, Chamber of Commerce, YMCA, Schools, colleges, uni-
1Versities, YWCA, Community Centers, Boys Clubs, Loci
sporting goods stores, Churches, Nature and conservatien
groups, Hunting, fishing and sporting clubs. Reaching indivi-
duals May not be such an easy task.
In this case it would be well to wait until you are pre-
pared to call your first meeting before disseminating publi-
city. When you are ready, then give your story to the local
newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations. News-
papers and other media are anxious to have news and you
may expect considerable cooperation, although of course
every release you issue will not be printed.
Your next move is to call a meeting. Arrange for a room
where the meeting may be held. This you may accomplish
through the cooperation of one of the organizations listed
above. Since you are uncertain as to the number of persons
who will attend, it is well to plan for a room of ample size
and have a sufficient number of chairs.
Invitations to your meeting should go out two or three
weeks In advance. The invitation should state the purpose of
the meeting as well as the date, time and place where the
Meeting will be held. Your name, address and telephone
number should be on the invitation, together with the names
of oilers who are joining With you to launch the club.
A week before the meeting follow up your invitation with
a second notice. At this time also prepare your story for re-
lease to the press. This should preferably Repear ih the press
one or two days In advance of the meeting. Therefore it
Should be sent to the newspaper editor three or four days in
advance.
A day or two prior to the meeting it would be well for
you sod the other key persons launching the club to telephone
as many persons as possible among those who have been
invited in order to follow up the invitation.
Next week we'll discuss the first meeting arid topics to
be discUssed.
tween pest and present in Is-
rael's Negev. The traveler be-
comes aware of this at he visits
some of the new settlements.ja
their efforts to fructify the Ne-
gev, the settlers are attempting
to learn the secrets of the Na-
bateans, a people who at the
beginning of the Christian era,
established in the Negev •
flourishing civilization. By
building dams, and through a
system of irrigation, the Na.
Weans made maximum use of
their water resources. So suc-
cessful were these people in
their efforts to strengthen
their water reserves, that in the
mute ruins of the Nabatean
sides one sees the remains of
bath houses — in indication
that they had sufficient water
for all their needs.
Travel Guide
'61 Issue Set
America's oldest guide for
the Negro traveler celebrates its
25th Anniversary with the 1901
edition, which has just been
published.
Recognizing the problem of
the Negro traveler, Victor H.
Green, started the Green Book
In 1996 with only 10 pages.
Guiding travelers to places
friendly to them on long trips,
the usefulness of the Green
Book was soon valuable to pub-
lic libraries, the Traveling Aid
Society, leading gas companies
and the Negro traveling public.
Besides national listing, The
Green Book, offers hotel and
other accommodations for Mex-
ico, Canada and the Caribbean.
Green, the publisher, passed
away in October, 1960 but the
book was published by his
widow who felt that the work
of bringing information to the




Spring and summer vacason-
ens to Puerto Rico will be able
to jet from New York for only
160, a fare which became ef-
fective April 30.
Pan American World Air-
ways inaugurated 20 new thrift
thrift jet flights between Idle-
wild Airport in New York and
San Juan's International Air-
port. Another seven all thrift
jet flights will go into effect
in June. The 1,612-mlie trip
will take just three and a half
hours. One way fare will be
$65, and round trip, $110.
The new thrift jets are part
of a giant airlift Pan Ameri-
can is beginning in order to
handle the expected summer
rush of tourists to the peaceful
Commonwealth. The airline
will provide a total of 88 non-
stop weekly jet flights be-
tween San Juan and New
York.
WOMEN PEARL DIVERS
Japan offers a unique oppor-
tunity for "career girls." North-
west Orient Airlines advises its
travelers there that the pearl
industry is responsible. Women
serve as "diving amahs" to go
to the bottom of the sea, with-
out benefit of fins or aqua lungs,
to dive for abalones and pearls.
Reason for their monopoly of
this job: having more fat than
men, they are better fit to
work in cold waters. They be-
gin their careers at 16 and serve
as apprentices for four years.
REAL FISHING IN ALASKA
Fisheries are Alaska's richest
source of income, reports North-
west Orient Airlines which is
offering Air Adventures there.
The canned Salmon pack is the
state's greatest export. Not even
gold exceeds in value the "silver
harvest" gathered from Alaskan
waters. Salmon, halibut, cod,
herring, shrimp, clams and sea-
food of all typeS are abundant.
have stayed there. It is also the
city that Anthony gave as a
gift to Cleopatra. Later in his-
tory, Ascalon was the scene,
of battles during the Crusades.
One of Isrel's newest hotels, the
motel-styled "Hotel Dagon"
with private showers in all
rooms, is located In Ascalon.




A 24-pound turnip? A 12-pound
cauliflower? A 6-pound head of
lettuce? They're possible in
Alaska. Northwest Orient Air-,
lines featuring Air Adventures
to the Territory, says that giant
vegetables are not uncommon
there. Farmers have harvested
The visitor to the cities; and such ennstersatIon.makers as 42-
settlements Of the Negev is im- pound cabbages, 83-pound pump-
pressed by the multitude of na- king. a 4 foot stalk of rhubarb,
tionalities and cultures in these a 3-foet stalk of celery and a
places, all of them endowed 3-pound potato
with the pioneer spirit of C new
state. This spirit exists In abun-
dance in Eitel, Imes port on
the Red Sea.
WORLD'S LARGEST MOOSE
The Alaska moose is the larg-
est of its kind on earth. North-
west Orient Airlines which
books big-game hunters to the
state, says the hulla weigh more
than 1,400 pounds.
Modern apartment buildings
in the New City of Jerusa-
lem are shown from the
YMCA tower. These hous-
ing units arc typical of the
modernity and vigor of the
new country of Israel whieh.




The new constitution stressed
the individual status of all
Japanese, based marriage on
mutual consent rather than on
family whim or wallet, and
established equality between
the sexes. The Japanese wom-
an had been emancipated.
Today, the typical Japanese
woman is less enigmatic and
more independent. In short,
she is fast becoming West-
ernized, but not too fast, nor
completely.
Before World War II. Jain
anese women were seldom seen
wihtout the traditional KIM-
ONO and OAT While many of
the older generation still cling
to the beauties of their national
dress land indeed, there is a
movement back to it among
t he intelligentsia) younger
women are more often than not
perched on high heels, crown-
ed by Western hair styles, with
skirts calibrated to the exact
hem-line measurement pre-
scribed by high fashion.
Today's Japanese woman has
a mind enriched by suffering
and sorrow, is sensitive to the
poetic nuances of her culture,
but is, nevertheless, curious
about her island world and
about the world across the sea.
Here, she finds herself at the
vortex of a dilemma: how to
balance the serenity of Jap-
anese tradition against the un-
ceasing, but attractive, grip of
a shrinking world.
She is intelligent, dexterous
and willing to work. She plays
an important role in her coun-
try's economy. Deftly her hand,
of her nation in a short span of
years.
create much of the delicate
goods of her country and along-
side the Japanese man she




By organising a group
tour, which costs ,articipants
less money to go anywhere
in the world, you can earn
a free trip or half fare. For
organising a group tour of
15 persons, your trip is free;
for 10 persons, half fare.
So if you belong to a club,
church group, fraternal or-
ganization, business associa-
tion or any group interest-
ed in going places for less,
organize them Into a group
for the best travel prize of
all — FREE or HALF
FARE! Cell or write Chicago
Defender Travel Editor, 2400
So. Michigan, end we will
*010Y you with •Il details.
World Airways, offers the
tourist modern hotels and
bus tours while affording him
the opportunity to see the
Bible lands and gain a Per-
sonal knowledge of places
whose names have been fa-




WOMEN OF JAPAN She is also quite beautiful.
Unlike the lyrics of a popu exquisitely feminine, and is so
by the standards of beauty ex-lar American song, the sto-
isung almost anywhere In thefled Japanese maiden. POOR
world. There is perfection inBUTTERFLY, no longer sits
calmly "NEATH THE BLOSo her amber skin, jet black hair.
SOMS WAITING." She stopilaring cheekbones and almond
p e 4 waiting eyes which communicate in a
for her fate in 'language of glances and hints.
1946 when the Her figure is delicately mould-








servient t°M. Avendorph Kimono. Nudes appear on bill.:
boards and marquees as well
as in art galleries. While Ja-
pan has never been puritan, sex
has always been accepted as
a natural beauty.
Today, with the equality be-
tween sexes on this island na-
tion, the Japanese women has
many roles: wife, mother,
sweetheart, student, worker,
voter, consumer, and, of course,
the traditional Geisha — as
much a part of the cultural
heritage of Japan as the tea
ceremony.
The Geisha is an entertainer.
She has been carefully school-
ed front childhood to her high
and honored calling. Not a
member of the world's oldest
profession, the Geisha leads a
delicate life devoted to danc-
ing, singing, flower arrang-
ing, painting, the tea ceremony,
and the gentle art of conversa-
tion. Her stylized beauty is
created an carefully as a piece
of sculpture. Her face is cover-
ed with a thick, white, wax
makeup, which in subdued
light looks like porcelain. He
hair is lacquered to a smooth
shiny black and—unknown
many Westerners—so are her
teeth.
But the Geisha is being over
shadowed in the new Japan by
the new Japanese woman
equal before the law with he
male counterpart but still
symbol of the enigmatic and in-
scrutable East. There are those
who hope she remeins
ty and grace.
She has always been a mod-
est creative, but the influence
of the West is breaking down
lher barriers of reticence. To-
day, particularly in the large
cities of Japan, the female






Travel Service will offer sug-
gestions on how to plan a
trip or vacation by plane,
rain, ship, bast tips on what
clothea to take and how to
pack; furnish you with folder
and literature on all parts oi
the world, and advise you
of things to buy, things to do,
and places to see. For it in
trip routings include 25 cents
for cost of handling. Address
all inquiries to Travel Edi-
tor, Chicago Defender, 2400





feissor Harold Fetter Grim will
be honored by alumni and
friends of Lincoln university
(Pennsylvania) at the Benja-
min Franklin hotel, June 3,
the day before the Baccalau-
reate service at the university.
The dinner will highlight a
drive for contributions to the
H. F. Grins Scholarship Fund
which will be presented to Dr.
Grim on that evening.
Dr. Grins, who was born at
OttsVille. Pa., in 1690, Joined
the Lincoln university staff in
1912, the year he was gradu-
ated from Lafayette college
where he received Phi Beta
Kappa honors in Latin.
He established biology
courses at Lincoln and also in-
structed in the classics. He
became Head of the Univer-
sity's Department of Biology
and through the years con-
stantly inspired and urged the
students toward a more seri-
MIS application of their ef-
forts.
He has now resigned his po-
sition as Department Head but
has consented to remain at the
KALAKAIIA AVENUE
Visitors to Honolulu meet up
with their first tongue-twisting
name in Kalakatia Avenue,
which runs along Waikiki.
Northwest Orient Airlines ad-
vises its passengers that it was
named for Chief David Kale-
kiwi who reigned from 1873 to
la91. Known at the "Merry
Monarch" he built the present
lollan Palace, lie loved ex
travagant living and once tour-
ed the world to get tips fmtn
other high-living rulers.
University as a part-time in-
structor.
Over the 49 years he has
been associated with Lincoln,
Or. Grim has constantly striv-
en for self-improvement and
has brought many honors to
the university.
He made significant contri-
butions with articles on em-
bryology and cytology while
doing graduate work at the
University of Pensnylvania
and the University of Chica-
go.
Dr. James A. Parker of Red
Bank, N. J., is chairman of the
dinner committee, with Dr.
Robert S. Jason, an alumnus
of Lincoln and now Dean of
Howard university college of
medicine, the honorary chair-
man.
Chicago members of the
dinner committee are; Albert
J. Neely, John Scott, George
A. Franklin and Atty. R. Es-
dras Turner.
_
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Send now for your tree copy of this
illustrated brochure,with details of
our famous 12 and 10-day escorted
Luxury Tours to California and
Canadian Rockies in a cost that
soothes your budget. Lv. Chleeee
July 1441241; Aug. 5-12-19.
WItCOMI 'MAUR SINVICS




It's easter— Foster — more concernedt
when you Icave the details is export heeds
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India,your trip preparations co faster when they're handled by an
expert travel service, such as W61...coM14. We know all thetight planes, trains, busses, koala to tit your convenience best
—and we confirm your entre, deliver your ticket*, get your
betel room at your destination. Thus, you ease time—andyou're sure.
peri travelers regularly depend on Travel Artery
service. South Side bueineas and professional ielltif -- melt
whose names you know-- have been "leaving the details towzicosir." for the past four years.
We've an•angesi round-tho.world personal tours- -and delivered thetickets fees two-hour trip to Detroit_ We've taken happy hundreds onWELCOME- arrunged group tours, with every detail of emnfort andconvenience expertly handled to make travel a pleasure—not • teak.
WELCOME service is complete. We are in rontset with nor hotelsand resorts all over the world know where you can go for the mostfun, with the least bother, on yet, budget. Check this list of ourmolar services:
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • SUS
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL • RESORT
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP a TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
Don't fight loop parking and tram,' congestion - deep In at OWSutherland Hotel lobby Once. or phone, for all the farts and counselyou need. Then pick up your tickets Just as handily. Let WELCOMEtake the trouble out of travel!
WELCOME
4639 SOUTH DREXEL CHICAGO, Ill
- Coll Wapner 4-3900
iikomallit for fast, Friendly service
TRAVEL SERVICE 
oiciA;
"when it comes to whisky, I like
the lightness of either Scotch or Canadian!"
:just the reason I drink Canadian Club,
ICs the lightest whisky in the world/.
liegir"" 1"' 7"1"211111
w ,AdcgOft fy#4,'"4 Itle%fP*
•
Try it! Youll agree
It's"The Best
In The House" in 87 lands.
ilad:111 /611
ImPOKTED IN 11110TTLE Frtom CANADA
t;YEARS 0010.4 PROOF. IMPORTED BY MRAM WALKER IMPORTERS, INC.. DETROIT, MICHIGAN. IMAM CANADIAN WINSIDf
A.B.C. The NewTri-State Defender
"The South's lael•pianslaat We•kir'.
Home Office: 236 South Welfingtee — Phone JA.
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Sheriff Hinds Was Right
A fine example of what a
law enforcing officer should be
like was demonstrated by Sheriff
M. A. Hinds last week when he
dismissed Deputy Sheriff Floyd
T. Rails because he "testified
in Criminal Court May 4 that
he thought it was proper to
threaten a suspect to obtain a
confession if a deputy was sure
in his heart he had the right
"Threaten a suspect" carries
a multitude of wrongs. A man
can be "threatened" by almost
-beating him within an inch of
his life. Under such circum-
stances most normal men will
admit to a crime of which they
are innocent. This would make
a mockery out of our legal pro-
cedure and thc thesis which says
something to the effect that "a
suspect is innocent until proved
guilty."
As Mr. Halls has indicated
"the suspect is guilty until
proved innocent" if a deputy
"Feels Within His Heart" that a
suspect should be threatened
into admitting a crime.
Sheriff Hinds was right in dis-
missing a man who violated the
letter and spirit of law enforce-
ment.
As we have expressed many
times before in editorials, we
strongly believe that a law en-
forcing officer should be per-
mitted to pursue and execute
his duties of protecting life,
limb and property with all of
the rights granted him by our
governing bodies. By the same
token we believe that citizens
should not be denied their
rights by the very public of-
ficer selected to protect those
rights granted a citizen.
Sheriff Hinds, by his judi-
cious action, must share our
feelings in this matter.
READ THE BOOK
I have just read "This Is
What We Found." a 64-page
book written by a white father
and son about the achievement
of American Negroes. Authors
of the book are Ralph Creger
and his 17-year-old son, Carl,
of Little Rock, Ark. It was
printed by Lyle Stuart, Publish-
er of New York City.
Creger and his son had not
planned to write a book. It all
began as a history assignment
for Carl Creger, then a student
at strife-torn Central high
school. Both son and father.
who is the chief train dispatch-
er in Little Rock for the Rock
Island railroad, became so in-
terested in the topic, "History
of the American Negro." until
it resulted in "This Is What We
Found." which was motivated
by the strife following the inte-
gration of Central high school.
The book is not a highly lit-
erary piece of work. It is not an
academic masterpiece. Rather.
is is plaintive message coming
from the hearts of a father and
son who want to "champion
equal rights and opportunities
for Negroes." because they have
discovered that "racial suprem-
acy" has become a contorted
religion of which they want no
part.
The Cregers presents the his-
tory of the Negro heritage, not
completely, but adequate for
you to understand the industrial
and cultural history of black
men. placing "emphasis on con-
ditions as they were, and are
today, rather than as some
might wish to believe them to
be."
It will be a rude awakening
for many white people to learn
that "African countries had a
high degree of cultural and in-
dustry when the white Euro-
pean brothers of the Western
world were existing in a state
of savagery, as it was stated
in "This Is What We Found."
EVIL TRADITIONS
"Slavery did not orieinate in
Our Opinions
America as the book states,
however. many slave owners in
America tried to rationalize that
the Christian precepts of kind-
ness and humane dealing need
not apply to Negroes. "Thus be-
gan in America the rationaliza-
tion of race-caste which is still
with us to a lesser degree to-
day. especially among those
who do not take the trouble to
inform themselves properly of
the facts." states the book.
The outcome of the Civil War
did little to change the econo-
mic and psychological bondage
suffered by Negroes during
slavery. The defeat of the south,
the rule of northerners over
southrners immediately after
the war built up a penetrating
hate for the freed slaves which
is until today, to a lesser de-
gree. evident. Politicians, both
northern and southern, utilized
the social turmoil to their own
selfish ends. Poor whites, not
much better off economically
than Negroes. were pitted
against each other. a .practice
which is still being used.
The Cregers write "despite
popular misconceptions, there
are many in the South who feel
that the real southern traditions
of race-caste has been inflated
entirely out of proportion."
They add "Many of us are com-
ing to see that there is nothing
sacred about the tradition for
tradition's sake. There are
worthwhile traditions and there
are evil traditions. At one time
there was a tradition in New
England of burning old women
at the stake for witchcraft."
I fully agree about "evil tra-
ditions."
Achievements of Negroes in
America have been shrouded
in darkness by many, many
American historians. Their sins
have been placed in the reports.
shot in the ears of the general
public and published in periodi-
cals. But their virtues have been
submerged.
SPIRITUAL HONESTY
What does the typical white
student—as far as that matters
—many Negro students, know
about Richard Wright, W. E. B.
DuBois. Alexandre Dumas,
Phyllis Wheatley, Dr. Charles
E. Drew, Dr. Aubre de 1. Nay-
nard, Dr. John E. Mosley? The
Cregers are acquainted with
these noted Negroes by the
mere fact that they made a spe-
cial study. They did not read
about them in their classroom
texts. They were cheated by the
racial prejudiced writers of his-
tory books for students.
The Cregers summed it up in
a chapter entitled "Greatness
Has No Color."
The trouble at Little Rock
starting with the integration of
Central high school in 1957 is
all too familiar to you. But how
the Cregers and many people
like them feel about Little
Rock's schools and other insti-
tutions and racial conditions is
very important.
The Creger's have made their
feelings known in "This Is What
We Found." They said, ". . .
a people (Negroes) who, even
though ridiculed, have often
displayed more dignity and
spiritual honesty than a lot of
the rest of us." The writers con-
clude, "All of our research in-
dicates to us that the low status
of the Negro in this country is
cultural. It is forced upon him.
It is not inherent. We feel that
the Negro is going to assume
full citizenship status in Ameri-
ca. and soon."
I suggest that you read the
book. I suggest that you send
the book to some of your white
acquaintances.
I enjoyed reading the book.
Because I believe that the Cre-
gers did not just put upon pa-
per a given number of words
but spread upon he pages of
history the acceptance of new
concepts of the American Ne-
gro . . . an appreciation for him
as a human being with desires
and aspirations like any other
God-created Man.
Read the book.
Unity Should Be Their Goal
Twenty African nations, fifteen of
them represented by their heads of state,
conferred amicably and without melo-
drama at Monrovia last week. They in-
cluded the twelve former French col-
onies of the Brazzaville group and three
English-speaking West African states,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and the host coun-
try, Liberia.
Sir Abubaker Tafawa
Prime Minister of Nigeria,
self a most ewe conference







French-speaking magnates, Mr. Hou-
phouet-Boigny and Leopold Senghor. 
going
The conference rejected the idea of looks
pan-African integration in favor of co-
operation be governments. It
agreed that countries should refrain from
interfering in each other's affairs, except
In the case of colonial territories—espe-
cially Angola.
On current affairs, the delegates
smoothly avoided controversy. They
agreed on immediate sanctions against
South Africa, but only mildly condemned
France's nuclear tests in the Sahara.
They s.0 pported the presence of
the United Nations in the Con-
go, disapproved of Mr. Gizenga and





Mali, the United Arab Republic and
Morocco, who refused to take part when
it became clear that the others were un-
willing to put off the Monrovia confer-
ence until the Casablanca group had pro-
duced their "African charter."
President Nkrumah of Ghana has
roundly accused the twenty nations of
betraying Africa because they lack the
courage to pool their sovereignty. The
opposite point of view was put by Mr.
Houphouet-Boigny, saying that unity
would not be made in a day.
He declared that Africa should lay
the foundations of co-operation "without
as far as political integration." It
as if the advocates of cooperation,
as distinct from unification, have the
advantage in numbers and weight at the
moment.
Even among the Casablanca powers,
t is reported that Mali may return to the
fold of the Monrovia group when it
meets in Lagos to set up an inter-African
secretariat. The division at the moment
may appear mild and superficial, but it
is bound to widen since the two groups
are poles apart in their political think-
ing.
Unity of aims, economic as well as
political co-operation should be the cen-
tral, guiding motivation of all indepen-
no at forme: 
dent African states. Upon that rests a
present neo-colonialists.  possible success of their experiment with
The conference aroused the wrath r,f self-rule. This unity is possible and de-





By FRANK L. STANLEY
non that still remains in our
city. Also, certain sections of
our nation, particularly the
South, are looking forward to
Louisville's successful handling
of this situation.
We did attain top flight pub-
licity when the schools were de-
segregated at least as to StU-
dents. The question seems to be
primarily will Louisville be as
successful in desegregating its
public accommodations? Of
course none of us has the an-
swer.
There are certain factors,
however, that are worthy of
serious consideration:
Negro citizens are more de-
termined in the pursuit of pub-
lic accommodations desegrega-
tion than any other privilege
that I have witnessed in my
time on this scene.
Their determination is suffi-
dent to indicate they have no
intention of backing down, come
more arrests, more fines, or
LOUISVILLE, Ky. During
the past week, the two major
news services of the nation have
sent home office representatives
to Louisville to make special
studies of our desegregaton stat-
us. The mere fact that they have
seen fit to do special coverage of
our city at this time, is of sig-
nificance, of private enterprise to serre-
The entire nation is now cog-igate. If the Mayor can see the
nizant of the extent of segrega- wisdom of taking even a firmer
stand — particularly in elimi-
nating arrests, and in broaden-
ing the base of desegregation to
include all private enterprises
in the entire environs of Louis-
ville, then it may be possible
for Louisville to approach the
degree of success it had in
school desegregation.
But with it all, I think the
real force behind this movement
is the young minds, those peo-
ple who are yet young enough
in spirit and conviction to know
that segregation must go, and
to further realize how wrong
it is to discriminate against any
human being because of race
or color.
While I an, fearful that there
are some oldtimers who will
never be able to come to this
position of high thinking, I be-
lieve that in time many of them'
will either pass off the scene,
or will have to sit idly by and
watch total desegregation be-
come a reality.
what-have-you. On the other
hand, after many, many month',
of indecision, our Mayor has
finally taken a stand on public
accommodations desegregation.
For him, it is a change.
Originally and for the better
part of his term, he stood four-






By REP. PAUL SIMON
! What laws should Illinois
have on drinking? What laws
should Illinois have, on obscene
literature? What laws should
Illinois have on gambling?
What laws should Illinois have
on divorce?
it would be a mistake to legal-
ize it. New York's recent ex-
perience, where they legalized
it and the hoodlums moved in
to run it, might be the same
experience Illinois would have.
In addition, studies show con-
clusively that the bingo play-
All of these questions involve er Is generally the person who
something fundamental that can least afford to be throwing
many citizens misunderstand:
he relationship between laws
nd morality.
There is a relationship be-
tween what the law tells us
we can or cannot do, and what
(our conscience tells us we
should do or should not do.
But citizens cannot and must
not expect the law, by itself, to
elevate public conduct. T h e
law, with strong public opin-
ion behind it, can help—b u t bingo, I might feel that the
even here it is only limited. The best way to control it would be
law, without at least a portion some form of legalization. For-
of public opinion supporting it, tunately. I don't think we've
is powerless. come to that point yet.
Moses faced this same prob- All of this means that in vot-
lem centuries ago on the mat- jog on measures invloving rnor-
ter of divorce. He personally al conduct, the legislator must
opposed divorce, but recognized weigh not only his personal con-
that public conduct and public victions of right and wrong, but
opinion did not maintain the must also sense the public
same standards which he rnO0d.
aintained in his personal life. Highway engineers have this
So Moses granted divorce, same problem. They may know
In the matter of obscene lit- that 35 miles per hour is the
rature, Illinois has strong laws safest speed in a certain traf-
pgainst it. But in any city or fir area. But the public pays lit-
ommunity where there is not tie attention to that limit, even
trong sentiment against ob- though tickets are handed out
}scene literature, the law is un- occasionally. Tests are made to
Sized. After having studied the!determine exactly how fast peo-
'laws of the state, I doubt that ple do drive in that area, and a
there is much the legislature new, enforced 45 miles per hour
speed limit may be posted—not
as something ideal, but as the
nearest thing to the ideal that
the public will accept.
Whether you have ever con-
(right or wrong should not nec- sidered yourself a lawmaker or
;essarily become part of the not, you help write the law by
Iaw. If this belief runs coun.your daily conduct.
iter to public opinion general. Laws may improve your con-
!ly, it probably will do no good duct a little, but not m u c h.
to pass a law. What your religious belief or
j A good example is the bingo:your conscience tells you is
!question, now before the legis.iright or wrong generally will
lature, be on a higher level than the
can do to eliminate this blot
from our public scene. The
I:iaws are strong enough, if theu
blic wants to use them.
What a person believes is
money away.
In some counties in the state,
public opinion strongly favors
having bingo games, and in
those counties the fact that it
is outlawed does not seem to
make much difference. The
games are played there anyway.
If statewide sentiment were
strongly in favor of legalized
Isecret service reported today.
My personal opinion is that law. One reason: Technical im-.
"I DIDN'T GET MY RANDS CLEAN... BUT I GOT
`EIA TO MATCH!"
!provements in photography
and engraving have made it
leasier for counterfeiters to turn
out a passable product.
Secret service agents have
JUST BEFOREt LEAVE YOU...1.1140u041)
YOU OUGWT KNOW ...q0012E.
GONNA NAVE COMPANt./7-°
menmwoo fel^ 








"It must be the atom fall-
out," said Simple as he put his
empty beer glass on the bar,
"because I hear tell a great'
many Negroes is losing their
minds and going to psychiat-
"Going to a psychiatrist does
if I ever leave her to marry a
white woman, she will upset my
applecart," said Simple. "If I
argue back at her, she calls me
a few names she do not use
in public, nicluding 'a worthless
husband'
,But when a psychiatrist put,
somebody on a couch, don't he
,do no talking himself before he
operates?"
"Psychiatrists do not op-
erate," I said, "they only con-
sult and eventually advise"
"Then he better advise thatdoes not mean a person has lost „
I say, 'Baby, v 
be 
v 
frontpage Negro not to marryhis mind," I said. "You are I ma- - -our that white woman," said Sim-laboring under a common mi.-worthless husband, but I got pie. "1 f he does, that man will.conception." !,a good insurance!' have all the colored womens in"What do it mean then?" "Sometimes I think you are the race down on him."
asked Simple. too mean to die,' says Joyce. "Psychiatrists are not con-"It just means they may be "Then we laugh it off, But! cerned with such provincial-& bit disturbed," I said, "Wor- Joyce is touchous about a blackisms." I said. "Their mission isred, upset—not crazy." man giving his all to a white to remove his complex, to"Well anyhow," said Simp
"I hear tell one of our BIG
Negroes is going to a psychia-
trist now every Tuesday and
Thursday at fifty dollars a
throw. He must be out of his
woman. My wife is hipped on
the subject. Maybe she needs
to go a psychiatrist. Can
a psychiatrist take the evil out
of a woman's soul?"
"I have known people who
probe the debts of his psyche."
"His what?"
"His soul," I said, -to find
out what is hurting him deep.
down inside."
"His outside will be hurting
head." have taken to the couch and of that pretty little colored wife"On the contrary," I said, "he been helped," I said, of his ever shoots her pistol,"is probably very wise. He may "What couch?" cried Simple. said Simple,
have emotional problems he "I do not want my wife on no "sou don't think a woman of,cannot solve alone." couch." her calibre would shoot a man,"He is probably in love with,
a white woman," said Simpel,
"That would hardly disturb a
big man like him," I said. "A
celebrity in his position is us-
ually above race."
"Above the colored r a c e,"
said Simple, "which is like
Joyce says—soon as a Negro
gets up in the money, he up
and leaves his black wife and
marries a white one-- and the
white ones gets the dough."
"Negro women are notorious
for opposing interracial marri-
ages," I said.
"My wife, Joyce, states that
"A patient lies on a couch in
the psychiatrist's office and
tells him all."
"All of what?" asked Simple.
"About yourself," / said,
"from childhood memories up
to now."
"If a psychiatrist ever put me
on a couch, I would go to
sleep," said Simple. "Besides,
if I ever paid fifty dollars to
tell anybody anything, I would
KNOW I was crazy, so it would
be no use. I would just ask for
my money back, then come
around here to this bar and set
you and me up to fifty beers.
of his standing, do you?"
."If he stands still," said 
Simple, "and if he rune, woe-
be unto him! Maybe it is worth
fifty dollars to have a couch to
lay on in peace. You know, I
believe I will try me a psy-.
chiatrist."
"For what?"
"I got a complex,' said Sim-
ple. "I cannot stand an empty,
beer glass."
"Are you implying I should •
treat you to a drink?"
"It might save me from go-
ing to a psychiatrist," said"
Simple.
•
Phoney Money Circulates •
At Record High In Nation
ly EDWARD COWAN Michael W. Torino of the secret service chief Paul J Paterni,
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — service. He said in an inter- had this to say:
Phoney money is pouring into view that new issues have ris- "In the-old days., you had to.
circulation at a record rate en steadily over the past dee- be an expert in photography,
and increasing all the time thcade—from an average of 101 plate making and printing.
a year during 1950-54 to 194 in But now. he said, the need
1955-59. ',for' such skills has been cumin-
This means, of course, that'ated by modern equipment--;
more "make-it-yourself" cash iesuch things as pre-sensitized '
in circulation. Nobody really plates high speed film and re-4knows how much.
fined reproduction gear.Another result has been a
bigger backlog of unsolved The bogus bills are better.
seized $2,029,000 in bogus bills counterfeiting cases. therefore, and harder to detect.,
since July I, of which $425,060, As of March 31, the service Another factor in the in- .
already WRS on the market had 845 "open" cases, compar-ctrioenas peeisopple arerosp curaitcyastnoed todminfla-
Both figures are new highs for ad to 609 a year earlier.
a single year. The secret service is hoping the, handling more money, and in
During that period, 427 new Senate will restore funds for bigger demoninations.
counterfeit issues were detected. 19 additional agents, chopped, Public apathy also is to 40
The total is expected to reach from its 1962 appropriation bylblame. according to agents.
600 by June 30, compared to theHouse. The service had ask-, "Most peepts don't take the
387 in fiscal 1960—the previous eel for 35 more agents. It hasHtimoreina sadto examine
they would 
th their wmond beey,"
record. about 300 now.
The big jump is not a fluke, As to the big reason for thelmore alert it would help stamp
according to Chief Inspector counterfeiting upsurge. deputrout counterfeits."
AWARD FELLOWSHIPS TO
STUDENTS, PROFESSORS
WASHINGTON, D. C. — TheiCleveland, Ohio. surgeon, and chief resident in surgery at the
second annual awards honoring 39th president of the Aomori- hospital, was awarded the First
the memory of two pioneer aticm, will preside at the three Daniel Hale Williams Award at
Freedmen's Hospital physiciameday meeting. the June, 1960 meeting.
—Dr. Daniel Hale Williams and' Dr. Peter Marshall Murray, The William Alonzo Warfield
Dr. William Monza Warfield'president of the Medical HoardAward is given annually to a
will be presented at the 39th,of Syrienhom Hospital in NeWiformer interne or resident of
annual meeting of the ASSO(71- York City and a member of theithe hospital for distinguished
ation of Former Internee a n &Howard University Board of achievement in the field of med-
p- ted communi n , th ore 
national,patrpatriotic6, 7 and a.
Resident of '8"reedmen's H 0 s. Trustees, was. the recipient ofikine and surgery and allied
pital to be held at the Howard!thfieidFirAewt aWrtiilliniamjuAnelonisaesoWaHr-specialities. or for diatinguish-
University of Medicine, June was a founder and fourth 
res
!dent of the Association.
civicora hieve ent
ty,

































































































































Ann Barr, P.O. box 57, Alder.
son, Okla.
• • •
Dear 51me chanty: I would
like to mee a sincere, honest
gentleman between the ages
of 45 and 55. I have no children
I ant 47, brownskin, 130 lbs, 5
feet. I inches tall. Please send
picture with first letter. Jans
Johnson. General Delivery,
Main Post Office, Chicago, Ill.
• • Iveteran of the Korean war, 25
be a machinist. I am very Ion- Dear Mme Chante: I read
years old, presently training as your column all the time. Would
a machinist. I am very lonely like to contact a young lady not
oand would like to meet young ver 32, medium weight, good
lady between the ages of 20 and looking. Nice hair and teeth.
Color doesn't matter. Someone26. I am seeking one who is
who needs a good home andinterested in marriage and
iswants the better things in life, 
free to travel. No objection
one child Will answer all1 like clean sports and social to
activities. I sot a church going letters. If not serious. please
man. All replies will he ens-
do not write. C. W. Brener, 635
wered George Bell, 1853 W. Michigan. Indianapolis, Ind.. S.
Lawndale, Chicago, Ill. • • •
• • Dear M me Chante: I am a
Dear Mine Chante: You have young lady, 76 years old, 5 feet.
helped so many lonely people 6 inches tall, attractive, cute-
find companionship. I am a tious. 1 am seeking an employ.
lonely man of 39 who would like ed gentlemtn. Prefer one to his
to find an honest lady between 30's. Would like for him to be
19 and 39, weighing between kind and affectionate. All let Breathing Trick Could
11111111111
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others need apply. I will ens- go 19, Ill.Find Many Mental Illnesses Keyedphotos, Please send photo with Dear Alma Chante: I am awer all letters and exchange • • •first writing. Daeid Willis, 20 regular reader of your column
Faircrest Ave., Trenton, N.J. and would like to join your club.• •
I am 49, weigh 145 lbs, brown.
Dear Mire Chante: I am a skin, not had looking. I have
regular reader of your column three years of college training 
deep breathing before his breath to make cocu•dinated move-
d think 1 tops. I have'h d g and exercise under ments after losing conscious-Many kinds of mental illness the cultural equipment he ac- Dr Agnew, was the failure of pie in the chiid's environment teaching experience • m a water may delay the sensation ness.
of the urge to breathe, accord- "From the point of view of
grade education. like to attend beautician by trade and have
are really the result of Made- quired in his original home." parents and family to teach the to convey to the elements of
ing to Dr. Albert B. Craig, hr., th who are either directly
church, considered Mee looking, beauty products manufacturing
quite exposure to the accepted Dr. Agnew said there is as culture of the times in a norm- the culture. 
5 feet. 7 inches tall, weigh 170 experience. Very underatanding.
culture of today's society, ac- much difference in the actual at home life.
In outlining a program to lbs. Would appreciate hearing a church worker and looking for 
Rochester, .N. Y. or indirectly responsible for
cording to P a u I C. Agnew, culture carried by various so- "The people and the behav- 
Writing in the Journal at the safety in a swimming program,
, prevent this kind of mental ill- from nice, young, handsome the better things in life. PreferM.D., associate in neurology cial strata levels in an urban ior they were exposed to 'n- ness, Dr. Agnew wrote that gentleman between 20 and 26 hearing from professional men American Medical Association, it is worth remembering that
and psychiatry at Northwest- area such as Chicago, as exists volved cruelty, instability, lack 
"Prolonged or severs not only c Petition with
means would have to be de- years oid, employed and inter- who have a good income and in. he said,ern University Medical school, betwenn American culture and of lone term goals, neglect, so- veloped for breaking into the ested in marriage. Please don't Wooed in marriage. Nem hyperventilation certainly corn- others but competition of the
the culture from generation to Polynesian or Chinese culture. cial irresponsibility, reckless-
*se mental illnesses are MANY AFFLICTED ness, lack of participation in 
cycle of generations and seeing answer if not serious. Please en- send picture in first letter, promises the 1:1u:hit-In satet fac- swimmer with himself seemsto it that the culture is ade- close Photo In first letter Doris Ernestine Wilson, Walls, Miss. tors which telle swimmer to to be an important contribut-cau
Th
sed by a failure to transmit Hg warned that recent stud- the broader culture, failure to
generation and from person to tea on the incidence of mental assume any
otherwise would SAYS HALF OF PREGNANT 
surface"
Dr. Craig described eight dents." Dr. Craig said.
ins factor in this series of inci--
; , quately transmitted to inch-
significant. eoc'e' viduals who  
_ 
Person—by failure of the per. illness in the population indi- roles, criminality, drifting and experience inadequate encul- cases of near drownings and However, Under the proper
son to learn the culture's value cate that "far greater numbers" lack of parental effort to teach
turation. This would have to be five drownings caused by ap- conditions the risks involvedsystems, Moral 
codes, ideal pet. of People with this type of ma- in the broader sense. It is no
exist than wonder that they grow 'Pc.° through specially created
„ an endeavor of the community WOMEN DON'T WANT BABIES parent loss of consciousness in underwater a w i m ml n gterns Of behavior, goals and as- ledePtetion may 
under water which could have probably are very small, hePro" WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Masland said the findings
have come under investigation adults whose patterns of behav-pirations, Dr. Agnew said. 
the deep added, and the ability to swim
He wrote about mental or treatment. ior, value systems and goals in 
fessIonal agenciee.
148 pregnantproper- breathing trick. He said this under water may be as useful
If the women who suggested-  "we are not-- been 
precipitated by
health and mental illness being Other psychiatrists h a v • life left them maladapted to "Treatment would consist of tok Part in a reoont government Iv preparing women nhecholoe-- • — type of hyperventilation "should as swimming on the surface In
related to culture in the latest f o u nd a disproportionately the culture." developing means of transmit- survey w e i e not sure t h e y ically to have children."
be discouraged as a prelimin- certain types of boat and earting the culture in a teaching- wanted their babies. Between He said a group of scientists _ . . „
issue of the Quarterly Bulls. higher incidence of psychosis in INTEREST IN CHILD
ary to swimming under water. accidents.
tin of Northwestern University lower social classes, he Said. For the culture to be trans- learning process," he said. It 66 and 75 per cent were afraid from the Children's Bureau of
the institute visited Russia this 
Most underwater swimmers Medical School. 
"This might well be based on mitted to a child, he said, would have to involve active of labor pains.
"What constttutes health in the matter of inadequate ex- "there must be not only pas- transmission of values, ideal These are some of the find- year and after seeing Soviet ac- 
hieasveofleadrzepd that taking a ser-
nne culture might be quite pate_ posure to the culture." sive exposure but active effort patterns, role responsibilities ings of a National Institutes of
breaths will in- 'Fast Life' Intivities decided that the Unitedological in another," he wrote. Malor factor in the cause, said and interest on the part of peo- and other elements of culture. Health study. The tentative re- States is "overlooking the im_ crease the i r breath-holding
suits were given in testimony 
time, Dr. Craig said.
published by a House Appropri-
ations Subcommittee,
e ac or n rownungs
Today's concepts erson 
•silty in psychiatry "we'' Merrymakers Still Dance To
sons carrying middle.elesa west-
ern culture, he said, and when Old Custom In South Africa
veloped through studying per-
psychiatrists stedy the behav- 
andMerrymakers dancing in the Group.ior of an individual, they im. streets. . garish costumes of Folk dances and folk tunes, BentP  assume  Pe silk and satin, gay top hats and brought to South Africa from guitarists, For example, "Wim-IS carrying middle-class west. fluttering rosette ribbons swirl back in the 17th century give oweh," a favorite here, origin-ern culture.
in a gala array of color and mu- Europe and the East Indies ated as a Zulu tribal chorus,
"Certain types of rnallt“'W.- sic. It's festival time in South citizens of the Union a musi- was streamlined in the U. S.live behavior generally clam- Africa! 
cal tradition in common. into a popular tune, and re-tied by psychiatry as sick be-
The tradition dates back to At national festivals, as many turned to Africa where its rec-havior can be much more ef-
h the days of slavery, when, on as 4,000 performers may take ord sales are now booming
licitlythat thetient
To Lack Of Exposure To Culture
fectively understood as be ay.
A breathing trick used by
underwater swimmers was
termed a possible cause of
drownings and near drownings.
The swimmer's practice of
portance of proper orientation of
women for pregnancy and This is because deep bred in -labor "
ing decreases the carbon -
exci n Y rological Diseases and Blindness' 64 per cent more common
. d New Year's Day, the slaves part in a single dance! At the among pennywhistle enthus -D 
given a holiday. After celebration of the 5th anniver- ast5:etiate enculturation rather than were
personality immaturity. The the abolition of slavery, in 1834, airy of the union, in May, 1960, Ever since Jan van Riebeeck
method of psychotherapy the old cue= of New Year South African dancers were entertained a savage Hottentot
established philosophy a a d merrymaking continued . . . a Joined in a nationwide tour by captain with delicate harpsicord
Capetoman folk festival, dancers from Holland, England, tones some 300 years ago, etas-would seem to be unsatisfactory
for treating this condition. At midnight on New Year's West Germany, Israel, Belgium, sical music has had a place in
Greece and the Scandinavian the Union's tradition."These individuals feel no Day, the "Cape Colored Car-
sense of illness. nivel" begins . . . 10,000 Cape countries. The South Africans' In 1950, the South Africa Col,
ANTISOCIAL SEHAVIOR Town revelers dance some 20 costumes were based on the lege of Music in Cape Town
dress of the 19th century pio- founded an opera company that"Their behavior may be an- inllirs through the streets of
neers who made the long ox- traveled the British Isles re-tisocial to the extent of break- the city. Three hundred cups
ing laws and may be socially are awarded annually for the wagon trek to the interior of ceiving great acclaim. " . . .
South Africa from the Cape. The young voices are inspiredtions not legally prohibited, but best performances.
quent; or it may involve dovia- South Africans. colored and Folk singing and dance are by a spirit of adventure high-
classified as criminal or Olin. white, are proud of their tradi- 
accompanied mainly by the gui- ly lacking in our own music
tar and .accordifon or concer- schools . . . " reported "Timeincluding failure or incapacity lions and their traditional mu- tine, as in America and most and Tide," one of England'sto assume any significant so- sic. The Cape Malays have their
cial role or to participate mean- own songfests when old Dutch 
European countries, finest reviews of current
ingfully in the culture. They and Malay songs are heard— Ever hear of "pennywhistle"? events and the arts,
appear as problems to society part of their culture since the It's a new type of popular mu- PROUD CELEBRATION
rather than problems to them- early Dutch days at the Cam sic, increasingly heard, not only During the Union's Golden
selves. On holidays and weddings: at in South Africa, where about Jubilee, many of her noted per-
half a dozen Bantu touring formers returned from succes-"Aside from criminal and de- picnics and other celebrations;
linquent behavior, they become Malay choirs visit homes, en- companies are constantly per- ses abroad to take part in the
Masland also reported that oxide pressure in the blood. ItDr. Richard Masland, director an institute study in Baltimore is an increase in this pressureof the National Institute of Neu- showed premature babies were which creates the irresistible
u pennywhistle pipers and told the subcommittee that hall
the women questioned "War,
not at all sure they really want-
ed to have a baby."
He said an even larger per-
centage of the women "were
really frightened at the pros-
pect of their labor."
the world where it's becoming Eminent guest conductors
known to fans of poPu- such as Sir Malcolm Sargent,treatment of offspring, social selves with sweetmeats and widely
irresponsibility, and reckless- ginger beer. lar music. have visited South Africa to
ness. CULTURE GROUP Pennywhistle contains a mix- conduct Johannesburg's sym-
"Their situation is essential- The main cultural organize- tore of many influences—local phony orchestra. The South
ly the SaMa as would be the tion of the Cape Coloreds is and foreign, ancient and mod- African Council for the Ad-
tak case for a Hopi Indian who was the Zoan Group—which has an ern. The pennywhistle pipe vancement of Music arranges
VP transplanted to Boston." he annual festival of arts in Cape heard in the streets of Johan- tours for the Union.' own mu-
continued. "It is analogous to Town. Opera and ballet of ex- neeburg is a descendant of the sicians and for such distinguish-
the situation of the southern ceptianally high quality are per_ traditional reed-pipe of the ed visiting artists as Jan Peerce.
Negro or the Tennessee moun- formed. The first all-Colored Bantu herd boy in the country And the refreshing music of the
tainear who migrates to Chi. cast to sing "La Traviata" in districts. Union's contemporary classi-
cage and carries on Ilfe with Italian belonged to the Eoan American jazz is given a new, cal composers — Arnold van
•
among pregnant women w h o
smoked than among those who
did not.
But Maslend cautioned that
the findings were not conclus-
ive. He said premature birth
might be caused by other fac-
tors rather than cigarettes.
Yes We All Talk
STUTTERING
Often the problem of stutter-
ing in children may be traced
to some emotional problem dur-
ing their early childhood. To
seek this cause often requries
making a study of the home en-
vironment, particularly of early
childhood, which has contribut-
ed, or is contributing, to the
maladjustment.
The following are a few of the
borne conditions which lead to
tensions in children and result
in stuttering:
1. Domineering attitude on
part of one parent or both;
2. Lack of order in the home;
3. Over-anxious parents:
4. Unwise methods of disci-
5, Personality conflicts in the
home:
It. Child's position in the
home,
7. Partiality to children shown
by parents.
A study of the conditions un-
der which the child was suc-
cessful in speaking may reveal
the means of relieving a diffi-
cult speech situation.
READERS: For my free chart
of English consonant sounds and
how to make them, write Dr.
Marcus H. Boulware, Florida
A. /k M. University, Box 156,
Tallahassee, Florida.
involved in drifting, hoboing, tertaining their hosts with song forming, but in other Parts of proud celebration. First flight on earth probablyfamily failure, neglect and mat- andbeing entertainedthem-
Deer Mine Chante: I enjoy
reading your column and hope
You will Publish my letter.
Would like to correspond with
refined lady, between 25 and
40. 1 air a Christian, 5 feet, to
inches tall, weigh 165 IN,
brownskin. alit going into
business and need a good wife.
John L. Taylor, 14 N. West
Street, Indianapolis 3, Ind.
• •
Dear Mme Chante:. 1 am a
Wyk, Hubert du Plessis, Blan-
che Gerstman—is widely per-
formed internationally.
When a hush falls over an
audience and the vibrant
sounds of a young and grow-
ing nation, already rich in cul-
ture and tradition, ring out in
contemporary or classical, popu-
lar or pennywhistle rhythm. ..
you can be sure that's South
Africa you hearl
ters will be answered. Miss One
was made by an insect.
S 
di
ge to breathe again he ex-
plained.
During the first few seconds
of exercise, more oxygen is
used up by the body, he said,
and oxygen may decrease to a
degree that will affect the
function of the brain before
the carbon dioxide pressure
becomes unbearable.
Furthermore, he said, exer-
cise appears to increase a per-
son's tolerance to increasing
carbon dioxide pressure. This
increases the likelihood of an
oxygen deficiency developing,
he said, and one characteristic
of this state is that loss of con-
sciousness occurs with little
specific warning.
"This chain of events is pre-
sented as an example of one
way in which people may
drown," Dr. Craig said.
The author noted that in all
the cases reported, the victims
were considered good swimmers
and experienced at underwater
swimming. The eight survivors
all had hyperventilated before
submerging, he said. Seven of
them had a goal in mind or
said.w r e competing with others, he
LITTLE WARNING
While the swimmer usually
ur
1
noted the urge to breathe, he
had little or no warning that
he was going to pass out, Dr.
Craig said. In some cases, he
added, the swimmer continued




and bet more in 1960 than ever
before in history, a business and
tax reporting firm has report-
ed.
The vignette of American
life was revealed by Commerce
Clearing House in an early re-
Port of federal tax collections.
Among early disclousures,
CCH listed the following:
—Individual efforts produced
income which returned some
Percent above 1959.
—Americans smoked, drank,
bet, watched television and
traveledmore in 1950 astobac-
co, alcohol, watering, television
and luggage taxes climbed to
new highs,
—Americans must have been
more music-minded because a
greater number of musical in-
struments were purchased.
—Americans dolled them-
selves up more, based on toilet
preparation taxes.
—Fewer people "rolled" their
own cigarette. but a "chaw" eg
a pinch of snuff still appealed
to many.
NOW YOU KNOW
The country with the greatest
length of inland waterway is
Finland, which has 31,000 mike!
of navigable lakes and rivers.
(UPI).
micaPttriuurras DANCE in cur. .-ery New Year's. Par
the streets of Cape Town. ticipants wear parish cos
South Africa during the Cape tumos of silk and Satin, gay
Colored Carnival which cc-
?op h•ts and fluttering roast*
ribbons swirl in • gala aff-
ray of color and music.
DEFENDER •
Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
DONALD DUCK
























ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson
etto•terry L • 1'4,r. office.
HoFf SVLJtL.EXCuss THa6e
eAcHaLOR OUAirTair6, 050
HowARO... I HAVE FEW VISITOiESLIP
NERO ON 00060AR MOUNTAIN
LooK6 CLEAN
kg, HOMEY TO ME
HEseteeS YOUR soNuf,LEPTY,
Now THAT Y011YE ELIMINATED
MILO, HOWARD_ I'M HeAotNe FOR me
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GLAMOR GIRLS Try and Stop Me
 By BENNETT CERF 
ACCORDING to the "Dumas Dictionary of Cuisine," toastswere first drunk during the French Revolution. The
word came from the English who, when they drank to any-
one's health, put a piece
of toast in the bottom of
the beer pot. Whoever
drank last got the toast.
One day Anne Boleyn.
then England's reigning
beauty, was taking a bath
surrounded—I can't im-
agine why—by the lords
of her suite. Each one
gallantly took a glass,
dipped it in the tub, and
drank her health. All but
one, that is, who was
asked why he did not
emulate their example.
"I am waiting for the toast," he said.
. • •
After only three months on a Job, a meek-looking little man
tapped his employer for a raise. "You haven't been here long
enough," the employer reproved him. "First work yourself up
a little."
'Are you kidding?" groaned the little Ifflah. "1.00a at me now.
I'm shaking all over."
by &WNW Cert. Distributed by King Yeaturw Bradlee*
PINKY, WHAT'S UP ? WHERE
ARE GRIPP AND ZED?
By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed





SoNot) BuNot.E A SIMPLE
Jos MD THEN EXPEcT A
REWARD?
HENRY • •• •
itatitlereci 1...I 4 rater. .111c•
By Carl Anderson























































OAR -GortNA GET Mi.( LAWN
CHAtff PAO RELAY. WITHE t-IARO
ALL VAi1
By Swan
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"It's rumored he has A flea!"
00/4.- Mg POUR BACK
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"—And a Mr. Fenwick is coming to knock your
stupid block off at ten A. M.—"
•
Resplendent, Rewarding interlude
Meharryites Victory' -It Brilliant Fund-Raiser Banquet
• EXHUBERANT ALUMNI, enthusiastic over a total to date of $113,-
000 raised by the Chicago chapter of Meharry Alumni association
heard themselves glowingly praised by the college's distinguished
president, Dr. Harold D. West during a recent Victory Banquet and
Celebration in The Meadows' resplendent club house at 3211 So,
Ellis ave. The overall goal is $20 million. At the same time, Achieve-
ment Awards were presented to Dr. West and to Drs. T. Manuel Smith
and James Allison, sr., for outstanding service to the Chicago chapter
over a period of several years. Photo above: Mrs. Emerson A. Lights,
president of the Dentists Wives' club presents a check to Dr. West for
the Student Loan Fund of Meharry's Dental school as Mrs. Daniel L.
Claiborne, chairman of the Student Fund, looks on.
• 'FIRST LADY' OF the Chicago alumni chapter, Mrs.
H. H. Clay (second from left) chats with fashionably at-
'hired group of auxiliary members and guests. From left
they are Mrs. Joseph H. Evans, wife of the minister of
• Holding THE placiucs ctung Incii aolic\ utuents and
services are the Achievement Awards honorees, Dr.
Harold D. West. president of Meharry Medical College
in Nashville. and noted biochemist and Dr. T. M. Smith,
renowned Chicago physician and surgeon. Presentations
were presented by Dr. William P. Quinn during the re-
splendent social interlude attended by more than 70
per cent of Meharry's 165 alumni in metropolitan
Chicago.
• ALSO CITED for outstanding service was Dr. J. Allison, Sr. Receiv-
ing the Achievement award for her father-in-law is Mrs. James Alli-
son, jr. Speakers' table guests in background show Dr. James C. Wal-
lace, jr., (second from left) outgoing president of the Chicago chapter,
who was chairman of the Chicago fund drive which exceeded its $100,-
000 goal. Meharry's 10 year $20 million dollar development program
is firmly established. The pace-setting Chicago alumni campaign is
expected to boost the response of the Meharry alumni in other areas.
Nearly half of the Negro physicians and dentists in the United States
are Meharry graduates, it is reported. They are located in some 41
states and 23 foreign countries. Meharry graduates also have distin-
guished themselves in areas of medical care, research and in teaching
capacities at 17 of the nation's leading schools and universities.
the Church of the Good Shepherd, Congregational; and • THE FEMININE guests donned their most fetching
Mesdames Maude Giles, Maurice F. Gleason and Wil- after five gowns to complement their mates' meticulous
ham P. Quinn. "Victory Banquet" attire. Another group of guests and
Meharry Alumni auxiliary members includes (from
• POSING IN front of the Meharry banner President Harold D. West
shares ultra gala occasion with Dr. and Mrs. William R. Clarks (Dr.
Clarke is president elect, 1961-1962) and Dr. and Mrs. Daniel L. Clai-
borne. Dr. Claiborne served as chairman of the "Victory Banquet" ar-
rangements committee and was one of the Chicago fund drive division
ahairmen along with Dr. Nelson Jefferson. The '61 officer slate also
includes Dr. Donald Jefferson, vice president; C. J. Utley, secretary;
Drs. E. Julian Ingram, assistant secretary; Dr. G. W. Fields, treasurer
and Dr. J. Leonard Pratt, chaplain.
• PRESENTING THE Outstanding Service Award to
Dr. West, Dr. William P. Quinn extends congratulations
for his dynamic leadership in their alma mater's devel-
opment program. Toastmaster and master of ceremon-
ies was Noble F. Payton, director of development at
Meharry Medical college and special assistant to Pres-
ident West.
left Mesdames Ellis C. Reed, William Edwards, E. A.
:Jights and Maurice R. Hebert. Mrs. Opal Oliver, wife of
Dr. Joel Oliver, is president of the Ladies' auxiliary.
• ALUMNI FROM out of the city joined Windy City Meharryites for
brilliant affair. Exchanging pleasantries with Danville, Ill.'s Dr. and
Mrs. W. G. D. Henderson are Dr. West and Dr. and Mrs. James C.
Wallace Jr. Mrs. Wallace is the newly installed recording secretary.
Other officers of the auxiliary are Mesdames Willa Coleman, vice
president; Helen Quinn and Bertie Utley, corresponding and financial
;ecretaries; Maude H. Reid, parlimentarian; Josephine King, treasurer






e BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
FAO year this columnist de- wives of Dr. Gibson and Atty
rives much pleasure from the Letting, besides scores of
Invitation from Children's Bu- friends here in the Bluff City
reau and The Colored Case SEQUINS' GAY
Committee's annual program CARNIVAL. PARTY
and reception honoring foster Top Hat and Tails club's
boarding parents. Mrs. Thelma beautiful decor never looked
Davidson. chairman of the Case gayer than when the Sequins
Committee has extended an club chose it for their Carnival
invitation to attend a tea this Cocktail Party, Friday night a
year, to be held at 8 p.m. fortnight ago. On entering. 
Thursday, June 8, at the Vance bright balloons intermingled
Avenue YWCA. This is always with bewitching party hats
a heart-warming occasion, and were suspended from the cell-
we look forward with pleasure ing with varicolored satin
In attending. streamers . . and beginning
TEA AND FASHION with novel invitations in the
The LaCongo Thrift club snaPe 
of sequinned harlequin
will sponsor a tea and Fashion 
masks . . and continuing with
show on Sunday. May 28, from the same shaped masks in grad.
1 to 6 p.m. at the YWCA, and uated sizes on the walls of the
club rooms . . . two six footMrs. Clara Cole, Mrs. Willie
tall cut-out clowns holdingM. Davis and Mrs. Catherine 
Brown, officers of the organise- floating balloons ' 
stairway
tion, bid their friends and well. banked with magnolia branches
wisher* to attend, —interspersed with red roses,
CLARA BARTON HEALTH and the bamboo curtains of
The Clara Barton club held the back room where a delici-
Its recent meeting at the love-. OLLI catered repast was served,
ly home of Miss Harry Mae provid.ed much comment, fetch-
Simmons, 731 Hastings it., last
Saturday, May 13. nolia leaves and live red
There Mrs. Zana Ward gave All this the artistic han-
an inspiring report on the 
diwork of Rubye Gadison and
young lady whom the club is Ruth Mims, chairman and Co.
helping through nurse training, chairman of the novel party.
and about the next recipient of The other members of the doe-
the annual award oration committee, Gloria How. 
ClaraBarton Health club rn..-- cl -'a Ida Mae Walker and Helen
helps deserving young ladies "ater were pleased with the
who are aspiring to become enthusiastic response of their
guests—some of them mem-
was the State Federation's club. . . . but they modestly 
Newl eds
nurses.
The highlight of the meeting bers of the Top Hat and Tails
coveredlumbia, Tenn., June 19-15. Two long tables were Fete Inforthcoming convention at Co- 
credit Ruth for the idea.
Delegates selected were Mrs. with green and natural hop-
Scott and Mrs. LeBlanc! Jack- e° prettier with its trangular
son, the latter secretary and
Tate, the president; Mrs. Edith „sacking . . . which never look- Reception
shaped floral centerpiece of A wedding reception was
treasurer, and also Miss Fran- spilling pink roses and ivy, held for Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie;
oes E. Tharpe, co-chairman or with beguiling glittered clown Richards, who were recently
the Arts and Crafts Dept of faces forming a covering for the married, on Friday, May 12, at
of the Tenn State Federation tureen which held the lovely the residence of Mrs. Myrtle. 
and chairman of the same de- floral centerpiece. Tall pink J. Fisher, 1097 Greenwood at.
pertment of the City Faders- candles were poised in triple- The bride, the former Miss
tion. tierred brass camdlelabra. Min- Elnora Temphis, is the daugh-
Hostesses for the lovely meet_ iature hot dogs, swedish meat ter of Tom Temphis, chose a
Ins were, besides Miss Stmona, balls' assorted 
canapes and hors light blue cocktail dress with
Miss Cornelia Sanders and Mrs. d'oeuvres delighted all . . . and matching accessories, all high-
Delores Thompson. members the bar was plentiful with the lighted with colorful crystal
present included Mrs. Florence right vintages, also festive with jewelry.
McPherson, Mrs. Ward, Milt clown motifs, masks and carni- Mr. Richards is the son of
Inez Johnson, Mrs. Pearlina val decorations. Mrs. Alberta Harriton.
Saunders, Mrs. Willis H. Brie- In another club room, chance GUESTS
tot, mil. Etta page, Dam Em. games were played by the Attending the reception were
mitt Hollingsworth, Mrs. Al- guests interested in prizes for Mrs. Alberta Harriton, the
berta Samples, Mrs. Juanita skill at darts • • • bridegroom's mother; his grand-
Turner, Mrs. Rebecca Tate, The Sequins were as festive mother, Mrs. Lizzie Patterson;
Mrs. Emma T. Johnson, Mrs. looking as their decorations Min Alma Richards, the
Edith Scott, Mrs. La Blanche with lovely cocktail dresses . . groom's sister; and his aunts,
Jackson, Mrs. Delores Thomp_ Rose Nell Iles having a tretilihers. Ethel Fields and Miss
son and Mrs. Frances E. Tharpe. gay time in an orange floral Alma Murrell. Mrs. Maggie
VISITS SON print on white with tones of Smith and Miss Barbara Love,
Mrs. Raychelle C a r h se of yellow and green, all be-se- the bride's sisters were also
1076 South Parkway East visit- quined with orange silk pumps, present.
ad her son, Cadet Robert L. perfect foils for her blond Other guests and friends were
ICarhee, who is a student at tresses. Mesdames Effie Alexander,
Howe Military Institute, Howe, Ruby Gadison, smart in black Louvenia Hill, Tommy Jean
Indiana, over the Mother's Day'ehantile lace over white swiss Franklin and Mrs. Neely; the
weekend. Cadet Robert, an hon. Organdy . . . its lace over- Misses Clara McKinney, Dora-
or graduate of Calvary-Luther- skirt opened at both sides, thy Warren, Aline M a b o n,
an school of Memphis, has.adorned with a huge red POPPY Helen Kinnard Mable John-





Presaging social interest in
the South and throughout the
East is the announcement of
the engagement of Miss Clara
Ann Twigg and George W.
Mims of Tampa, Fla., made by
Miss Twigg's parents, Mr. and
military school since he en-
tered in September. Eggheads
seem to run in the Carhee
family, for Robert's brother.




Dr. and Mrs. Leland L. At-
kins attended the Medical col-
lege of Cardiology annual meet-
ing, held at the Biltmore hotel
In New York City last meek.
Dr. Atkins is a Fellow of the
National College of Cardiology,
an honor of no mean achieve-
ment, having been elected about
two years ago.
DR. GLOSTER TO POLAND
Friends and former students
of Dr. Hugh M. Gloster, a
former Memphian and LeMoy-
ne college English professor,
will be the professor of litera-
ture at the University of War-
saw in Poland, beginning next
September. Dr. Gloster, a Le-
Moyne graduate, and son of
the late Mrs. Gloster, a pioneer
Memphis teacher, received his
Masters degree from Atlanta
University and his Ph.D. de-
gree from New York universi-
ty.
Following his position here
at LeMoyne, he joined the
faculty of Morehouse college
before accepting his present
position at Hampton Institute
where he is the chairman of
the Communications Depart
mane He has enjoyed an out-
standing career, and is consid-
ered one of the foremost auth-
orities on Negro literature in
the country. He has served as
visiting professor at New York
university, the university of
Portland, Oregon and spent
two years in Japan teaching in
• university there. He is a
dear friend of college of Dr.
W. W. Gibson and Atty.
A. A. Letting, in addition to
others who were members of
the LeMoyne family during his
tenure here, as well as the
embroidered linen . . . Gloria
Howard in a beautiful striped
cotton, piped with black broad
. Juanita B. Poston in beau-
tiful black silk organza . .. Ida
Mae Walker a vision of love-
liness in Blue . . Helen Pra-
ter in a lovely muted print
with tones of blue and lilac .
other members and their hus-
bands were Margaret and Ros-
coe McWilliams, Jessie and
Jimmy McNeely. Ruth a n d
George Mims--she in a dainty
circular waist banded in black
velvet . . Grace Collins, the
club prexy and missing the
fun were Almazme Davis, who
was out of town, Mildred Wil




The East End Community
Flower Club held its regular
monthly meeting recently at the, ,
home of Mrs Rosa Dean of Mad
rituma at. Mrs. Angie Campbell
was co-hostess with Mrs. Dean
All members are urged to at-
tend the next regular meeting
which has been set for Thurs-
day. May 25. at the home of
Mrs. Bowles. 852 Hamilton at.
There will be a drawing of
names for Secret Pals. Mrs.
Mary Allen will serve as co-
hostess at this meeting.
Following the business sea-
Sion at Mrs. Dean's home, she
served a repast. Mrs. Ethel Mc-
Murtry is president and Mrs
Lillian Bowles is club reporter.
REPEATS ROLE
Hollywood--Jesselyn Fox of
the original New York stage
cast of "The Music Man" will
repeat her role in Warner
Bros film adaptation of the
Meredith Willson musical
starring Robert Preston and
Shirley Jones.
Alexander, Portia Elaine Fish-
er, Mrs. Minerva T. Hancock,
Mrs. Elgie McWhorter, Curtis
Saulsberry, Nathaniel Owens,
jr., T. Head, Loyis Taylor,
Booker T. Cole, jr., John
Woods, Jerome Murrell, Edwin
Nash, Reginald Barker, Carl
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Mathis, Tonic Curtis Alexan-
der, Mr. and Mrs. James And-
erson, Rev. W T. Johnson and
Willie Fields, the latter a cous-
in of the bridegroom.
Mr. and Mrs. Richards are
members of Keel Avenue Bap-
tist church.
DEFENDER
Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg of 1768
South Parkway East.
The lovely bride-elect was
graduated from Palmer Mem-
orial Institute, Greensboro, N.
C., and will receive her Bache-
lor degree June 5, from Fisk
University. She is the grand-
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Twigg and the late
father and Mrs. E. M. M.
Wright.
Mr. Mims is a member of
the staff of Fisk University, in
the department of student per-
sonnel administration. He is a
graduate of Florida A. and M.
University in Tallahassee, Fla.,
where he was a member of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity,
and elected to Who's Who in
American colleges and universi-
ties. He received his Masters
degree in the field of counsel-
ing and guidance from Colum-
bia University, New York City.
Mr. Mims is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Mims of
Woodside, New York. He is
the grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Mims, the
late Mr. Carl Corley and Mrs.




The early part of August hes
been selected by Miss Twin
and Mr. Mims for their wed-
ding, which will be solemnized
at St. Mary's Cathedral.
TO HONOR PARENTS
The Colored Case Committee
of Children's Bureau has made
plans to honor foster parents at
a tea scheduled for 8 p. m.
Thursday, June 8, at the Vance
Avenue Branch YWCA, an-
nounces the committee chair-
man. Mrs. Thelma Davidson.




















The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutia from Downtown Memphis





In a lovely Setting decoratecl
with white and pink carnations,
the palatial Turner's party
home of 1010 Bryden rid., Co-
lumbus, Ohio, was the scene of
the April 29, wedding of Miss
Betty Carolyn Simms, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Coop-
er of 183 South Highland at.,
lumbus and Alphonso Leh-
man Smith, sassof Mrs. Moselle
Starks of Memphis, Testis.
Officiating at the wedding
was Rev. Jacob Asburn III,
pastor of Oakley Ave. Baptist
church of Columbus.
The bride was given in mar-
riage by her father, and woe
radiant in a ballerina-length
gown of white chantilly lace
with three deep rows of ruf-
fles and scalloped hemline. Her
three-quarter veil of illusion




Wedding bells rang for the
former Miss Mildred Halyard
and Nelson Waldo Jackson on
Thursday, May 11, at Friend-
ship Baptist church, at a cere-
mony attended by immediate
members of both families, of-
ficiated by Rev. W. A. Suggs.
newly married couple
are both popular in the Mem-
phis social scene and are both
teachers in local schools.
The wedding was announced
by Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hal-
yard, the bride's parents. Mr.
Jackson is the son of Mrs. Mar-
garet Henry.
The bride was graduated
from Manassas High school and
LeMoyne college, where she
was a member of the Delta
Sigma Theta sorority. She has
done graduate work at the Uni-
versity of Portland, and is a
member of the faculty at Ma-
nassas High school.
Mr. Jackson is also a grad-
uate of Manassas, and received
his Bachelor degree from Ten-
nessee State University where
he was a music major, and
later received the Mainers De-
gree from the Chicago Con-
servatory of Music. He is •
member of the Douglass High
school faculty where he is
band master.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Jackson
are members of Friendship Bap-
tist church where Mr. Jackson
in the director of the choir,
The couple will be at home
at 2418 Roselle after August 1.
Words of the Wise
Let everyone sweep in
front of hto own door, and
the whole world will be
clean.
—(Geethe)
cented with pearls; her bouquet
was of white carnations.
MATRON WORE PINK
Mrs. Barbara Mackey, matron
of honor, wore a pink organza
and taffeta dress, carryine
bouquet of shocking pink oar-
nations. Mrs. Cooper, mother of
the bride wore • dress of pink
satin and lace with pink pearl
accessories. The portrait neck-
line of her dress was enhanced
by tiny bows. Her hat was of
matching satin and lace.
Mrs. Starks, mother of the
bridegroom, wore a sheath beige
lace dress, the sweetheart neck-
line studded with rhinestones
and pearls and featured brief
sleeves. Her head-clip was of
studded pearls matching the
accessories of her dross. Both
mothers wore cymbidium or-
chid corsages.
Little Patty Turner, daugh-
ter of the hostess, was attired
in a white dregs and wore a
crown of white flowers, carry-
ing a basket of pink and white
roses as she served as the
flower girl.
Halloe Robinson of Memphis
was the best man.
A musical preceded the cere-
mony which was followed by a
reeeption in the music room of
the reception hall, given by the
bride's parents.
The bride's table was center-
ed with a tierred cake with •
cluster of wedding bells at the
top. Candles in silver candela-
bra glowed softly on the white
flowers on either side of the
table.
,MET IN COLLEGE
The bride is a graduate of
West High school, attended
Capital University and the
Ohio State university. She is
employed by the State of Ohio,
in the Workmen's Compensa-
tion office.
Mr. Smith is a graduate of
Douglass High school, Mem-
phis, attended Fisk university
and graduated from the Ohio
State university with a B. B.
degree Cum Laude. He holds a
Phi Beta Kappa key and is
currently studying for his Ph.D.
degree at The Ohio State uni-
versity. He is a member of sev-
eral honorary fraternities.
aunts, Misses Susie and Isa-
belle Johnson and Ted Willie
Craft. Other guests attending
from out-of-town were Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Thornton of Cleve-
land, Ohio; Mrs. Ruby Eden of
Washington, D. C.; Mr. end Mrs
D. L. Trigg and Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Tetlow, all of Dayton,
Ohio; Mrs. Nina Moore of Puts-
burgh, Pa., and Mr. end Mrs.
Lake Palmer of Steubenvill,
Ohio.
Mrs. Nina Moore of Pittsburgh,
Pa., and Mr. and Mrs. Lake
Palmer of Steubenville, Ohio.
The bride and groom will ar-
rive in Memphis about June
10, where they will be feted
with scores of parties given by
the grooms many friends.
5000
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SATURDAY, MAY i7, 19411
ENOMIZD — Mr, and Mrs.
Alfonso Sales announces the
engagement and wedding of
their daughter. Miss Verdi*.
lone Sales to Carl R. Setts.
son of Mr. end Mrs, Hay-
wood Betts. it. The couple
becam• engaged Dec. 25.
IMO. Both are evaluates of
Melrose high school. Miss
Sales. • member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha soreritY. is •
graduate of San Meg* jun-
ior college and is new study-
leg at the University el
California at Los Angeles
and is also working ter the
Los Angeles city school eye,
tern. BOW recently return-
ing home after two years in
Germany with the United
Melee Army. is also study-
ing at the University of
California at Los Angeles.
The wedding will telm place
June it. 3 p.m.. Its the Mt.
Olive CM! Cathedral her•




During a recent regular
monthly meeting of the Junior
Musicians Club, it was sug-
gested that a "Waistline Party"
be given. Plans call for the
party to be held on the campus
of Owen college. The date will
be announced later.
Immediately following the
business session of the meet-
ing a program was presented,
Participating on the program
were:
Mignonette Bradfield, Bar-
bara Currie, Francine Guy and
Myrna Williams.
William Jernigan gave a re-
port on the Leonard Bernstein's
Young People's Concert.
It was also announced dur-
ing the meeting that after the
next reguler meeting, meetings
will be suspended during the
summer and will resume in By-
tember. The next regular meat-
Mg will not be held Sunday,
May 28, as was scheduled.
Members will be notified by
mall about when and whereas'
the meeting will be held, sate.
the club secretary, Ophelie
Rainey.
An appeal for new members
was made. Youngsters between
five and 15 years of age are,
eligible to join. Interested pers •
eons should contact Mrs. Demi.,
thy Graham at Owen college.
Gloria Brown is president of
the club.
It was alio announced at the
meeting that the adult musk.-
elub, the Memphis Musicians -
Issocirition, has changed its
name to the Florence McCleave -
Music club, in honor of the late
Meciame Florence McCleave:
who died recently. The club is:
emaciated with the National
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Old! Old! Shish Kebab is as
old as the shepherds clad in
flowing robes herding their
sheep in Old Testament time;
yet, as new as today's waiter
carrying skewers al flaming Ke-
bab through an ultra-modern
dining room.
Shish Kebab is an excellent
way to break mealtime monot-
ony and use lamb which is
good meat and is now on our
list of plentiful foods. But the
real fun of Kebab is broiling it
outdoors over a picnic fire.
The lamb cubes may or may
not be marinated. If you pre-
fer marinating yours, allow the
meat cubes to stand in your
4
.0ivorite sauce, covered, in the
Arigerator for about twelve
ours, turning occasionally.
Xt cooking time the lamb is
usually threaded on skewers al-
ternately with various fruits
and vegetables. Since fruits and
vegetables cook more quickly
than meat, however, it is a good
idea to to prepare them on sep-
arate skewers or else to par-
tially cook the meat, remove
from the skewer with tongs
and then rethread with the
vegetables or fruits on the same
skewer.
For a truly dramatic, out-of-
this-world meat dish broil the
Kebab over charcoal, alternat-
ing the lamb squares with bay
leaves. As they glow over the
heat, they impart a savory fla-
vor to the broiled meat.
When broiling over coals,
broil all sides until deep brown
color, lifting the skewers to
11 in sauce, or brush with
butter. Allow at least twenty
minutes for broiling the
sqnitres..
when cooking Shish Kebab in
the oven broiler, place the
skewered 2-inch squares of
lamb on a rack about three
inches from the heat source.
Turh and baste frequently until




Osby McDaniel, a former
Memphian, was a houseguest
of his sisters, Mrs. Hettie Mc-
Daniel and Mrs. Grace Parker
of 1171 Cannon St., last week.
He is now a resident of Ida-
bel, Okla., where he is a
principal of a high school.
McDaniel can be remem-
bered from the days he played
quarterback with the Mad
Magicians which were then
known as the Yellow Jackets.
He has lived in Idabel for
the last 20 years since leav-
ing Memphis.
While here he was enter-
tained by Johnny Arnold of
S. Parkway East, an old friend.
McDaniel attended LeMoyne
when it was a junior college.
He also attended Wiley col-
lege in Marshal, Tex., and
Oklahoma State university. He
is married to the former Miss
Juanita Davis of Oklahoma.
Active in civic activities in
Idabel, he served on the Gov-
ernor's Committee on Human
Relations for a year. He is a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity.
twenty minutes.
To serve the Kebab, simply
push the meat off the skewers
onto plates with a fork. Serve
with rice, and a salad of crisp
greens and tomatoes and a tall
glass of milk.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the 'hi-State Defend-
er through the cooperation of
the Memphis Dairy Council
Mrs. Williams is a teacher o
Home Economics at Manassas
high school.
Words of the Wise
It is difficult to say what
is impossible, for the dream
of yesterday in the hope of




40 Years of Service
To You and Your Friends
When Entertaining Special Guest,
Or Just Family Friends
For A Quick Service and
THE BEST IN LIQUORS
Call... JA 6-9963
Mixed Or Whole Cases





FORD ROAD Parent Teach-
er Association held its mon
thly meeting and installation
in the Mitchell high school
cafebarium recently. The
meet was well attended with
35 teachers and a large
group of parents. Remarks
were made by I. Goodrich,
Jr., Ford principal and A.
DEFENDER
Weaver. Mitchell principal.
Above aro teachers, who took
part in the program. They
are Mrs. Mary Ann Wrushen,
PTA prexy; Mrs. Johnnie M.
Peters. first vice president;
Mrs. Katherine Hampton.
second vice: Mrs. Bertha
Guy, third vice; Mrs. Mary
Ware. fourth vice; Mrs.
Gladys Thomas. fifth vice;
Mrs. Sadie Madden, sixth
vice; Mrs. Frances Williams.
seventh vice; Mrs. Roberta
Brookins. eighth vice: Mrs.
Ella Mae Lake. secretary;
Mrs. Agazine Booker. assist-
ant secretary; Mrs. Letitia
Poston. parliamentarian and
committee members M r s.
Elsie Ford, Mrs. Dorothy
Wallace, Mrs. Vera Bell. Mrs.
Corrine Lucas, Mn. Hattie
Smith, Mrs. N. A. Crawford.
Mrs. Vergie Mack. Mrs. Doro-
thy Weary, Mrs. Ernestine
Hayes. Mrs. Cozen& Hence.
Also on hand were Mrs. R.
Richardson. Mrs. K. Tappan.
Mrs. D. Jones and Mrs. I.
Mose.
StorkStops
Born at E. H. Crump hospital
April 28
Son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Brown, of 5887 Stage rd.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Wilson of 2271 Eldridge.
April 30
Son, Jairus, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley James A. Winfrey, of
2152 Hunter.
May 1
Son. Tony. to Mr. and Mrs.
Denver Doggett of 1183 East
Trigg.
May 2
Daughter. Leasher Kaye. to
Mr. and Mrs. Ozelle Allen of
2420 Warren.
May 3
Daughter. Rhoda. to Mr. and
Mrs. Carrell Campbell of 125 W.
Gage ave.
Daughter. Connie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Spight, of 2148 Ben-
nett.
Daughter, Briggitte, to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Wallace of 1255
Greenwood.
Daughter. Adrienne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence H. Yencey
of 2727 Select.
May 4
Daughter. Wanda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Hall, of 1323
Woodard.
Son. Randy. to Mr. and Mrs.
Elton Lewis. of Rt. 2, Box 292,
Millington, Tenn.
May 5
Son, Winston, to Mr. and Mrs.
Duke Yates, jr.. of 2435 Silver.
May 8
Son, Philip. to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gomillia of 3167 Gil-
more dr.
Son, Vincent. to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Mitchell of 2094 Clare-
mont dr.
Born at John Gaston hospital
April 22
Daughter, Tory. to Mr. and
Mrs. Elisha M. Hall of 268
Crump.
Son. Antonia. to Mr. and Mrs.
James Hadley of 589 Marble.
Son. Reginald. to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Taylor, of 409
Beale.
Son. Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie D. Nunley of 1630 Michi-
gan.
Daughter, Zelma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmore Stewart, of 220
Tillman.
Son. Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Claxton, of 1648 Car-
penter.
Daughter. Deborah. to Mr. and
Mrs. Aster Pittman of 696
Marechalneil.







• s 90 Proof
Americ,a'i Preferred Bourbon
Gen:John Hunt Morgan did ...
and wrote to a friend that it's "as good as ever
went down your throat." Enjoy matchless Old Crow
yourself.. .very soon.
MD 'CROW ItISMtER7 COMPASS'S. FROINKFORL WITtlti, MUM BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOf
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Mrs. Robert Hollingsworth of-
256 Pauline Dr. W.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
J. Franklin of 1960 Person,
Daughter. Phillis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Bowen, of 929 Nep-
tune,
Daughter. Audrey. to Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Boyd of 163
Caroline,
Daughter, Patricia. to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Huggis of 170
Ingle.
Daughter. Elizabeth, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Miller of 30
W. Fields.
April 23
Son. Charlie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Dortch of 660 Firestone.
Son. Ricky. to Mr. and Mrs.
William Williams, of 2177
Sparks.
Son, to Mr, and Mrs. Luther
Gray of 2984 Mt. Olive,
Daughter. Michelle, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Turner of 19
Sherwood.
Daughter, Deborah. to Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Townsend of 648
Lyman.
APRIL 25
Son, Titus. to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack R. Arnold of 136 Decatur.
Daughter. Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Harris of 1424
Azalia.
Son Frank, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Payne of 1330 Brown,
Son, Randolph, to Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Stewart of 577 S.
Lauderdale.
Son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Woods of 977 Rawl-
ings.
Son. Joe, to Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Triplett of 201 Linden,
Daughter, Leslie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe W. Ward of 1383 N
Willett.
APRIL 26
Daughter. Marsha. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Crawford of 610 B.
E. Georgia.
Son. Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Daniels. of 376 A. But-
ler.
Son. Freddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Henderson of 1719 Mar-
ble.
Daughter, Janice. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Phillips of 309
Leath.
Son. Antione, to Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Williams of 1717 Castex
No. I.
Son, Lewis. to Mr. and Mrs.
Lovis White of 1287 Dunnavant.
Son. Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Dunavant of 860 Inez.
Son. Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Blackwell of 1599 Sun-
set.
Son. Vernon, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Jackson of 273 E. Bur-
dock.
Daughter, Katie. to Mr. and
Mrs. John Jackson of 273 E.
Burdock.
Daughter. Katie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard McCraw of 2150
Brown.
APRIL 27
Daughter. Alisa. to Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Hughes of 1024 S.
Wellington.
Son. to Mr. and Mrs. Cleve-
land Standifer of 1198 Keel.
Son, Jasper, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper Rutherford of 3064
Spottsford,
Son. Jeffrey. to Mr. and Mrs.
John Ware of 154kEllington.
Daughter. Veronica, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie McGee of 4911
Blockard,
Son. Carzel. to Mr. and Mrs.
Carzel Williams of 1594 S. Main
St.
Daughter. Georgetta, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Noel
Cambridge.
APRIL 28
Son. Freddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Henderson of 1719 Mar-
ble,
Daughter. Janice. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Phillips of 309
Leath.
Son, Antonio. to Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Williams of 1717 Castex.
Son. Lewis. to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis White of 1287 Dunavant.
Son, Arthur. to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Blackwell of 1589 Sun-
set
Son, Vernon. to Mr. and Mrs.




Daughter, Katie. to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard McCraw of 2150
Brown.
Daughter, Marsha. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee V. Crawford of 610 E.
Georgia.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Daniels of 376 Butler.
MAY 6
Daughter. Shelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy B. Crawford of 1412
Valse.
Daughter. Wanda, to Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Montgomery of
1441 Woodward.
Daughter, Demetir, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Green of 3439
Cook.
Daughter. Lydia. to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Seals of 272 Ash-
land.
Daughter. Betty to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie E. Snipes of 2271
Shasta.
Daughter. Barbara. to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Walton of
2333 Chapel.
Daughter, Bonita, to Mr, and
Mrs. J. T. Donaldson of 989
Neptune.
Twin daughters, Lorena and
Loretta. to Mr. and Mrs. John
J. Puryear of 487 Lipford.
MAY 7
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs
Frank Nunley of 125 E. Farrow.
Son. Larry, to Mr. and Mrs
Herbert Black of 680 Georgia.
Daughter, Janice. to Mr. and
Mrs. Vick Beard of 1591 Min-
nie.
Son, Julius. to Mr. and Mrs.
Ferdinand Story of 2367 Kim-
ball.
Daughter, Helen. to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Walton of 312 N.
Manassas.
Daughter, Avis. to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Parker of 204
Ivory.
Daughter, Evelyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. John F. Morris of 3984
Fay.
MAY e
Daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rayford Herod of 789
Walnut.
Son. to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Hale of 959 Cella.
Son, Karl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Columbus Thomas of 480 Till-
man,
Daughter. Freddie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie Everett of 1617
Humber.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie L. Jones of 2007 Jeffer-
son.
Son, Jeffery. to Mr. and Mrs.
William Carter of 868 S. Fourth.
MAY 9
Son, Derrick. to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Cofield of 47 E. Trigg.
Daughter. Lequita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clance Hamilton of 1605
Kansas,
Daughter. Cheryl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Kennedy of 1328
Sample.
Son, Joey. to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Watson of 859 Hanley.
Daughter, Karen. to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Walker of 1116
Saxon.
Daughter. Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleveland Freema nof 2417
Dexter.
Daughter, Paulette. to Mr.




















Daughter, Toren, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Bradley of 2635
Midland.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Wilburn of 180 W. Mal-
lory, No. 9.
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Houston of 301 S.
Lauderdale.
Daughter. Lorraine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lynwood Collins of
1509 Kerr.
Twins, Paul and Paula. to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Adams of 1077
Manassas, Apt. E.
Son, Hazel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Angeo Hicks of 1184 S. Orleans,
Daughter. Vickie, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Jackson of 1754
Bismark.
MAY II
Son. Homer. to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Jones of 601 Walker
ave.
Daughter, Virginia. to Mr. and
Mrs. Marcel Williams of 1523
Kansas,
Son, Roderick. to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Willie Christian of 884.La-
tham, Apt. 55.
Daughter. Sherry. to Mr. and
Mr:. Robert Sanford of 742
Court,
Son, Benjamin. to Mr, and
Mrs. Benjamin Townsend of
2373 E. Warren.
Son, Horace, to Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Saulsberry of 936 B.
LeMoyne dr.
Daughter. Ranell, to Mr. and
Mrs Samuel Jackson of 1539
Kansas.
Daughter. Jacqueline. to Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Scullark of
1691 Ash,
Son. Johnny. to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernmitt Taylor of 4903 Black
rd,
here for Jackson and Madison
County school population. Grad-
uation is only a dream for the
many who are assuming their
various walks of life. Many will
be furthering their education.
beginning the summer terms at
Lane College on June 5.
SUMMER SCHOOL
AT MERRY
Principal C. N Berry has an-
nounced that summer school
will be offered at Merry High
this summer. Students engaging
in the summer program may do
so for enrichment, removing de-
ficiencies, or remedial work.
Registration will be May 29
with class work beginning May
30. The first semester will end
on June 23 with the second
semester ending on July 21.
Classes are to meet five days
per week beginning at 7:30
a.m, and ending at 11:40 a.m.
Pupils may enroll for a maxi-
mum of one-half unit each
semester at the rate of $17.50
per half unit.
An attempt has been made to
offer summer school for high
school students in Jackson for
the past three years but there
have not been enough students
interested to open. It is hoped
that it will materialize this sum-
mer for in many cases students
wish to elect courses while in
high school but the class -load
will not allow them to take them
during the regular school term.
WEDDING BELLS RING
Annowicement .was made last
week by Mr. and Mrs. Carty
Robinson sr.. of the marriage
of their daughter. Ramona. to
Sylvester J. Townsend on











(or. Bellevue & Kerr
MAY 12
Daughter. Terrell. to Mr. and
Mrs. Thurinan Wright of 660
CA.IL.
Daughter. Quencea, to Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Minter of 338
K Olive.
Son. Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Nolden of 358 S.
Fourth.
Son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence McGaughy of 359
S. Lauderdale.
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McCook of 2132 Goff.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Early
Hester of 818 N. Claybrook.
Daughter. Ola, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Howard of 100 Keel.
Son. McArthur. to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Charles Sledge of 1564 Vic-
tor
Page 11.
41310 Anna C. 
by 
Coolo4
Vacation time is just allout Ramona is an honor graduate
of both Merry High school and
Merry College and has taught
for the past two years in Kan-
sas. While at Lane she was ini-
tiated into Delta Sigma Thta
sorority and is a member of
St. Paul C.M.E. church in Jack-
son.
Townsend is a native of Kan-
sas City where they will make
their home. We in Jackson wish
for them much happiness.
On last Sunday, which was
Mother's Day, I'm sure there
were many mixed motions.
some happy and some sad. Hap-
piness beamed through for sev-
eral mothers in St. Paul church
as they were honored during
the services on their day. For
several years the Anderson
Circle has honored mothers,
from the young to the aged. and
this year they were selected on
the basis of measuring up to
the following qualifications:
(1) Dedicated to service in the
church and the community, (2)
Has shown the fruits of her
labor through her chilqren, and
(3) has been a reflection on the
lives of others. There were ten
nominees for the honor and the
one receiving the highest num-
ber of votes from the auxiliaries
in the church was Mrs. Frances
Houston. the mother of four
children and grandmother of
four. Three other mothers who
received the same number of
votes were honored also. They
were Mesdames Lucille Mont-
gomery. Ovillie Goodrich a n d
L. C. Meacham.
Recognition was given to Mrs.
Margaret Jones, the oldest
mother of the church who re-
cently celebrated her 99th birth-
date and is still a regular church
goer.
Vesper services were held on
Sunday. May 7. for Eddings
Beauty school at Macedonia Bap-
tist church. Graduates from the
school included Mesdames
Frankie Lee Bond, Lovie B.
Bush, Willina Gurley, Eunell
Herron, Ella Pearl Morrow.
Mary Louise Muse, Theaudrey
Phillips. Pauline S. Reeves,
Rosa Robinson, and Nyle Saun-
ders. Beauticians who took part
in the services were Mesdames
Thelma Compton, Lillie Bell
Cole. Florine Cunningham and
Lucy Lee. The school is operat-
ed by Mrs. Lucile Eddings. Rev.
Page. pastor of the church.
along with Mrs. Ozille Draine
were also on program while
Mrs. Daisy Shaw served as Mis-
tress of ceremonies.
Mi1l)111 DONNA
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
I gine you seldom failing advice upon matters of life, such es love,
courtship, marriage, divorce law suit., speculation and transactions of
all kinds. I seldom fail to reunite the separated, cause speedy and happy
marriages. Overcome enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, stumb-
ling blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I lift you out of sorrow and trou-
ble, and start you on th• path to happiness and prosperity. There Is ne
heort so sod or home so dreary that I cannot bring it sunshine; In Fact,
no matter what may be yeur hope fear or ambition, I guarantee to tell
it all before you utter a word to mis and after I am finished, if you ar•
tel absolutely satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim above,
then you pay not o penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN Si WHITE TRAILER
WITH TWO IARGE BLACK HANDS-5 miles north of Millington en
Highway 51 N. at Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLID BY ANY
OTHER READERS, LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.





There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire tp
help you.
"Open Thursday end Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1,00
DIXIP VIIVANCI (.0
Home Owned Horne Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
'W, like to say yes to rout
Icron request'
Examined and Supereisee by
the State Deportment at
Insurance and &wove.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
















Larry (The Kid) fishy
With The
JOHNSON FURNITURE—APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.





1U,TV GOE Itt SET
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By Adrienne Washington
The "Perfect Companion on a
Date". is the topic of discussion
this week. I wanted to get the
opinion of different individual
on this subject, so I asked tw.
teens what they considered th,.
"perfect date mate."
Let's get a girl's viewpoint on i.'
this particular subject. Our
guinea pig was Miss MARCIA
WALKER, a sophomore at St.
Thomas High School. According
to her, a perfect date mate must
be a good conversationalist
considerate, courteous have an
interesting personality and have
a common interest. By the way,
Miss Walker's favorite pastime
is Skating.
Now for a boy's views on this
subject. I asked Horace Bell, a
junior at Corpus Christi High
School, what he considered the
perfect date mate. He first con-
tended that she must have a
good sense of humor, be easy
to get, along with, enjoys the
good things of life, sweet, and
(as he put it) she must be a,
"slick chick". By the way,.
Horace is a new member of the,




Recently, I went to a fash-
ion show where one of the girls
modeled clothes made by her!
father. I know the girl very'
well and I also knew her'
Ever since I've known her,
she has not had to go to a
store to buy her clothes. She
really doesn't have to because
she has a father who makes
her things, but, what about
you boys? Could you do as
well? I bet some of you
haven't tried to sew on a but-
ton. Some of you. perhaps,
might even think sewing is a
sissy job. For those of you
who do think this way SEW-
ING IS NOT A JOB TO BE
CALLED, SISSY!
The man I have mentioned
does not own a shop. He works1
at another occupation but his'
aide work is sewing. It helps
him out a great deal econom-
ically and he gets a great deal
of pleasure out of the work.
Now, I ask you again boys,
can YOU do just as well? I'm,
sure you can if you try.
A few boys have remarked
to me how they wish they
could sew, but it's ridiculous
to wish for somthing and not
try to do anything about it.
By the way, my fashion
show coming up in fall, is open
to the boys as well as the girls
Remember to drop a letter or and • member af the Normal
a post card to me, YoungerlPark Baptist church. She works
Set Page, 2400 South Michigan, part-time at York's Women's
Chicago, Illinois. Apparel Shop, 901 E. 63rd at.
CHARLESETTA WILL RE-
CEIVE an Associate of Arts
Degree in June from Wilson
Junior College. This attrac-
tive end talented young
lady has appeared on stage
with outstanding interna-
tionally known stars since
she was a tot end list many
of them as her personal
friends. Miss Westbrook has
been awarded many medals
and has often appeared on
radio and television. Her
recent accommplishment is
a recording contract for a
composition of hees titled
"The Beginning of Love." '
Abbott Social Center
Dance A Huge Success
' Abbott Social Center, 250 W.
37th at., was host to the com-
munity on a recent Frieisy eve-
ping with its culiiiintei02 event,
a huge "Roarng 20's Dance,
widen featuren a Charleston
dance contest and costumes ap-
propriate to the times.
Mrs. Elissa Weems, dance in-
structor, was responsible for
the arrangements and general
planning. The gymnasium w a s
strikingly decorated and some
150 elementary school students
had a gala evening of fun. The
Mdent committee included Rich-
ard Nix, 3856 S. Wells, Sandra
Smith, 3746 S. Wells, Burnett
Crockett, 241 W. DuSable,
James Pierce, 3849 Princeton,
Fleming Harvey, 246 W. 39th
at., Joan Yates, 3028 S. Went-
worth, Frances Bridges, 3830 S.
Wentworth, Judith Burk, 3707
Princeton, Linda Moore, 3726
Wentworth, and Sharran Snipe,
3929 Princeton.
Mr. Wilfred Wigger is the di-
rector of Abbott Social Center
and the man who has so ably
established this center as a
good habit in the social lives
of Abbott's pupils.
Abbott Social Center ope-
rates as part of the Lighted
Schoolhouse program and is
sponsored by the Chicago Board
of Education.
Operating as a part of the
BOBBY WINS
father
P AWARD IN Between Snacks, Thiselothea for itghnes whole family. TO
CONTEST
Miss Bobbie Gene Garner,
18, of E. Marquette Road has
been awarded a $300.00 General
Robert E. Wood Citizenship
Award. Miss Garner is a mem-
ber of the Woodlawn Chicago
Boys Club. 6331 University ave.,
and represented that agency in
the city-wide competition.
She is a June 1961 graduate
of Hyde Park High school and
is active in the Girls Athletic
Association at Hyde Park serv-
ing as president. She is also a
4A commissioner. treasurer of
the Girl's chorus, member of
the cheerleaders club and volley-
ball teem.
Bobbie is also very active in
the program of the Soya' Club
serving as president of the Teen
Council. member of the Phelanit
Social Club, Jazz Club, Model-
ing Club. and Cheerleaders
Club.
Her interests expand beyond
the Boys' Club and school, for
she is president of the 6th Ward
Youth Club. secretary of the
Delta Iota Omega Social Club
WE HAVE A MUSICIAN on,
our hands. He is Mr. Earl Marli-!
son. 16. and a sophomore at
Harlan High school. Earl is one
of six, finalists in the high
school division of the Lyon-
Healy Chicagoland Music Stu-
dents Contest. Earl and the




The Junior class project of
Corpus Christi was a guided
tour of Detroit, Mich. and Wind-
sor, Canada. The 35 Juniors
gathered in front of the school
last Tuesday night for the start
of their trip.
Our first main stop after sev-
eral stops in way stations WM
Dearborn, Michigan where we
had breakfast and took a fast
tour on the city on foot.
In Fort museum and Green-
wich Village. we saw the mon-
uments of Henry Ford's life and
his achievements. Later, we had
a big lunch and started for the
Ford Car factory and steel fac-
tory.
In the factory we SAW the
making of the Ford CAM plus
the making of the steel that goes1
Into every Ford car.
Next stop on the tour was
Windsor, Canada, where we had
a good dinner and made a tour
of the city. •
Our last and final stop was
back in Detroit where we had
a choice of seeing the city by
night or going to a show.
After a wonderful day, we
started back to Chicago tired,
sore, and sleepy but with the
knowledge that we had fulfilled
the best "Junior Class Project"
for some time to come.
DEPICTING the 20th Cen-
tury date in ono of the
scenes from the Hyde Park
High school Senior Varie-
ties are Sharon Jacobs.
Thetis Pearson and Olivia
McCoy. Th• show will take 1
place Its Loomis Hall of the
high school On May 23 at
1146 p.m. and at 6:00 p.m.
on May 26, More than 180
students will participate in
the 1961 production.
Lighted Schoolhouse plan, this
program provides recreational
and social activities for various
age groups. Its sans and objec-
tives are the planned use of
leisure time to form habits of
health, physical fitness, • n d
worthwhile interests as welt as
to gain mastery of satisfying
skills, to develop cooperative
relationships, self - reliance,
wholesome independence, and
respect for the rights and privi-
leges of others.
CONGRATULATIONS to two
special members of the Chicago
Youth Week Junior Officials
chosen by the Southside C o m-
munity Committee. They are
BARBARA SIMS and D A L-
LAS BROWN. Barbara is a
junior at Englewood High school
and Dal/as is a senior at Tilden
Tech. Both are active in several
organizations and are deserving
of their honors.
"HIT THE DECADES" is
the title of the Senior Varie-
ties being staged by the
Hyde Park seniors on Wed-
nesday May 24 and Friday
May 26. Three members of
the cast of 150 students are
Wanda Wilburn, Cheryl
Lewis and Rose Thomas.
The scones Include some
from the 20th Century,
World War I. The Depres-
sion years, World War II
and the early 1950's. A sur-
prise personality star will
-be presented during the
finale of the show.
By KIRK & MARCIA
Hello peoples, what's new
with you? Eeverything is
pretty upset with prom s,
dance S. and get-to-gethers
around here. Well, time's a'
wastin,' so let's get with the
chatter . . .
• • •
CORPUS CHRISTI'S Sopho-
mores gave a swinging set at
their school ballroom last Satur- Seen recently around our hal- mer. Joyce Foster, Loraine Por-
day. Some of the guys and gals lowed halls have been such old ter. Berbera Wilson and Ethel
there were, Claudette and Jo Penn. Don't forget now "Engle-
wood goes purple and white."
• • •
Fuller, Will Magnas, Patricia
Shelvin, Yvonne Williams, and
Sarah Ingram.
(under the direction of Mr. Ivan
Bunting.) The excellent Girls
Chorus and the superiors Boys
chorus, (under the direction of
An Hall, Ronald Gamble, Henry
and Gonzella Jackson, Nancy
• • •
ST. GREGORY was the place,
a spaghetti dinner was the oc-
casion, and we were there.
Friendship House presented
this as a benefit supper to help
finance their good work.








TIONS to JOHN "Slow" ROB-
ERTS. This June, John will
graduate with his degree in
Business Administration. John
has also secured a job. Good
Luck "SLOW."
• • •
SELMA ALLEN is still starry
eyed over her reet time with
CLIFTON "BOO" HALL at De
La Salle's prom. The prom took
place in the gym which was
transformed into a ballroom ,sic Masters, presented e music
Selma was the envy of every-iamembly to the student body at
one with her beautiful dress and i Enalewood High school The
her handsome escort.
Just For The Fellows:
If yoe dig roller seating, skate
on up to St. Anselern's Com-
munity Center and dig MADE-
LINE LAWRENCE. Warning: Mr. Williams) will also ap-
Be prepared to catch her at
every turn. Madeline is not the
world's greatest skater, but she




Dunbarites as LORETTA Craft.
BERNARD Mills, and GEORGE
Moore. Hey-o!
• • •
SARAH SMITH ith The annual High school choral(w less
than a day's notice) gave aicOmpetition was held at Hyde daY'
Park High school, Wednesday
night, May 10, 1961. The schools
participating were Bowen, Fin-
ger. Hyde Park. Englewood,
DuSable and Parker. There were
three outstanding groups from
Englewood. They were, T h e
Girls chorue, Boys chorus and
the Acapella Choir. Englewood
received two Es and one S.
 •
PLATTERS
party in her contemporary base-
ment. The swinging Jam was
in orbit May 5. The party was
integrated which shows that
the hostess was not segregated.
Among those attending the party
were Margaret Berry, Sbnuel,
Garrett, Herman Williamson,
Larry Price, Mike Kobtn, Deb-
bie Brent, and Marchell Preer.
CS,
Last Tuesday the JUNIORS
of Corpus Christi went on a
tour to Windsor, Canada and
Detroit for their class project.
The tour took them to the Ford
factory, to Greenwich Village
and finally to Windsor, Canada
for dinner. The trip was the
end result of a dance they had
given in April. Next year they
expect to go West. possibly Colo-
rado. Well. alright.
• • •
Last Tuesday Chapter 485 s
the NATIONAL MUSIC HON-
OR SOCIETY, the Modern Mu-
• • •
FELLAS. save your coins act
you can take your best girl to
, the summer events. H. A. T
Club will be giving. Watch our
, column for the haps.
• • •
SALUTATIONS' This is JU-
DITH Smith again with the
dribble from Dunbar . . Let's
Mammoth Youth Festival
Has "Hawaii" As Theme
our regular ten-pinners a r e
KF.NDALL Allen, CHARLENE
Pleasant. /OLA Jackson, TY-
RONE Tillman, and JAMES





A hip hello to L,ORENE Mc-
CASKILL. Lodie just returned
from a trip to gerinsville. Glad
to see you around eosin Iodic
pear. There will be an added
attraction, the crowning of Miss
Englewood. The contestants are
Elzie Wittington, the crowning
Of Miss Englewood. The con-
testants are Elsie Wittington.
Gloria Stratton. Twinette Pal-
purpose of the assembly was to
honor the musical groupe of
the school, and to make the
student body more aware of the
Modem Music Masters. The new
members were presented with
their pins at this meeting. Con-
gratulations to the new mem-
bers of the society!
• • •
For someone who was really
have some happeninge surprised, it was our own love-,
• • • I ly Min Marcia Walker. A birth-1
DIJNBARITES have taken uplday party was given for her by
bowling in a big way. Amon, her parents and cleat friends.
She received the most fabulous
gifts including a fifty dollar bill
from her father. Every one at
the party had a good time.
• • •
Englewood high school is
having its ANNUAL SPRING
FESTIVAL on June 2, 1061
This year the festival is dedi-
cated to the Englewood Alumni.
The theme is "Englevmod goes
purple and white." Their su-
nerior Acapella Choir will sing.
By JUDY UPSHAw i be presented at 4 p.m, and a
The Junior Japanese Amore
18 p.m..oc eeds frosT the festival will
can Citizens League has selected i be used . yb the league to pro-
"Hawaii" as AS theme in sPoeelmote and sponsor youth active
looting a spectacular three-day ties, scholarships, and commune
.\
youth festival at the Olivet Cam- ty service Programs.
munity Center at 1441 N. My.- Ticket* may be secured at the
and ave. In conjunction with the JACL Office, 21 W. Elm st. Jap-
festival, the crowning of "Miss anese American Service Cons-
Aloha Hawaii" as the Youth Fes- mittee, 1110 N. La Salle, and at
tival Queen will take place on the Olivet Community Center.
WTTW chanel 11. Friday. May' May 19 during the comnation[The public is invited.
dance.
carnival. whim will be held TILDEN 'TECH honored one
19 from 8 pm tn 9 p.m
During the briericast a win- A ,,,,--
Saturday and Sunday. will ',undred of its itheients at their
.ner will he chosen by Chicago include games.  prizes. enter 4011, Annual Achievement Din-
area musicians and music esi- tamment, and refreshments net held on Wednesday at the
'orators. The prize is a music ,The tefreshMents will he in thc,Saddle and Sirloin Ballroom of
I scholarship to the school of his. form of exotic Japanese a r ..f the Stockyard/. Inn. An invite-
;choice and a weekend trip foriliswitilen food to be served onition to this dinner is one of the
two to New York via AmerietniSunday, Also on Sunday, a vadgreatest honors that the scheol
Airlines. riety show entitled "Gate" ',Oilcan grant a dinner. .
By ANNIE OEOBGE thing special during the months
'THEM THAT'S GOT IT,"lof May and June. ICI almost
is the password, 'This is the.impossible for our teen report-
title of the DuSable higieers to cover all of these events.
school Spring Show. . . so, we're asking that you
If you attended last year's send us a program and your
Production, you should ter-lopinion of the productions. Wetainly attend this one. You
would like to have the namesmight Ray that the ihow of
last year "was the best," but I
must tell you that this year's
perfortbance is Way Out.
The show will be presented
in the school auditorium on
June 6. There will be such en-
tertainers as, the CARTER
SISTERS dancing to the mel-
low sounds of the OUSABLE
BAND, directed by Captain
Dyett and JAMES MAJOR
thrilling the audience with his
real keen voice. Se you better
make plans now le purchase
your tickets.
Nearly every high school
dramatic coup is doing 110.Mes
of the stars and the director.
Will you do this?
We were recently informed
that seen"' smelter Stocks
were about to be formed
among teenagers. We have been
asked to relay all names of
those interested in doing some
exciting theatrical week dur-
ing the July-August period. If
you are interested, just mend
your name, age, address and
phone number to this column.
The Curtain Rises, Younger
Set Page, in care of Chicago
Defender, 2400 South Michigen
eVe..,,Q*11110.
By CHUCK DAVIS, JR.
HEY NOW. fox and fellow?
Everything mellow I hope.
One of the newest trends in
the pop 45 record industry ill
commercialized jazz. I like the
sound and am happy that t h e
teen set digs it too. I have one
complaint though, because of
the limited recording space on
a 45, a jazz piece is usually a
shortened version of an original
cut. But don't get me wrong,
there is nothing wrong with
these new jazz cuts.
Dave Brubeck has just re-
leased one of these jazz jams
celled "TAKE FIVE." It is the
condensed version of a jelle
from his L.P. TIME OUT.111111
mellow-duce sounding disk.
A couple of instrumentals
have caught my ear, lately.
Duane Eddy's "RING O' MR"
and the "BIG MR. C" are choice
platters, with mellow arrange-
ments. The latter is a salute to
thegreatMr.C.RAY
CHARLES.
A new group, the 'Pips' and
Etta James, have released a gig-
Eng slow jam. Etta's "DREAM"
and the Pips' "EVERY BEAT
OF MY HEART" are . . .
WOW!
Fifty-eleven new jams h a v
come out in the last few weeks
so here is a quick run down
A "BLUE MOON" type jam by
the Edsels called "RAM-A-
LAM-DING-DONG," a Watuai
gig, "WATCH YOUR STEP"
by Bobby Parker; the old Elvis
Presley sound is back on a n.
Presley release cut from an L.
to a 45 disk; the seasonal re-
lease "SUMMERTIME" has •
new group behind it. the 'Mar-
cals'; a loud-rowdy type jam
"QUARTER TO THREE" h‘
U. S. Bonds has hit the s.
and a new cut of the old
Hawkins' release "MONEY
HONEY."
My fingers are getting
cramps or maybe I'm just lazy
but I'll still cell it quits for the
Naturally the Acapella choir
received an S as usual The
Girls and Boys choruses re-
ceived an E each.
• • •
That's all for this week. Drop
us a line, or two, telling us
what the haps' are with you. Un-
til then—later now,
he Rishionable... at school
with light, bright Royal C'rome
For a quick, easy lesson in good grooming, use
Royal Crown Hair Dressing—the light, bright
modern way to keep your hair in style.
Royal Crown hair Dressing helps flatter your
hair with an ever-so-light softness . . . brightens
your hair with a smooth, glossy beauty. .. gives
your hair the very best of care.
I. SAIHIONA81.1 sea Wolin
1601 AOial Croiten Heir Orkirirt0 54,
veniessOesire Peewee tin At•11
1k and Sik
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SATURDAY, MAY 27, 1961
Memphis Gets Direct
Dialing Sunday, June 4
Memphis telephones will be
converted to Direct Distance
Dialing (ODD) at 1:01 a.m.,
Sunday. June 4. Arlington. Col-
lierville and Germantown will
also be converted at the same
time.
The United States and Cana-
da has been divided into more
than 115 Direct Distance Dial-
ing areas. Each of Mast areas
has been assigned its own 3-dig-
it number which serves to
route a call from one area of
the dialing network to another
area. (See attached map).
The more heavily populated
states have two or more of
these dialing areas, each with
a different area number. Ten-
nessee, for evample, has T W 0.
The eastern and middle part is




calls from the customer and de-
termines in a split second the
circuits needed to send each one
to its proper destination. If all
circuits on the usual mute are
busy the machine automatically
picks an alternate route.
The change of telephone num-
bers to the two letter, 5 figure
system several years ago was
a preliminary step to the intro-
duction of Direct Distance Dial-
ing. Some exchanges are now
being connected to a seven fig-
ure number system that is a
further step toward the nation-
wide telephone network. Most
telephone numbers in the nation
that have eithet the two letter,
five figure numbers (FA 2-1699)
or the seven figure numbers
(522-8686) will be dralable on
the Direct Distance Dialing net-
work.
• At the time Memphis is add-
ed to the Direct Distance Dial-
ing network, to reach the Long
Distance Operator to place a
-. call, or for assistance on a call
• dial "Operator."
HOW IT WILL BE USED
IN THE MEMPHIS AREA
All dlalable station-to-station
long distance calls originating
from Memphi s. Arlington,
Collierville and G erm a n-
town are started on their
way by the telephone user dial-
ing "I". This sends the call
automatically to the Direct Dis-
tance Dialing equipment. At the
time of the establishment of this
service, information will be pro-
vided to subscribers here in-
forming them of the cities that
can be dialed direct. This In-
0.,forrnation will be included in
,,the new telephone director is-
,.osesued at the time of the cutover.
i WaSubecribers will then be peri-
- w*,ndically advised of the steadily
, 'increasing number of cities jot/I-
LI:Mg the network.
1-•••• If the city called is within the
;,•,Memphis "Home Area" (Area
ites0Code 901) only the distant tele-
"..•qophone number is dialed after
' securing the Direct Distance
,:'Dialing equipmnt. For example.
call Union City, TUrner
5-9999, you would dial "1", plus
TU 5-9999.
On calls to cities outside the
Memphis "Horne Area", it will
be necessary to dial "1", plus
,.ri 3-diglt Area Code number.
,and then the distance telephone
:"•...,t. number. For example, to call
Birmingham, Alabama, FAlrfax
a "3-160111, you would dial "1" plus
W ' "205", plus FA 3-1699. To call
Knoxville, Tenneasee, 522-8688.
you would dial "1", plus "615"
plus 512-111586.
* In either case after the cus-
• tomer has finished dialing, a
, Memphis Operator will come in
on the line and "say. Your num-
ber, please?" The customer
gives her the number of the
telephone he ili using. The Oper-
ator then releases the call to
the Direct Distance Mating
equipment and, after a short
pause, the distant telephone will
begin to ring. The time on the
call is recorded automatically
when the telephone is answered
and again when the receiver is
replaced at the end of the con-
versation. Should a busy signal
be encountered, or no answer
received, no charge is recorded
on the equipment; hang up and
dial again later.
If you don't know the num-
a, her, dial "Operator" and ask for
gp information in the city, or
' place, you wish to teeth. Obtain
the number and jot it down
.... Should you happen to be cu
'.---: off, or have ether difficulty,
42. dial "Operator" and report i
to her right away.
It a wrong number is dialed,
.• the customer should immediate-
ly dial the "Operator" and give
her the name of the city arid the
telephOne number that was
reached in error. This will pre-
vent subscribers front being
billed for such calls.
DIALDIFO YIPS
.. ABOUT THE DIAL . . . Be
.:.!' sure you do not confuse a
• LET1hR With a FlOTJRE when
51 you are dialing a call.
4 . To us Direct Distance Dial-ing (station-to-station calls) seeinstructions In the new tele-
.ft "...E phone directory.
0'72* To t)late the fdllowl4 types




quiet court test which lasted no
more than fifteen minutes firm-
ly established Bermuda's n e w
Restaurant Act which bars dis-
crimination because of race or
color. Joseph Rego, proprietor
of the Arcade Restaurant, found
himself in court less than 24
hours after he refused to serve
two American honeymoon
couples because of race, and aft-
er brief hearing he faced a tine'
of 25 pounds (about $70) or im-
prisonment It was the first test
Coin Telephone Calls
Calla billed to another
telephone
To obtain assistance, or to
report difficulty in reaching an
out-of-town number, dial "Op-
erator."
To use Direct Distance Dial-
ing you must have the telephone
numbers you wish to call. We
suggest that the subscriber
make • list of out-of-town num-
bers and enter them in his per-
sonal directory. Be sure to en-
ter the appropriate area code
number when applicable, as
well as the out-of-town num-
bers.
Direct Distance Dialing is
simple and easy to use . . . .
just like local dialing. The two
important things to remember:
1. Be sure of the area code
number and telephone number
you wish to call.
2. After dialing "1" dial area
Code number and telephone
number accurately.
REMEMBER
I. IF YOU DON'T KNOW
THE NUMBER . . .
Dial "Operator" and ask for
Information in the city or place
you wish to reach. Obtain Mei
number and jot it down.
S. When the Operator asks.'
"Your Number. Please?" Give
her the number of the telephone
from which you are calling.
3. If you get a "busy" signal
or no answer, you won't
charged. Hang up and try agaii,
later. •
4. If you reach a wrong num-
ber, ask the person who an-
swers what city or town yon
have reached. Dial "Operator'
immediately and tell her what
happened so you won't be bill-
ed for the call.
5. If you are cut off or have
other difficulty, dial "Operator"
and report it to her right away..
6. Direct Distance Dialing
costs nothing additional . .
Present low station-to-stationl
rates will still apply.
7. Only station-to-station calls
may be dialed direct . . . To
place person-to-person calls,
collect calls, conference calls
and long distance calls from
coin telephones, dial "Operator"
and she will be glad to place
the call for you.
A FINAL WORD
Operators will always be on
hand to be of assistanee. If
you should need heip.ot -arev
itind in reaching an out-of-town
number, or while talking, hang
up, then dial 'Operator" im-
mediately and report it to her..
This will nec-
essary, but it will assure per-1
tonal handling of any difficulty..
Also, before Direct Distance'
Dialing is placed in service all
customers will receive a new
telephone directory that will
contain detailed instructions.
Rights Case Wipes Out
DEVENDER
PRINCIPAL'S LIST — This
Is the Porter School Princi-
pal's List honorees. Porter
PTA recently saluted the par-
tents of honor roll pupils in the making an "A's" for six-
school cafeteria. These stu- weeks periods during the
dents have achieved the dis- school eession. An interesting
unction of "Principal's Lid,' program was highlighted by
WHO CAN AFFORD A HOME' ing and heating equipment,
Those who can least afford to must often be acquired. Iletrig-
see their savings dissipated and eration facilities, too, are sal-
who must husband well each dom part and parcel of a home
dollar of investments are best and must be secured.
advised to seek their aid in There are fuel expenses, .,1
Home Financing and Insured terations, moving costs, and in-
Mortgage L o a ns. Although numerable small expenditures
homes are largely paid for out necessary to adapt one's living
of income, it is a wise r u 1 ehabits to the new environment,
which provides that the pur-Defects in plumbing, heating,
chaser's accumulated savin l(electrical or roofing structures,
should be equal, at the time of and equipment may call for
purchase to not less than 25 per i sudden and unexpected outlays,
cent of the price of the home. land unless the recommended
I savings are available the shop
A rule for buying which has or home may founder at the
gained wide-spread acceptance. start, thereby robbing one of the
Bermuda Eating Bias eA. shisouldhatnottheexpri„ 02f tao enrianc y yeuasresmtorecom




2 1-2 times the buyer's annual gets, more water (watering
By IRA P. PHILIP offense, Mr. Rego's fine was a income. This rule and the cost lawns, and so on) more electrici-
HAMILTON, Bermuda — A modest 25 pounds ($70.50), to be of home maintenance 
rule which ty and fuel than is used by those
renting comparable apartment
quarters, and such costs must
be considered either as home





ly ways and means of financing:
paid within 14 days, failing.
which he would be sent to pri-
son.
Waller, whose attorney had'
been detained by another case.
presented his case without coun-
sel.
The courtroom was packed
with spectators, most ofthem
persons with hotel and guest
house interests who are anxious
to attract more Negro American
tourists in Bermuda.
follows are reliedupon almost
exclusively by federal insur-
ance and private lending agen-
cies as a cardinal guide to suc-
cessful home ownership.
Under this rule, a person
earning $4,000 per annum
should limit his search for a if there are any questions write
home to those offered at $10,- and we will be glad to help
(100, or less, in the current mar-, you.
ket. A price in excess of the 21 Last week, we omitted a pic-
k) 2 1-2 times Income rule has
proven to impose a burdensome
strain on a family's operating
of the civil rights law passed on  
budget.The above rule was formulat- to Mr. Branch and toMarch 7, by the Bermuda legis-
lature.
The case was brought before
Magistrate's Court in Hamilton
early this month by David Wal-
ler, a young pharmacist from
New Haven, Conn. He and his
bride, the former Miss Sandra
Stevenson, and Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Huckaby, also of New
Haven, stopped at the Arcadel
Restaurant for lunch a few hours'
before they were scheduled to
leave Bermuda.
"We took seats, and after
waiting five or ten minutes a
gentleman came over and said
he was sorry but the policy of
the restaurant was not to serve
colored people," the plaintiff
said.
BOWED HEAD
Waller, asked by Senior
Magistrate P. R. Grey if he
could identify the gentleman to
whom he was referring, painted
to Mr. Rego, who sat with bowed
head and downcast eyes.
'Continuing with his testi-
mony, Mr. Waller said, "We had
been treated 90 nicely in Ber-
muda up to this point that we
were abashed by this man. We
politely got up and left. We
were embarrassed and we were
inconvenienced because we were
in a hurry."
The two couples were guests
at Sunset Lodge. While prepar-
ing to check out they told the
manager, D. Wesley Gayle, of
their experience. Mr. Gayle
promptly put the wheels into
motion which brought Mr. Rego
to court.
Rego pleaded guilty to the
charge. claiming ignorance of
the law. He knew it was before
the legislature, he said, but did
not know that it had already
been passed. "Otherwise," he
added, "I would not have re-
fused to serve them . . I am
sorry it happened like that"
Magistrate Grey informed Mr.
Rego that the Restaurant Act
1961, had been in force since
March 7, when the Governor,
Sir Julian Gasceigne, gave his
assent to It
The penalty for refusing serv-
ice to persons because of their
race or colour is three months
imprisonment or a fine of up to
100 pounds ($282) or both. Be-
cause this was hi first legal
OFFICERS DISCUSS
"PT rsoAr• FILMING
Hollywood — Capt. Alvin
Cluster, who was Lt. John F.
Kennedy's commander in the
South Pacific fighting, and Ray
Starkey, quartermaster of
Kennedy's PT boat, visited War-
ner Bros. Studios to talk with
Vincent X. Flaherty, who's
writing the script for "PT Boat
109," motion picture depicting






t Give now to
MS Hort 'CHEST+.•
We YOUR LOCAL POSTMASTER 
tune in our real estate ads, The-
odore Branch, a newcomer to
the real estate field, whose pic-
ture failed to appear. Apologies
welcome
ed after long investigation and the field.
study which disclosed that
home expenditures average
about 8 to 10 per cent of the pur-
chase price (value) of the house
per year. Departures from this
rule are in order. of course, de-
pending on the size of the fami-
ly and living habits of the in-
dividuals. A household without
Children can afford to allocate
More for house expenses than
families who must provide for
the health, welfare and educa-
tion of their children. Excep-
tions, however, should be held
closely to the 20 per cent main-
tenance rule which requires that
the total outlay for maintaining ,
a home and maintaining the in-
vestment in a home should not
exceed a maximum of 20 per
cent of the buyer's current and
reasonably anticipated futurel
[income.
Strict adherence to this latter
'rule by the FHA and lending in-
stitutions in general is held ac-
countable for the unusually low
rate of home foreclosures in re-
cent years.
THE SIMPLE WAY
The simple way of detemiln-
mg, if you can afford a par-
ticular property, if after con-
tact with same and the monthly
notes are stated $60 per month,
!figure your salary to be four'
times what the stated monthly!
notes will be, in other words,'
our monthly salary should be
$240. This rule simple intact'
because other costs must be de-
termined in maintaining the
house.
There are many hidden andi
unexpected costs connected with
the purchase of home. There are'
closing feeS, legal fees, and cost
of title insurance. Taxes, too,
are prorated and often payable
in advance. Insurance for fire
and windstorm is payable in
advance and at the time of pur-











In the frosty bottle!
Was?. Olatillad Leedom Ors Cie tr) Proof 9911. (Irate Neutral Spirits. W 8, A.
Ribes, ltd.. akier.A. 0stribute4 by National Distillers Products CAMIEMFIEr
CUP YACHT SOLD
NEW YORK, (UPD—Colum-
bia, the yacht which success-
fully defended the America's
Cup for the United States In
1959, Was sold to Paul Shields
of New York City and South-
ampton, N. Y. The terms of the
sale were not announced.
The Yacht had been owned
by a five•man syndicate,
headed hy Henry Sears of New
York.
Shielde said that Columbia
would Ng raced actively this
season and that it would be
skippered by his nephew, 27-
year-old Cornelius Shields,
Jr. of Larchmont, N. Y.
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the salute to these parents
given by Mrs. M. R. Bass,
Mrs. Christine Hilli s, PTA
president and A. B. Owen, jr.,
principal.
Robert Wright and Associates
wish to thank their many
friends for making their buffet
dinner a huge succe. Many
new faces noted in the crowd
were Mr. and Mrs. Ike Wilson,
Mrs: Bernice Harris, Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Weddle, Clint Clea-
ves, Lewis Gardner, David
Acey, Mrs. Bessie M. Cannon
of St. Louis, Mo., and Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Sample.
Misses Ora Leechin, Yvonne
Brown, Naomi T. Gochett, De-
ores Peyton, Charles Bonhart,
Mrs. Vivian Garmon, Mrs. Nel-
lie Smith. Mrs. L.aureta Acey,
Mrs. Aubrey Pierce, Mrs. Bea-
rice Fitzgerald. Mrs. Lorraine
Dougherty and others too num-
erous to mention.
Off to a weekend golf tourna-
ment this week find Elton
(Champ) Grandberry, Mason
Runnerup) West and Freddie




their way to St. Louis to test
their skill.
Curious to know that secret
practice ground Dr. W. 0.
Speight, jr, is using. He is
shooting par golf lately and put-
ting for birdies. Proud of their
new clubs and a big determi-
nation to learn to use them are I have no brief except for these
new lady golfers, Mrs. Joe Whose hearts are filled with
(Blondie) Story and Mrs. Rose. hating
Marie McKenzie. For they alone have constwit
Look at but please don't woes
touch those (out of the world) Which time is not abating.
clubs comparatively new golfer
Floyd (Ebony) Shannon picked
up while in New York. Now
that he has the tools, let's see
how long it will take him to
shoot par golf.
Since persistence applies to
good golf, look for Miss Barbara
Birden to become a fine golfer
and soon.
Next week: A popular golf-
ing doctor speaks—Dr. Arthur
E. Horne.
Graduates of the television
reading and writing program
received certificates Friday
night, May 19, at ckeing exer-
cises at St. Paul's church on E.
MeLem°reonAlso,e of the volunteer
teachers received a scholarship
for an advanced literacy course
at Chautauqua, N. Y. this sum-
mer.
Approximately 150 students
took the literacy course by tele-
vision in class moms here dur-
ing the past nine months. The
number of students who took
the course at home has not been
determined.
Nearly 50 volunteers served
is 
teachers. 
The local program is proj-
ect of the Memphis Section,
National Council of Jewish Wo-
men and the Foundation for
World Literacy. The lessons
have been telecast by WKNO-
TV for the past five years.
VERSE-A-DAY
Wrong Club To Fete
Olympic Champions
ATLANTA. Ga. — Albert L. Olympic champions Wilma
Thompson, first and only preen- Rudolph and Ralph Boston
dent of The 100 Per Cent Wrong headed the list of honorees at
Club was recently re-elected to the January Jamboree in At 
pilotthe renowned group (ants. Avery Brundage, presi-
hrough its 26th year. Though dent of honorees at the Jan-
uary Olympic Federation, Mrs.
Frances Kabuzski, manager of
the U.S. Women's Olympic
track team, and Tennessee
Track Coach Edward Temple,
who coached the U.S. Women's,
Olympic track team, were also
honored.
he club is 25 years old, it has
had formal organization for
ess than a decade.
Annually members of the
ports-emphasis body sponsor
he All-Sports Jamboree honor-
ing the nation's outstanding ath-
letes in various categories, pro-
fessional and amateur. Weekly In addition to re-election of
they specialize in forecasting Mr. Thompson, the Club re-
he outcome of collegiate foot- turned to office Mr. Thelba
ball games. Brown, secretary; T. J. Crit-
On May 19 Mr. Thompson, tenden, treasurer, J. Russell
accompanied by Marion E Simmons, statistician and Joel
Jackson, Atlanta Daily World W. Smith, histographer.
sports editor, and Wrong Club The Club also voted expres-
coordinator, and Moss H. Ken sion of appreciation to T h *
drix, D. C., public relations Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta
firm head who promotes t h e The Coca-Cola Bottling Comps
Jamboree, will attend the ny of Atlanta, Ga., Bulovw
Southern University Sports Ban- Watch ComPany and Walter R.
quet at Baton Rouge, La. South- Thomas Jewelers, who co-
sponsored the Jamboree, a pro-
ject of the Atlanta Daily World.
BEAUTICIANS DAY
"Beauticians Day" is ex-
pected to be celebrated by the
Excelloirs Chapter of the
Beauticians association ac-
cording to an announcement
this week. The date and place
of the celebration has not been
decided.
Beauticians who are mem-
bers of the Excelloirs chapter,
conduct monthly clinics with
leading beauticians. The
last clinic in "coloring" was
conducted by Mrs. Allurm
Stamms Lee.
Mrs. Margrett Pembroke is
president of the chapter. Mrs.
Priscilla Burke is the report-
er.
RETRIBUTION
By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF
I'm looking out toward the
West—
The crimson sun is setting.
Today, I think Fve done my
best,
Therefore. I am not fretting.
$9.00 PER MONTH
955.
Buys Yee A Film
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)









3574 PARR FA 4-3747
AGENTS WANTED
10 MEN 10 WOMEN
Apply
FULLER PRODUCTS
492 South Mein Sew
ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS
IMPROVE OR REMODEL YOUR HOME
No AAMsoy Down—Smell Monthly Poymonts
Long er Short Financing Terms Arranged
hp Us Improve Yew Homo Inslet• nod OvIsid•
Why Not Add To Your Horne?
Extra Bedroom * Extra Bathroom * Car-Pert
Family Room * Playroom *Patio
Front or Side Porch * Den * Larger Kitchen
WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
witmows — DOORS — FLOORS — SCREENS
TURN ATTICS a SASEMENTS INTO livING QUARTERS
NO HOME TOO SMALL
No Manley Ishmdml to Start Improving or Inoodeling Pion
E. C. Williams Realty Company
WH 8-1016 979 E. Mclemore Ave.
ern was awarded the Wrong
Club's W. A. Scott, III, Memori-
al Trophy at the last Jamboree
.n January. This year's 100
per center honorees Refer
Johnson and Cassius Clay will
be headliners at the Southern
event.
RIVER BOUNDARY
Trenton — The Delaware
river forms a natural bounduy
for part of four eastern states
which are New York.
•
SAVE g Io* .hlinodnVier(le1.071•41
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE








5-Pc. L. R. Group













Availeble In en sixes. Including 'A gallons.
100 se BO PROOF INVALID FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
116100eCT u. S. it CUM SPRING DIMLING 00.. DIV$81011 Of MIAS 8 SEAM asnwse 00. OLERWORT, fl
l'iigt. I i lt.Osaff,st &tAI'UtWA't, MA 2 7, 1961
CLOTHING f o r depressed
farmers is contained in the
above boxes weighing 600
pounds, sent to Rev. A. E.
Campbell, 2500 Carnes, by
an Alpha Phi Omega fra-
ternity in Baton Rouge, La.
The clothing was sent for
depressed farmers in Fay-
ette and Haywood counties.
Left to right are: Robert W.
Watkins, who hauled the
clothing to Haywood Coun-
ty: Rev. W. E. Scott. who is
a - pastor in Mason, Tenn.,
Rev. J. L. Campbell, Rev. J.
W. Williams, Rev. Charles
Epps, Earl Anderson, first
farmer to move on the Bap-
tist farm, his wife, Mrs. An-
derson, and Mrs. J. L. Camp-
bell, wife of Rev. Campbell,
who is a trustee of the Bap-
tist farm.
MAKING PLANS to en-
courage membership in the
Young Women's Christian
Association are the above
group of women who are af
filiated with the Vance Ave-
nue Branch. They are dis-
cussing "Join the Y" strafe
gy. Seated, left-right. are:
Mrs. Houston Collier, Mrs.
°retie Johnson. Mrs. Doro-
thy Johnson, Miss Elizabeth
Goldsby, committee secr e-
tary, Mrs. Geneva Williams,
membership chairman, Mrs.
EXPRESSION OF "LOVE
and affection" were mani-
fested at Kansas Street
school recently when facul-
ty members and students
honored their "most out-
standing teacher." Miss Ver-
na Meekins with a "Flower
Shower," including gif t S.
The affair came as a sur-
Narcissus Jones, Mrs. Mary
E. Murphy. vice-chairman of
the YWCA branch, and Mrs.
Carlee Bailey. Second row,
Mrs. Lille Hall, Mrs. Willie
Pegues, Mrs. Addie G. Owen,
executive director of the
Branch YWCA, Mrs. Hilda
Helm. Mrs. Belle Pettigrew,
Mrs. Ruth Porter. Mrs. Net-
tie O. Cole. stenographer at
"Y", Mrs. Maud Bright, office
and information secretary at
and Miss Barbara Neal,
teen-age program director at
prise to Miss Meekins, of
which it was said "she is
highly respected by her
principal, co-workers and
pupils for her ability, loy-
alty, pleasant disposition and
winning smile." In the above
photo, Miss Meekins, seated,
is being presented bouquets
by three pupils while look-
"Y". Third row, Mrs. P. F.
Caruthers, Mrs. Emma Smith.
Mrs. Leora Gunter. Mrs. Wil-
liam Shephard. and Mrs. Eva
Hamilton. The chairman
urges all women and girls to
join the "Y" today. "To be
a part of this World Wide
Organization costs only $2
per year," she said. Seated
on the floor holding the
YWCA emblem is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Narcissus
Jones, a member of the com-
mittee.
mg on are Mrs. Katnerine ft.
Jones, who was a runner-up
in the selection of the "most
outstanding teacher," and
Principal W. H. Sweet, who
proclaimed the day "Miss
Meekins' Day," which cli-
maxed with a "Rose Pa-
rade." (Photo by Hooks
Bros.)
AFTER BEING arrested for
going to the Fairgrounds
Amusement park last Sun-
day, the four men, all agents
for North Carolina Mutual
L if • Insurance Company's
Memphis office. are telling
their experience to an esti-
mated 1.000 persons, who
wer• a‘ending • NAACP
membership rally. Talking
in the microphone is Melvin
Robinson. Standing in the
background are Booker T.
Murphy, Fred Davis. who
had tears in his eyes when
he attempted to tell the au-
dience of his arrest "simply
because I wanted to go to a
public pfachr on Sunday aft-
ernoon for a little recrea-
tion": and James Bradley.
Each man was released aft-
er posting bond of 277 each
and spending about two
hours in OW. They were
charged with "loitering and
disorderly conduct." (Photo
by Withers) ,
JOBLESS RATES IN NATICtl
HIGH AS JOBS GO BEGGING
By WILLAM P. GRUBER
Despite high unemployment,
thousands of jobs were going
begging across the nation to-
day.
The jobs were good ones. But
there weren't enough men who
had the education or skills to
fill them.
A check of key cities by Unit-
ed Press International showed
there were jobs for the asking in
almost every part of the country
suffering from high unemploy-
ment — providing the right man
did the asking.
In the metropolitan Los An-
962,000 Americans out of work kee. "Employers will be glad t.
in mid-April, the latest figure take alert girls out of scho
available, points up the prob- and train them."
Nearly 17 per cent of the un-
employed were farm and other
laborers, according to the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics. Another
26 per cent were factory work-
ers. 10 per cent clerical, 14 per
cent craftsmen and 10 per cent
service personnel.
Almost 10 per cent had no pre-
vious working experience. A
large number was hampered by
lack of a high school education.
Cameron summed up corn-
geles area, for example, there ments made by employment peo-
were 8,300 unfilled openings at
the end of April, according to
the California Department of
Employment. Most of the jobs
called for skilled or technically
trained people.
The Chicago office of the Il-
linois State Employment Serv-
ive cannot fill calls for 143 ste-
nographers from its rolls of some
195,000 jobless.
In the Pittsburgh area, where
the percentage of unemployed is
nearly twice the national aver-
age. openings exist not only for
skilled persons, but such diverse
jobs as cooks, housekeepers and
social workers.
Similar reports came from
state and private employment
agencies, labor department of-
ficials and personnel managers
of large firms across the coun-
try.
"It is a paradox in a way,"
said Dudley Cameron, assistant
manager of the California state
agency's San Francisco branch.
-'There may be a terrible amount
of unemployment but, at the
same time, a moderate number
of jobs exist."
MATCH OPENINGS
This apparent disparity led
Labor Secretary Arthur Gold-
berg last week to urge an "in-
tensive nationwide drive" by
U.S. employment service offices
and private firms to match
openings with the unemployed.
A look at who made up the 4,-
Ple across the nation:
"We have an over-abundance
of applicants for unskilled jobs.
But there's a shortage of quali-
fied people all along the line for
the technical, scientific, engi-




firm reported a chronic need
for technicians and engineers.
"The technical schools simply
are not producing enough peo-
ple," said Joseph Viconti, head
of Mech-lab in Waltham.
In Detroit, every automaker
but Chrysler Corp. said it is
having trouble finding people
for specialized jobs.
One auto firm said it is ham-
strung in hiring qualified new
employees for semi-skilled jobs
because of union seniority agree-
ments. As a result, the firm J.,
giving up to 200 hours of com-
pany-paid instruction in hydrau-
lics, electricity, electronics a n d
other fields to increase t h e
skills of its high-seniority em-
ployees.
Women workers are in great-
er demand than men in many
areas. Every agency reported a
sheaf of calls for typists, ste-
nographers. clerks, nurses and
household workers.
"Experience isn't always ne-
necessary." said the Butterfield




ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — A
bill prohibiting racial or relig-
ious discrimination in places of
public accommodations has
been passed overwhelmingly by
the board of aldermen.
The measure cleared the floor
by a vote of 20-4.
During a floor debate Aid.
John Gumersell, '26, who recent-
ly won his seat on absentee bal-
lots, said that our country was
losing pre,stige "because we are
not treating all our citizens
equally." Gurnersell said the
bill should be passed.
Another alderman, Thomas
HAPPY SENIORS — Them
cheerful seniors and campus
leaders of Knoxville college
are, from lyrft. Carrie Ross,
Columbus, Ga.; Robert
Sampson, Miami, Fla.; -
James C Is y, Birmingham.
Ala., and George Howell of
Chattanooga. Tenn.
M. O'Shea, said "the constitu-
tion of the U.S. rejects the no-
tion that the rights of men mean
the rights of some men," He said
"inequalities have threatened
the democratic faith and the
proposition on which our nation
was founded that all men are
created equal."
During the floor discussion, a"•
ruling by the Kansas City coun-
selor was noted. The counsel-7.
held that the city council had:),
not power to legislate on the-
matter and such legislation
should be enacted by the state....
ELDER BLAIR 7'. Hunt is
honored by Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA's Board of
Management on being elect-
ed to the Shelby County
Board of Education recent-
ly. He was honored at a
dinner last Friday. Left to
right are: J. T. Chandler,
Arnet Hirsch. Fred Joseph,
Advertise In The Want-Ad
Henry Jackson. W. C.
Weathers, the honoree, Dr.
E. Frank White, Thaddeus
T. Stok es . J. W. Roland,
Frank Lewis, and Dr. Hollis
Price.
Section WEekly




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her mew office at the Mississippi
state Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay to her new home
Are rev Olonatigrind with marriage/ flay.
fell host rattb to rein nimbried. wife or 
sweetheart! ,I'e yea
In bad &eines Are yea if ad? If any at them are veto
Problems remit let MADAM ttELI advise von at *nee ga•
will read Ott to you lust as she would read an epee book
Tell yea why your lob or buslisewi is sot • success It 
tea bay.
failed (a 'lee rest come see MADAM BELL at enee.
Locates on Highway 61 South. lust OTIO Miestsettort Siete
line, ea the way to Hernando. Her borne Is I blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Se sari
to look for the RED BRICK ROUSE and you'll find let there
at all dmes, iShe  bad an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehorse State Line and gel
off at Shot Line and walk blocks sad thee MADAM BELL','
HAND
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Miura 9 a.m. to • p.m.
Readings Daily Opee ea Suedays
I don't make any home calls or ensure/ any letters. Is We
to look for the right sign and the right name.
SISTER SANDRA
ehone Phone
itiE i-6192 az 6.9192
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARR.
, 1403 IIROADWAt ON OKOADWAT AT COKNEh OF 14Th ST
God Gifted Power a healer, i give you IOW luck days
, your lucky number advice about Health, Husineas Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am OUT* I can help you.
lf you are sics worried and run down pleas* corne to me.
I can help, money is on object U you town in ND earrYt•B ••
evil condition that's holding YOU down; U your Melt never
seems to lust reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; U you have any of these problems
I can most certainly holt, you.
Just tO minute. rrom down town Memphis, Get the Wert
Memphis Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the cornet
if 3rd ano Onion St.
Ask the Bus Orivet to let you oft on Broadway corner of
thoh street open every day.
I 
REPAIRS
aaraiumkA IORS 07aehing Ma
chine. No Service Call Charge
when we make repairs
fel  is r 4110s
Divine Guidance Can Solve
Your Problems! Send $3 with
Birth Date And Problem, Per-
sonal Visits Invited.
Divine Guidance FL 2-3065
P. O. Box 275-T tackson, Miss.
FOR RENT
VACANT neatly furnished 2
Room Apartment
2552 Supreme FA 3-4024
Private Room, furnished with
complete bath. $7.00 Weekly.








Chair., all types Rug., dressers.
ohm on cabinets kitchen safes,
siteben safes floor lamps clocks
and all types of slam ware, chest..
Dinning end all type. of tables
873 Poplar Strom
1 nPO- SA LE-Refrieerators Washing
Machines Gam Stories 5250' ino




Suitable For 3-Bedroom House
Or Duplex
CASH OR CREDIT
DR. T F KAHN
276 E. McLEMORE
MU 2-3270 WH 6-4576
FOR RENT
BRICK DUPLEX, 3 rooms, bath




W5 ,porlsiln. in an OP.
used pianos
EASY fERMS











6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2828
MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS
n.nLortIltil TO SOO AnattLY
Guaranteed lobs, best working
conditions Pore room, board, uni-
forms, TV Tickets sent 4-1
Agency, 100 A Main St Hemp-







Per Chtosto New Yorkro MO Weekly Arm IS-48
Pre. Rome, Flosrri I v
nuke, Sent. References Neefilfel
Write or Call
coned Employment Agency
2073 Lamar MemOilifl, Tons.Pa, 7-4124 OL 5-1700
iCI arne
i Nit...8 055, 055, flt APB
Cleaned repaired Reasonable






E-Z TIMMS - Nothing Down





DO YOU CRAVE WHAT
EVEPT MAN NEEDS ATTER
40 If you lack PEP and energy
hten do as thousands do, like
BRACER TABLETS for MEN,
with Royal Jelly, the new Sex
Secret of the Queen Bees. Send
45 or 25-day supply. Or IS and
balanc. In 3 weeks. JACQUES
COMPANY. Dept. 3, 1423 Butt
Street, Nacogdoches, Texas.
HELP WANTED
Men And Women - Earn 875 -
11100 Per Week Sell Emential
Herne To Beauty Parlors And
Housewives. Cut-Rate, Big De-
mand. Write: J & K Distribu-
tore, P. 0. Box 285, New York
11, N. Y
230 Oct. My Mainers Board Boot and




WANTED Sloe working wont-
ms us share a rOOM •partment





Reasonable Rent at a
Good Location
962 Willoughby JA 6-0205
Used Furniture For Sale
4,01ne reels. mate US sre
Bedroom •elirs PS ye
Stores. gas PM ep
Washing Maehleee Pre sre
lirrfivorater. Mot new SIPS
Dinette Mt too









Will rimer Me their IMES Off





Age 20 - 40. High School Education
Men with sales experience Prefero,
Must be neat in appearance. Car Is
Necessary Able to furnish Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN




Maids $35 to 960 Per Week
New York, New Jersey, Bos-
ton, Mass., Hartford, Conn.r...
Jobs with free room & board:
TV, Uniforms 
len
Ticket sent at once
Write Williams Agency
322'. Beale St., Memphis,
Tenn.
•
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE •
lat. New SUMIC)PfX And eaffle llee
A dieters oreperstren OUJIATORIX tak•s
so rho,* n•fore Neves off A e14TS1
C1ANS FORMULA Owls SS 00 tor a 2-
slog supply Mersey-back it net satis-
fied sitar 3 betties Send COD Check
or Money Order NOW
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 1. t I Sth St., Ites 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y. •
SPIRITUAL ADVISORS -•4111
r DR SALO-CHEAP
1-6 ft glass ehowease
I-National cash register
1-48 cup coffee urn
mert tea crook
1-lases fan on stand
1-20 lit oscillating fan
1-23 In fan
1-I-lerie exhaust fan
1-10 gal. rate water heats"
Call sirs A G. Whitmore
CIL. 5-0717
Atts Street Repair Shoo
*rocker Serves Sod, Repair.
84 Paint 8 a re until P t 1
342 So 4th St JA. 74703
BEDROOM nous• lel OWE OlefghbOr•




To $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se d your car- .
fare immediati v. Cive "
references in ' be
prepared to leave right
away. Write HA V-A •
MAID Agency, 4 Bond et..
Great Neck, N Y.
We buy Old 'TM AntiquePistols and ether Antiques.
Cut Glass Cook Ware
Furniture
It you hove ontrhioll IP thus




346 No, MAIN ST.
PHONE: /IA 5-11613









$120 PO 5160 MONTHLy
OgOortun qv snouts' ciood ions
le Mee homes Write Nifty and
Yen east IIH.” this week. Pre*
rem and hoard fletoto ad.
'snow Write HUNTINGTON
DOMESTIC AGENCY. 11 Dread.
way NUntington Nation, IS. T
•
JACK






















































































































oferred nette, 3 talents, $5.00; Mrs.
Car la
ond. ahrrsula Curry, 2 talents, $5.50;
•••• V7Mrs. Erlene Dixon, 2 talents
$10.00; Mrs. Genette Douglass,
OlvItsg 
3 talents, $5.50; Mrs. Lola M.
Dugger, 5 talents, $2.75; Mrs.
Viola Mistrals 5 talents,
$21.00; Mrs. Gladys Glenn, 2
talents, $8.50; Mrs. Sweetie
Grayson, 5 talents, $21.00;
Mrs. Detail's Kiser, 5 talents,
talents returned; Mrs. Korene
Martin, 2 talents, $5.00; Mn.
Mildred f.fcKerkle, 1 talent,
$3.00; Mrs. Unice McKnight, 2
talents, 115.50; Mos Wernette
Poe, 1 talent, $3.75; Mrs. Mel-
via Tynes, 5 talents $18.00.
The public offering was
$12.00. Mrs. Jeffye B. Hearn-
ton served as mistress of cere-
monies.
The program began with a
song by the congregation,
giPrayer, Bro. C. A. Agnew;
reetings, Mrs. Melvia Tyne.;
responses, Mrs. Had Suggs;
solo, Mrs. Nita Bishop; reed-
ing, Mrs. Jessie Sherman; ?MOH
ing, Mrs. Bertha Savage; solo,:
Miss Francis Blackman; ser-




By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Edna Poindexter of
Memphis, T e n n., we.. a re-
cent guest in the home of her
very close friend, Mrs. Louise
$
Johnson of 251 Sycamore Al-
ley, Mn. Poindexter was din-
ner guest on several occasions
during her stay and was re-
cipient of many other social
courtesies.
Mrs. Adellt B. Dawson of
443 Shannon at, of this city
spent the weekend in Mem-
phis, Tenn., as guest of Mrs.
Vivian Washington.
The Merry high school held
its annual Vesper Services,
Sunday, May 31, 1001 at 4 p.m.
in the school auditorium. The
Rev. E. Calloway, minister of
Christ Temple church (Holi-
ness) on Eastern ave., was the
Vesper speaker. Rev. Callo-
way, who is only 32 years of
av, is vary eloquent and
Powerful preacher. In his
message he stressed, seeking
firit the Kingdom of Heaven
keg and all else will be added.
Commencement set i vities
began at Lane college Sun-
day, May 21, 1981. The Sae-
calaureate sermon was deliv-
ered by the Rev. R. L, Cal-
houn, pastor. Williams Insti-
tutional CME chure is, New
York City, New York.
Mrs. Lucy Luter of 322 So.
Liberty it,, is at home again
atter a long stay at Collins
Chapel hospital, Memphi
Tenn. Mrs. Luter was improv-
ing satisfactorily at his writ-
ing.
Mr. Ambrose Whitlow on


































3. Mrs Daisy Shaw was the
guest speaker; Mrs. Florin,
Cunningham, mistress of cere-
monies; prayer, Mrs. Fannie
Young; scripture, Mrs .Docia
Southern. Music was by Great-
er Bethel chorus. Others on
program included Mrs. Rosa
B. Odom, Mrs. Hattie Brown,
Mrs. Bobbie Scott Herron. Miss
Johnnie 'Surrey. Mrs. Rosa
Anna Watkins and Rev. C. F.
Odom. Mrs. Lola Moseley,
president; Mrs. Sarah Bunter.
vice president; Mrs. Lucile
Hurt, secretary. The Rev. C.
F. Odom pastor.
The Greater St. Luke Bev
tist church observed their an-
nual Mother's Day program,
last Sunday night at 11: Mrs.
Jetty* B. Hearnton of Great..
Cr Bethel AML church was
the guest speaker.
The Rev. J. E. Poindexter,
pastor of Rock Temple Church
of God in Christ hi very busy
these days touring the State
of Tennessee making ready for
the State Youth Congress of
which he is president, to be
held in Nashville, Tenn., at
Kings Temple on Charlotte at.
June 14-18, 1061. J. 0. Patter-
son president Bishop.
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Elder W S. Shanklin at-
tended the funeral of his aunt,
Mrs. Louise Brewer, in Mem-
phis, Tenn., recently. mimes ,, cos
Juanita and Florence Thomas,
who are teachers of the city
School system, have returned
from Nashville, Tenn., where
they were called because of
the illness of their mother.
Arkansas
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
39th annual session of
Alabama St a t• Association
1RPOE of W of Elks Annual
Elimination of Alabama was
recently observed at Metro-
politan AME church. Rev. G.
W. McMurry, pastor. Hosts
were Jones Valley Lodge No.
14 and Jones Valley Temple
No. 43. Presiding officer, Er-
nest S. Wright, president; State
Association Invocation, Rev.
G. W. McMurray; greeting at-
torney. Oulu W. Adams, jr.,
Dr. C. W. Hayes, director,
Birminghani Nag ro Public.
schools; response, Dt. Collie B.
Rowe; music by Metropoli-
tan AME Zion choir. Hopson
ft Reynolds, Grand Exalted
Rule r; William M. Jackson,
contest manager; tabulation
committee, Harold Saunders,
Waymon C. Metherson, Eme-
ry 0. Jackson, timekeeper
William Coger and Raymond
Rowe.
Funeral rites for the late
Mrs. Charity Waller were held
at Sadler Chapel AME church
recently. Eulogy by Rev. A.
B. Hubbard. MI's. Waller
leave's to mourn her passing
two daughters, one son, four
grandchildren, nine g rea t.
grandchildren and other rela-
tives and friends.
TIIIIIKLOSE'S "AFRICAN"
QUEEN — Accepting the
staff, symbol of authority. Mies
Shirley trick. • Tusks*** In-
stitute freatunan from New-
ark. N. J., was made Gunn
DEM liNUElt
of the recent Sierra Leone In'
dependence Day celebration
sponsored by Sierra Leone
students at Tuskegee. Pre-
senting the staff to Miss
'rick is Mrs. Lois Reeves, ad-
visor to the African Students
Union. Forty-seven students
from abroad. representing 13




Rev. Raymond Davis, pastor
Of Mt. Olive Baptist church
and his senior choir wor-
shipped with members of
Shaffer Chapel AM! church.
The Four Sisters Savings
Club held its regular meeting
et the home of Mrs. Hattie
Cammock, May 15.
Albert Redder departed this
life Sunday, May 14.
The second annual core-
home after 41 days at Jack- The cornerstone was laid a , Sunday afternoon. Rev. Davis 
nation ceremonies of Hard
son.Madison Co. General hoc- the Church of Our Lord Jesus l preached a wonderful sermon
pital where he had his right on afternoon the tern of April 30,i on. "Old Time Religion." Florida recently closed its 
Elementary school were held
lag amputated. H ese is very with Bishop B. T. Jon, of1 Rev. Emory Davis of Spring- church anniversary. Rev. R.-panierti by their daughter, Mn. 
Friday. May 12, 
lion of Royalty, 
196mLiaPsresBentea..
grateful to all of his friend'', Bluefield, W. Va. and Dia.1 field, held his second quarter- Murphy was appointed pastor. Johnnie B. Fam 
English; Coronation Hattie P.ual who is an
Mrs. Fannie Agnew of 553; trict Elder C. W. Moore, of: lv conference at Shaffer Chap- The district meeting of the, English instructor at H. E. Ivey' 
presentation Larry Lom-




Phyllis nogers; R. L.
'her two sisters, Mrs. Mary; The junior class of Lang- morning. He preached a soul- trict No. 4 held a meeting in. Mrs. Lillie A. Mincy is 
ill.
Morris and Mrs. Rosie War. ston high school entertained stirring sermon which was en- Evergreen, Ala., May 11, 1061. Mr. Pink Eddings of Praco
lick, are vacationing with the seniors of the same school: joyed by all. Members of the Willie McNeal, W. M., J. C., passed away May 8.
their children in C h i e ago, with a Prom w Is i e h was quarterly conference voted 13• v is, past WM., Ezekiel Women's Day was observed
Gary, Ind., and other cities. named, "Sweethearts on Pa-1 that Mr. Roland be mom- Purdie and Malcolm Barnes Sunday. May 21 at Mt. Car-
The Ladles Auxiliary of rade" in the school gym on; mended to the district con. attended the district meeting. met ME church. Guest speak.
Mother Liberty ChM church' the night of May 5, with ferencs for issuance of a Ii- Mrs. Jimmie Chaney of Flo- Cr was Mrs. Bessie Parker, in-
sponsored a very special pro- Prof. Charles H. Douglass, as „ma, to preach. He is a very rata is confined to her bed fol- structor at Adamsville pie-
gram in the lower auditorium Junior Class sponsor. The eel- fine young man and a wonder- lowing a serious illness. mentary school. Mn;, Lillie
of the church last Wednesday ore were red and white. Mel- tul Sunday School and church Elias Barnes is still con- MincY, general chairman. Rev.
evening at 7:30. The program yin Smith is president of the Worker. Mr. Roland has or- fined to bed following a se- A. W. Montgomery, pastor.
proper, was very unique in its Junior class. Wised a religious educational I' IOUS Illness. Curtis Berry of Praco was
setting an example of how the Group 3 of Thankful Baptist program for the youth of Colp. a recent guest of his grand-
1-2 and five talents of the church presented a program Mn. Helen Halcheth is his as- EMPIRE parents. Mr and Mrs. Sum-
Bible really work. The pro- on the afternoon of May 7, • By D. E. PENDLETON 
merville.
gram demonstrated that each A program was rendered at Mrs. Estella Henry is still in
Berson. regardless of how small St. Paul AME Zion church on Holden hospital where she re_ Union Baptist church held
his talent, can do some real the afternoon of May 7. Mr: cently underwent surgery. She. baptismal services last Sun'
worth while work in this Aaron Redd as pr inc i pal is getting along nicely. ;day.
world of ours. Each member speaker. Mrs. T r e a c y Gregory is
of the club was given a talent The American Legioin Aux- home from St. Louis where 
Mrs. D a Ii s has returned
end they reported as follows: iliary gave • surprise birth- she visited with her cousin, 
home from Mississippi. She
attended her uncle's funeral.
Mrs. Louise Atcherson, 1 tal- day party in honor of Mrs. Earl Cook.
ant, $2.77; Mrs. Guyuela Ben- Pauline Beard in the lower 
unit of Thankful     Baptist AURORA 
• 
Empire's baseball team de-
feated Olden 6-3.
church. on the night of MaY 5.1 Miss Anna L. Gyrd of Au-
Rev. E. C. Williams and Mr.
The Senior Class of Lang-irora and Mr. Clarence Mc- . .
ston high s c h 00 1 presented Mullen of Cleveland, Ohio,
"Stranger in the Night," a
comedy-mystery in three,
acts, before a sizeable audi-
ence in the school auditorium:
on the night of May R. !
Mrs. May F. Jackson, a
teacher at Douglass elementary
school, Is on the sick list. :
Mrs. Ethel Clark has gone;
to San Francisco, Calif. te
visit her mother, Mrs. Mary1
ghanklin.
Mr. George Greenlee, a for-
mer empleyee of Tennessee
Motor Co.. of this city, died
in Jonesboro, Tenn., May 1.
He was 47 years of age.
Mrs. Edith Harper is in the.
city from Knoxville, Tenn.,
visiting her sister.
Beatrice Smith, Mrs. Winfell
and others. The queens were
Mrs. Richard Davenport, Mrs.
Alonzo Smith, Miss Dessilean  -----
Patterson, Mrs. M. C. Byrd,
Mrs. St. Clair Davis and Mrs.
John Shannon. Miss Patterson
home of Mrs. Beulah Hooper, brought in the 
most money





Buhber Lee Shields was
rushed to a hospital in Nash- PULASKI 
'
villa. lie was visited 1sY his Mr. and 
Mrs. Joe Thomp-
wife, Josephine and his bro- son lost their home 
and all
then and wife, Mr. and Mrs.ipersonal be
longings by fire re-
Willie Shields. cently.
Mr. L. W. Graham of St. Regular services 
were held
Losuis and Charles Porter of at the St. 
John M.B. church
Indianapolis spent Mother's Sunday with the 
pastor, Rev
Pay with their mother and White 
in charge.
grandmother. WI Sarah 
Adams. Mrs.
Mrs. Leatrice Taylor spent Stella Bell, Mrs. 
Marie Lipe'
Mothers Day with her mother and Mrs. 
Lunez Barnes at-
ele had been ill tat'
months. 
1 De it tended 
the funeral of Rev. I.
Mrs. Margaret Jo Fussell H. Wiggins Sa
turday at Klan-
Mrs. Lula Moseley and her and dattehter of Nashville, dyke, Ill.
daughter, Mrs. Jean Paxton, spent Mother's Day with her Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Lipp
and others from Memphis, parents, Mr And Mrs. L. W. were in Cairo on 
business
Tenn. were in Jackson ever Reiman. Friday-
had been ill in MelnPhie far 1101•IVAR 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lilly1the weekend. Mrs. Moaeley 
opened a grocery store on
several months. le ELBERT BOULDIN Highay 
51.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dan- The World Gospel Travelers Low
ell Lilly has returned
iel of St. Louis, Mo., sent 1 of Rooktord, lit. rendefed al front the armed 
forces and
pot of White Gladioli, to the program at Bethlehem M.B. resides 
with his parents. Mr
First Baptist church on Moth- church recently. Rev. 0 J. and Mrs. 
"Buddy" Lilly.
er's Day in honor of their Johnsen is pastas 
----o-vol—  --
Ala mother. Greater Springfield held a of Bolivar, Ind. school pre-
The Stewardess of Mother pre-Mother's Day program, sented a play entitled, "The
Liberty CME church observed Sunday. May 7. Guest speak- , Uncertain Age." Misses Shir,
their annual Mother's Day Cr was Mrs Sallie Ferguson. j ley Mickens, Gladys Davis and
program Sunday afterneep 01 The Junior high aialittalanent I Winiliit AMOS Were sponsOra.
WAVERLY
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
Mrs. Reasono Turner, 57,
passed away at her home,
May 9. Funeral services were;
held at Mt. Olive Baptist
ohuroh and officiated by Rev.'
J W. Lee of Naghville. Mrs:
mots
were united in marriage. The
marriage was performed by VILLA RIDGE
Rev. Robert Wesby, pastor of G. A. Cross was called to
Main Street Baptist church. Chicago last week hi attend,
The bride is the daughter of the funeral of his daughter's.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byrd. in-law father.
Bridesmaid was Mrs. Georgia The residence of Mr and
Booker; Wilmer Branch served Mrs. Emmitt Carter was dam-
es best man. Reception was aged by fire of unknown ori-
held at the Masonic Temple. gin.
Special guests were Mr. and The Lovejoy school was se-
Mrs. Jenner, Miss Joyce Mc- verely damaged by a hail-
Mullen, Mrs. Ethel Williams,, storm and the teachers were
Louis McMullen, and Miss' unable to resume classes until
Florence Williams, all of repairs were made.
Cleveland. Mr. and Mrs. Al- Rev. and Mrs. J. G. Hop-
bert Cherry and family of, king, Mrs. Lucy Boykins and
Hammond, Ind.; Mrs. Mae Neil Mrs. Ire Harrell visited Goldie
of Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs. Burton at St. Francis hospital,
Harold Byrd were also guests. Cape Girardeau, Mo., Monday.
Mrs. Merger-tine Sanders has The District meeting of the
beTenhequsietrve ill. Church
Guild of Main Sunday night with a great
 of God in Christ closed
Street Baptist church held an- success.
nual May Day festival last Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Woods,.
Saturday at Women's Club Mrs. Amelia Foree Hunt, and
home. Mrs. James is president; Rev. J. G. Hopkins attended
Mrs. Virginia Butle r, vice the funeral of Rev. I. H. Wig-
president; Mrs. Estell Carter, ins near Cairo Saturday,closing prayer,
way. A delighttol ginner was' Turner is survived by seven; treasurer. Other officers 
and firarch 29.
served. Mrs. Viola ChlatraP. sisters, Mrs. Matti* L. Seim, members are Mrs. Mildred Mrs. Alberta Hopkins and
president; Mn. Brien. Mimi; Miss Christine Johnson and: Bailey, Mrs. Ruth 
West, Clare children, Victor A. and Caro-
secretary. The Rev. C. F.. Mrs. Ida Gardner of our city; Emma, Mr
s. Lethia Lewis, Mrs. lyn, spent the weekend with
Odom. pastor. Mrs. Elizabeth Wells of John-
Mrs. Lee Henry Hunt and, sonville, Tenn.: Mrs. Lucille
her daughter. Allene, accom-tratton, Mrs. Olivia Roseman,
partied by Mr. John Peyton,iMrs. Vastly. Charles of Chi-
an of Jackson, Miss., were nag% end one brother, Outten
weekend guegtss in the homes Johnson of Harvey,
of Mr. and Mrs. L. W Finley The MCF club met in the
of 278 W. Chester it., and t.
and Mrs Jim Glenn of 406 .
Liberty at. Mrs. Finley, Mil.
Hunt and Mrs. Glenn are sis-
ters and they really had a
nice time together over the
Mother's Day weekend.
al, The funeral of Mr. MOM
vCheek was held last Weciltiells
day at 1 p.m. at the First Bap-
tist church on Madison it.,
with the Rev. J. M. Cunning-
ham officiating with Boyd and
Johnson Funeral Is e In
charge. Mr. Cheek was a mem-
her of the First Baptist elttletth.
 Newel
Alabama
FLOIALA h LOCKHART L. Perry attended the PTA
meeting last Saturday in Jas.
St. Matthews c hurch of per.
Lockhart, Ala. closed a suc-
cessful revival. Visiting
churches participated. Rev.
T. E. Loman is pastor.
St. John's Baptist church of
Ill
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.











Mr. and Mrs Norman Clark
motored to Columbus, Mies.,
recently. They were accosts-
SMILES AE THE ORDER
OF THE DAY as Miss Shir-
ley Perry is crowned Queen
of the May by Mrs. Jerome
Holland. during the woman's
weekend activities at Hamp-
ton Institute, May 12-14 Miss
Perry reigned over the &chat-
Shown talking with Dean
Melvin Brodshaug of the
School, center seated, are: Ar
thur Reef of the international
public relations firm of Ber-
net and Reef. Inc.. New York,




A musical program was held
at Si, Luke's Baptist Church the
fifth Sunday. A large crowd at-
tended.
Rev. Bullard of St. Joseph's
AME church has purchased lot
in Bastrop, U.. on which a new
church will be erected. At ores-
slit the church is under the
John.name of St.
ties which included a dormi-
tory sang feet, an aquatic re-
view. and a banquet at which
The Honorable Juanita Kidd
Stout, a lodge of municipal
court, Philadelphia was guest
speaker.
minister of information for
Eastern Nigeria, seated right,
nd standing. Douglas Ngwu-
be, information officer for





'Orson freshman, son of Mr.
By P. B1LLINGSLEA . and Mrs. J. C. Patterson and
Goodman baccalaureate 13°13bY
Sunday The sermon was de- 
Burton, junior, son of
services were held the second 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burton.
cipal.
Cr. Mr. Genola Redd is prin..
0 Rook- direction of Bobby Burton. Mr.
James Boyd, band director at
The Sattlelites are under the
livered by Rev. W
Your reporter 
recently re. Essom high school, grinned
turned from Hattisbura, Min.,
where she visited her sister-
and family. 
owMner.i. aWndilliamni:naMetr of Gray-in-law, Mrs. Manue H. Ratliff
Mrs. Alberds Wilson passed. 
sitosn'sopFaunniner_al home. will have
weeks illness. She leaves eight 
g Sunday, June 4,
sway last Monday after two;
ehildren and other relatives, 
your agenda to attend, Gray-
son's motto Is "Service". For
1961. Place the occasion on
anRd avfrieFnds.I... Gray
Mrs Jonas Lenora and Mrs. 
, Mr. and the clock AT 84327.
sympahetic service call around
Mrs. Fannie Garland Smith. 
WEReSvT. ,APO,; ;I—IN. T:::::. p
By WILLIE ERVIN. JR.
aster of
Classic M. Groves were din-
. mnerc guests siuingoafieaR e" Mrs.
' here for Mother's Day. They
eanntldy.
preached • wonderful sermoni of Memphis and Mrs. Fox were 
Mt. Hermon Baptist church.
attended Goodman Baptist 
Sunday morning. It was a
rare treat to see Mrs. Mary A.
church services. Mrs Smith
gave several singing numbers. 
Topps, wife of Dr. A. C. Topps,
Rev. and Mrs. 0. B. Davis 
the towns' physician. Her pro-
 often demands her per-
hers attended the district eon -
"long with several of his mem' ennial from this city. Sunday
week.
ference at Weir. Miss. last 
afternoon. the Senior Class of
the Sunday School Dept. spon-
sored a Musical Tea. Wednes-
By CLEY W. JOINER 
day night, the Usher Board
BATES VILLE
Mrs. Viola Bratchert, 80,
s was in charge of the Prayer 
service. The Women's Mission-
passed away on Saturday, Ma
, 6. She was a member of Pope dt,„.„,onn was "The Sifting
ary met in the lovely home of
Chapel AME church and an of men.
--Y Mrs. J. A. Heard. Topic for
I active civic w or k Cr. Mrs The Day Care Center Nuts-
I Bratchert leaves two sons, one erv-Kindergarten, under the
adopted
direction of Mrs. Joan daughte
r, five sisters,• Jam-
six brothers, IR grandchildren, 1 e r son, held its grad
31 great-grandchildren and a 
-
was held at Liberty Hill M. B. 
ustme
very enjoyable with the
M. B. church last Sunday were'
tor, Rev. C. S. Joiner deliver-
Services held at Bluff Spring
pas-I
Femmes Savantees club of this
csPiteya.ker. The Day Care center
es
yTihni,irisrd. ay night. Mrs. J01111-
phine Glass was the smell
host of friends. Her funeral
church Rev. Wiley officiated. a special project of the L
Send all news to Willie Er-
program at Sand Spring AME
, your news reporter.
ing the message. He later 




mes and e very'Mot  h- 'AMOK
er's 
D "
By R. C. DURR
enjoyable at Pilgrim ft cc 11 Mother's Day was a big daf
M. R. church at all churches in the city
The Kind Provident M B.
church had a very nice Moth-
epprovingly as his students
displayed their musical tal-
ents.
Rev A. L. Jarelen conducts
Mother's Day services at Shit,
er's Day program. Rev. Par- all day.
nell of Grenada delivered the Rev. A. A. Williams held
message. his 2nd quarterly conferenc•
at St. James AM church the
first Sunday It was high in
spirit. Subject of his sermon
was "Don't Back from the
Storm." All boards made ex-
cellent reports; $75.00 wet
raised.
Rev. R. H. Hooks conducted
night service. He also preached
a wonderful sermon. His sub-
ject was "The Cup of Life."
New Hope Baptist church
recently celebrated choir an-
niversary. It was a great suc-
CORINTH
Sy REV. W. W. HAMILTON
Mrs. Ann Brown of Detroit
is the house guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Grayson of Tupe-
lo, Miss.
Mrs. Solar Lumpkin, Mrs.
Matilda Pigford and MI•8
Ruby Hunter spent Saturday
in Memphis visiting friends—
The Macedonia Baptist
church culminated its pastor-
al anniversary Sunday. The
Rev. C. J. Lowe has served
the congregation for 39 years.
Rev, J. S. Wilson, minister of
the 5th Street Baptist church
brought the massage. A love
offering of $198 with many'
personal gifts were presented'
the honoree.
St. Mark Baptist church ob-
served its 16th Annual Youth
Day program Sunday, May 7,
1081 at 3 p.m. The theme was
"Christian Youth on the
March". Mr Fr a n k Young,
principal of Carter high school,
Okolona, Miss., challenged the
group with the subject
"Where Are You Going and
What Are You Going to Do
When You Get There?"
Miss Joyce Allen, Eatom
high school presented its chor-
al group; Mrs. Idotha Burns
Morrison was directress of the
City Wide Choir. The partici-
pating churches were: Little
Zion Baptist church. Mace-
donia Baptist church, Church
of Christ, Mt. Moriah Metho-
dist church. Fifth Street Bap-
tist church and St. Mark Bap-
tist church.
The special feature was the
girls' quartette from the Car-
ter high school, Okolona, Miss.,
Mr. Frank Young accompanied
them at the piano. Mrs. Josie
B. Brooks, chairman; Mrs. 01-
lye Crawford Grayson, co-
chairman; Rev. R. S. Pickens,
minister.
Homecoming Day was also
observed at the Mt. Moriah
Methodist church, Rev. R. H.
King, minister: the speaker
was Rev. M. Raymond King,
assistant pastor Griffin Metho-
dist church, Starkville, Miss.
On Monday, May 8, the fifth
grade class at Scale Street
school gave Mrs. E. B. Lathon
a surprise birthday par t y.
Mrs. Kate Jenkins baked the
beautiful cake. It had two
candles on It. Mrs. Lathon
takes this opportunity to ex-
press her gratefulness to the
ciass and especially to their
•p arents who furnished the
I elaborate menu and personel
! gifts. Mae Henry Peen and
'PellgY Hall served as chair-
ledies. In Ph/motile, Ativsees Clew oIlla M..
One can never forget the iii ""'"' liss ""*" chi"'
Junior-senior Prom at Easom eisenteneet toe aiusr
high school op last Friday i
ssso AT Ot:Cli FOR VITAMIN erns 7
evening. The sche
me of the 4p.hur, 
bal• 
ye,,r haztuhs ;Toh.: eilm
awls 
alnst.r
decoration was 8 Caribbean 7..ri 
I. R. sillTR Ret,ISS Va. Hos
Mashington.
Cruise. The young people
were dressed equally to the " """ "'LP Via°
occasion; their parents looked
on as they danced to music
furnished by the Stittieliie,
front Jackson State college
Two of the Easom high school
former students are mainline
iii moan.; edocatiep at Jack
son Stets college, Harry Pat-
cess.
The Church of God cele-
brated choir anniversary the
third Sunday.
The Pattarorna sponsored in
behalf of Rubin Morris, jr., by
Miss Jewel netted a big profit
for the city.
Lee Westbrook is visiting
Mrs, Irene Westbrook.
Rose Club Nos. 74 and 99
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DEFENDER SATURDAY, MAY 27, 1%1
LITTLE ROCK NINE get to-
gether for a study session
shortly after being barred
from Central High school by
state guards. Later they were
admitted under the protection
and the world," Tucker said. "I have never desired to hold
"In all honesty, I can say that back Negroes. I would not stand
our schools are in good condi- in the way of a single Negro
tion and that we are trying sin- in Arkansas achieving any suc-
cerely to do what is right about cess- that means getting where
them and about the enrollment I am or higher.
of Negro children." Then the governor interrupted
The school board president himself with some feeling:
said there is 'no problem" con- "Why go on? No newspaper
cerning the Negroes who are will print the viewpoint of Fau-
now in integrated schools. He bus. They hate me. They won't
fels that, if handled with quote me unless it makes me
"common sense," the problem look like a bigot or a fool. May-
can be answered with no fur- be after I've been out of office
ther unheaval. 
,
a while, they will be kinder."
The core of resistance is in a ."Try it, governor," he was in-
small, cluttered law office at vited. "Say what you think."
the edge of the business district. "Well, I feel this," he said
There sits Amis Guthridge, bit- soberly' "Regardless of what
ter and unyielding. He is presi- peoplethink of me or the school
dent of the Capital Citizens situation here, the fact is that
Council.
"People don't talk much now Dinner Given Forbut there is more opposition
than ever." Guthridge said. "We 
don't have integration here. We Rev. Blair T is
have forced attendance of the Elder Blair T. Hunt, whoNegroes.
of the 101st Airborne troops
after President Eisenhower's
now famous order.
our local problem is a very small
thing compared to the critical
situation today.
"The trouble in the world is
moral and it is getting worse. As
long as w are ashamed of what
we do that is wrong, there is
hope. But conviction of sin
seems to have gone out of our
life in America.
"We are a nation that is be-
ing taken over by parlor pinks
who have no moral scruples and
no love for this country.
"Unless we reverse this trend
quickly, we are lost. It will take
sacrifice, preservance, turning
back to God and possibly some
bloodshed. But it is the biggest
task of our age. Now, see if you
can get that printed."
The transition has been slow "There are very few inci- Negro newspaper publisher L. 
was recently elected the first
and painful, not only for the dents any more." Matthews C. Bates was a leading figure in 
Negro member of the Shelby
South but for a number of north- said. "When something occurs, the integration troubles. He and 
County Board of Education,
ern cities, we get right on it." his wife were in the forefront 
was honored at a dinner giv-
The memory of violence does The Negro pupils are treated of the NAACP legal battle to en by members of the Abe
not fade quickly. But it is true just like everyone else in the get the Negroes admitted to Scharff Branch YMCA's Com-
as well that in most southern classes, Matthews said. In the Central High. m i t tee of Management of
communities where the chips cafeteria and elsewhere on the Today. his newspaper is out of which Hunt is chairman em-
have ben down, some form of school grounds, they tend to business and his Little Rock eritus-
desegregation has been accepted stick together. although it is not home is still boarded up where During the dinner, which
—and it has worked, unusual to find Negro and white rocks were hurled through win- was held last Friday night at
Washington, D. C, schools pupils conversing about school dows. Bates divides his time be- the Flame restaurant, Elder
were entirely segregated at the affairs. tween home and Memphis. H u n t, pastor of Mississippi
time of the court decision. The School organizations have not Tenn.. where he is fighting other Blvd. Christian church and
move to total desegregation be- been barred to Negroes but none civil rights battles. Special Probation office at
gan within two weeks. Today. has attempted to enroll. The Ne- "I was very bitter over what Juvenile court, was presented
Superintendent Carl F. Hansen gross have not gone out for in- happened and was on the verge a brief-case by Dr. E. Frank
cells it "a miracle of social ad_ terscholastic athletics, but Mat- of losing my mind." Bates said. White. chairman of the Branch
justment." thews said that some of them "I felt my paper which had pro- YMCA's social committee.
In Louisville. RY., where are favorites in "choose-up" vided a voice for my people had . Members attending to the
schools began desegregation in games in gym classes, been taken from me. My home, dinner paid tribute to Elder
1956. a Negro has recently been The principal was harrassed had been bombed. My life and Hunt for being elected to the
named chairman of the Board of Personally for months. H i s my wife's life had been threat- board of education. In brief
Education. A three-year study telephone rang at all hours of ened. There was real hatred in speeches, Hunt's life in Mem-
showed a significant strengthen_ the night. my heart. phis was related during theing of the academic standing of "I haven't had one of these No ANSWER years he was a principal atNegroes and evidence of a calls for almost two years," -But I have learned that bit- Booker T. Washington for 26"slight gain" among white po_ Matthews said. "Things are get- terness and hatred are not the: years before his retirement inpas. ting much better." answer to the race problem or 1959. He had been employedFREEDOM OF CHOICE Have the Central High Ne- any problem. I will never give by the Memphis Board for 46Under a "freedom of choice" gross pulled down the school's up fighting for the rights of Ne- years. He has also served asprogram in Virginia. Prince Ed- adademic standards? gro people but I have learned! pastor of one church longerward County chose to close pub- "Emphatically not." Matthews
lie schools. The cost of a i- said. "We have some good Ne- 
that nothing can be accomplish-than another minister in Mem-
ed through bitterness The an-, phis.
Little Rock Story After 7 Years Progress
By AL ICUETTNER .Guard "to maintain or restore
LITTLE ROCK, Ark."-(UPI)oommunity."the 
peace and good order cif this
—At 3:30 the last bell rang; 1.-.
650 boys and girls spille(1,1 
State troops prevented the
Negroes from entering thethrough the doors of Central
school on Sept. 4. After days 01High school, down the much-
legal battle, the governor wasphotographed steps, across the
enjoined against further inter-broad lawns to head home in
ference.the sunshine.
On Sept. 23, the Negroes re-Seven of them were Negroes.
"They are not bothered much-turned. Disorders outside h e
any more," said Jess Matthews, seb1 grew s° intense that
school authorities sent themhigh school principal,
home under heavy guard.It iS seven years since the
CALLS TROOPSU.S. Supreme court ruled unani- 
That afternoon, Presidentmously, on May 17, 1954, that 
Eisenhower put the guardsmen"in the field of public education
an federal duty and sent pars-there is no place for separate!
,troopers of the 101st Airbornebut equal."
It is a little over three yearsidivIsion t° the school 
grounds.
The Negro pupils returnedand eight months since the
troubles of Little Rock spread,the next day.
The paratroopers remainedaround the world the bitter story'
until late in November. Theof racial violence at the school-
federalized guard remained athouse,
the school until the close of theIn 1954, schools were segre- 
spring term, the day after Er-gated by law in 17 states and
nest Green, 16. received his di-the District of Columbia. Today,
ploma with 600 white c las s-Negro and white children sit in
the same classrooms in about mates'
I guess this was the mostone out of every four school dis- -
famous school in the world for atricts in the south,
while, but it was the wrongThat figure is h ea v v
kind of fame," Matthews said.weighed, however, by school 
"The thing people don't re-districts in Washington and the "
alize is that even at the worstborder states. Three states —
time, when the troops were allSouth Alabama. Mississippi and 
over the place, we were stillCarolina—remain complete hold-
teaching classes.outs. In a fourth, Georgia. the
There was a lot of shovinglaw has been changed, but de- "
and some fighting in the halls,segregation will not become a
but the teachers never once lostfact until fall.
"It will take 99 more years to control of their classes."
In September, 1958. Centralachieve complete desegrega-
tion if the present pattern is High school didn't open its
doors. All four of Little Rock'sfollowed." the Rev. Martin Lu- 
high schools were closed by or-ther King, jr.. Negro integre-
der of the governor. Theytion leader, said recently.
didn't open again until January,At Clinton, Tenn.. Mrs. Mar-
1960. by federal court order.garet Anderson. who has taught
There has been no seriousfor eight years in the high school
trouble since, and student mo-to which Negroes were admitted
five years ago, said: 'We're 
get , rale is high, Matthews said.
When our school was closed forting closer than ever. But unto
-a 
'
pupils and parents re-gration must come from within
the individual. It grows through 
alized just how much it meant
to have it open." he said.the years."
vate school system for white gro students and some poor ones swer nes in fighting for what ispupils is paid in large measure —just like the white pupils. I right for all people regardlessthrough state tuition grants, a would say that as a group, they of race "
Among those who paid trib-
ute to him in brief speeches
was Dr. Hollis F. Price whoplan which the Negro communi- are about average. What of the man who gave the ,said, "there is no more worth-ty refused. The Justice depart- None of the seven Negroes orders that kept the Negroes w h II e, valuable citizen inment has recently moved in the now attending Central or the out of Central High in 1957? Memphis as far as I can seefederal courts to order re-open- four at Hall High was involved
ing of the public schools and in the 1957 trouble. 
Orval E. Faubus is in his than our honoree.
fourth term as governor. The. Henry Jackson called Hunforbid use of public funds for Frank Henderson. one of two walls of his private office are;,"a minister and an educatorprivate schooling. Negroes who will be graduated covered with cartoons from who has done a splendid jobThe Clinton, Tenn., H i g h from Central this year. lives in dozens of newspapers about the; in both professions." Fredschool was virtually destroyed a neat two-story frame house racial troubles of Little Rock. 'Josepha, executive secretary ofby bombing two years after the with his mother and father. the Faubus bears little semblancel.the Branch YMCA, said "therefirst Negroes entered it. under Rev. J. F. Henderson. a Pres- to those cartooned images w hen'!has always been a warmNational Guard protection. Ten byterian clergyman, he closes the door of that pri-, friendship between us." Dr.Negroes and several hundred He is doing well scholastics)- vate office, slumps into the White said, .,I have twhite children now attend IY He plans to attend college leather swivel chair. puts his 
he high-
classes in a new e800.000 but hasn't made a final choice. feet on the desk and talks out 
't respect for him. W. C.
"Bill" Weathers said, "I haveschool. "Things have been much bet- of his heart.In Louisiana. violence and ter at school this year." Frank "I've been built up as a 
per-
- 
been deeply touched by his
biterness followed admission of said with a bright smile. "The • son of controversy." he said ra
many activities." J. W. Roland
a few Negro children to t w o' other students talk to us and we titer sadly. „Actually, I'm not a said, 
"I've always admired
elementary schools last Novem- are getting to be treated like just man who seeks controversy. f, 
him." Arnett Hirsch said, "I
have the deepest
boycotted by white pupils; three way we want it. Nothing more, 
have tried to stand for princi-i
pies and that includes the 1957i 
 respect for
his abilities." William Cox,
her. One school is still entirely. any other students. That's the
Negro girls are its only students. MADE FRIENDS troubles. I principal of iChicago P a r k
I said "I've known himThe other has one Negro girl in The Negro youth said he re- "History will have to judge,sch°°- —
since I was a boy and I callthe first grade and 15 white stu- ceived a number of Christmas whether Little Rock was a sym-
him the great educator, thedents in classes from kinder- cards from white pupils last 17;01 of bigotry or liberty."garten through sixth grade, year and sent some to w h i t e Faubus seems a bit perplexed great humanitarian. He hasAreas of Chicago. Detroit and friends, over the chain of events that done more for the NegroesNew York faced similar prob. "There is a new spirit coming exploded in Little Rock. than any other man in Mem-lems as thousands of Negro "im- to Little Rock." Frank's father "We have been one of the 
phis" Frank Lewis, principal
migrants" moved in from the said. "Bittenesa is on the de- most progressive southern etates' of Grant school, said "here issouth and it became apparent dine." • in desegregation." he reflected.. a man whose influence is notthat residential patterns had But the problem itself is not "I was not personally against only felt locally but in othercreated almost entirely segre- dead. integration. As governor. I had, places." Edgar Davis said ofgated schools. Under a plan drafted during approved of desegregation atl him "he has helped shape theIn New Rochelle, second larg- the trouble, the high schools several other places in the state.11ives of three of my children,eat city in New York's subur- were to be desegregated first,
ban school district had been ger-followed by junior high last
rymandered to preserve an ele. year. When it came time to tali('
mentary school almost entirely that step, however, the action
Negro. The court has ordered was postponed. t is now due to
it be desegregated, begin in junior high next fall.
Nowhere did the troubles ap- Two of the school board's six)
proach those of Little Rock. , members favor moving ahead)
It would have seemed a most toward complete integration.!
unlikely place for racial viol- School hoard president Everetti
ence. Several other Arkansas Tucker, jr.. disagrees.
cities already had integrated "I believe we are making
schools. Gov. Orval Faubus' son'steady progress under the place. 
attendeda non-segregated col-;ment plan." Tucker said. "This
lege. Only a small group held thing cannot be done all at
extreme racial feelings and once. The main thing is that we
there had been no undue excite- move in good faith to comply
merit when the school board de- with the agreements we have
cided to go along with court in- made and that have been ap-
structions to admit Negroes to proved."
Central High itctaiola- Tucker said in an interview
This peaceful pictures changed that it was obvious business
almost overnight in September, was badly hurt because of the
1957. Faubus said he had secret 1957 incident and is just n 0 w
information that there would be beginning to recover. ,
trouble when the nine selected "We desperately need to have.
Negro students arrived to en) created a new image of Little
roll. He called out the NationallRock le the eyes el the nation
Hunt
He has also been my princi-
pal when I taught four years."
J. T. Chandler, chairman of
the Branch YMCA's commit-
tee, and toastmaster at the
dinner, said "most of us are
not aware of how he has ef-
fected many lives here in
many areas. He has honor and
influence among Negroes as
well as whites." Thaddeus T.
Stokes said, "I'm happy to be
associated with a man who has
made so many contributions
in so many areas and who has
succeeded in three profes-
sions."
Among others sponsoring
the dinner were Dr. Cooper E.
Taylor, Frank Scott, E. P.
Nabors and J. D. Springer.
BTW VESPER SERVICE
Sunday, May 28, 5 p.m...
Booker T. Washington will
have its Vesper services at
the Blair T. Hunt gymnasium.
The graduating class this year,
one of the smallest in Booker
T.'s history, has 368 members.
The Rev, E. Melvin Johnson,
assistant administrator of the
AME church and former pas-
tor of a church in Hot Springs,
Ark., will be the featured
speaker. Following Principal
J. D. Springer's motto of
"Quality before Quantity." 10
per cent of BTW's graduating
class has an average of 90 or
above. Ray Thomas and Mrs.
Catherine Johnson are class
advisors. June 2 is the date
for the school's commencement
at the City auditorium. For
more about an unusual pro-
gram on that date read next
week's issue
MEN OF TOUGALOO South-
ern Christian college leave
Galloway Hall, a men's dorm-
itory on the campus during It is a private institution pro-
the Commencement exercises. viding the best of educations
Tougaloo is an up to date col- in Mississippi for all college
lege located at Touga/oo. Miss. stduents.
Student Group Holds First.
Florida Integrated Confab
TALLAHASSEE — cedure and group methods of
The Great Southeast Region
of the United States National
Student Association (USNAS)
held an integrated conference
for the firt time in its history
when the region sponsored its
Student Leadership Conference
on April 28.
The conference was planned
and directed by Ira C. Robin-
son, 20-year old chairman of
the region, and held at the
Canterbury House of the St.
Michael and All Angels' Epis-
copal church here.
The one-day conference con-
sidered the traits of the stu-
dent leader, means of exercising
leadership on campus, and ob-
stacles to successful student
leadership as well as human
relations, parliamentary pro-
participation and training
Resource personnel for the
conference included William
Larkins, president of the stu-
dent body at Florida A & M;
Constance Curry, director of
Southern Human Relations,
USNSA, Atlanta; Mary Oppen-
heimer, graduate socioldgy
student, University of Pennsyl
vania; and Chairman Robinson
Florida A&M.
The Rev, Harcourt E. Waller.
'chaplain to Episcopal students
at Florida State University.
was the initial key-note speak-
er. Dr. Leander Boykin, pro-
fessor of education at Florida
;A&M, spoke at the adjourning
- session concerning the
true meaning of leadership and













Evening Dr.sse I Cocktail Dresses!
In Assorted Siren 45 and Under
JUNIOR LEAGUE THRIFT SHOP
4 North Front Street
(Across from Post Office)
CHURCH PROPERTY
Brick Construction 10 Years Old
Corner Parkway & Castalia
3 Additional Lots
Air Conditioning • Hot Writer Rid
Seats 365 Large Kitchen Office
Norsory and Libra"
11 Class Rooms
APPRAISED PRICE - $90,000
MRS. CANNON—BR 5-9513







For The Best In
HAIR STYLES

















THURSDAY, MAY 25-10:10 P.M.
"Dispatch From Reuters",
with EDWARD G ROBINSON
and EDDIE ALBERT




SATURDAY, MAY 27-10:10 P.M.
"Frenchman's Creek,"
with JOAN FONTAINE
and ARTURO DE CORDOVA
SUNDAY, MAY 28-10:15 P.M.
"Eagle and The Hawk
with CARY GRANT
and FREDRIC MARCH
MONDAY, MAY 29-10:10 P.M.
"If I Had A Million"
with W. C. FIELDS
and GARY COOPER
TUESDAY, MAY 30-10:10 P.M.
"Lucky Jordan
with ALAN LADD
and HELEN WALKER
I,
•
